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ABSTRACT

This report provides new estimates of separation distances for nuclear power plant
gaseous hydrogen storage facilities. Unacceptabledamageto plant structuresfrom hydrogen
detonationswill be preventedby havinghydrogenstorage facilities meet separationdistance
criteria recommendedin this report. The revised standoffdistances are based on improved
calculationson hydrogengas cloud detonationsand structuralanalysis of reinforcedconcrete
structures. Also, the results presented in this study do not depend upon equivalencing a
hydrogendetonationto an equivalentTNT detonation. The static and stagnationpressures,
wave velocity, and the shock wave impulse delivered to wall surfaces were computed for
severaldifferentsize hydrogenexplosions. Separationdistance equationswere developedand
were used to computethe minimumseparationdistance for six different wall cases and for
sevendetonatingvolumes (from 1.59 to 79.67 Ibmof hydrogen). These improvedcalculation
results were comparedto previous calculations. The ratio between the separationdistance
predictedin this reportversus thatpredictedfor hydrogendetonationin previous calculations
varies from 0 to approximately4. Thus, the separationdistancesresults from the previous
calculations can be either overconservative or unconservative depending upon the set of
hydrogen detonation parameters that are used. Consequently, it is concluded that the
hydrogen-to-TNTdetonation equivalencyutilized in previous calculations should no longer be
used.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report provides new estimatesof separationdistancesfor nuclearpowerplantgaseoushydrogen
storagefacilities. Unacceptabledamageto plant structuresfrom hydrogendetonationswill be prevented

by havinghyd_'ogenstoragefacilitiesmeet separationdistancecriteria recommendedin this report. The
revised standoffdistancesare based on improvedcalculationson hydrogengas cloud detonationsand
structuralanalysisof reinforcedconcretestructures.The work wasperformedto supportthe resolution
of Generic Issue 106 (GI-106), "Piping and the Use of Highly CombustibleGases in Vital Area," and
wassponsoredby the NuclearRegulatoryCommission,Officeof NuclearRegulatoryResearch.

The resultspresentedin this studydo not dependupon equivalencinga hydrogendetonationto an
equivalent TNT detonation, as do the resultspresentedin Reference ES-1. This study's hydrogen
detonationcasesusedseveralexplosiveyields (where yield is thefraction of the gas contributing to the
detonation)and a hemisphericalexpansionfor the hydrogenblast. The computercode CMBWATEs'2
wasemployed to compute(a) staticand stagnationpressure,(b) wavevelocity, and (c) the shockwave
impulsedeliveredto targetsurfaceswithin the flow field. These itemswere computedas a functionof
time for the incidentandreflectedwaves.

Severalstepsare performedby the CMBWAT computercodeto calculatethe blast loading results.
In general,the computercodecomputesthe shockwaveandcombustionprocessinsidethe reactingmass.
The combustion-causedstagnationtemperatureincreasecausesa shock wavethat is attenuatedwith

distance. A wavegeneratedbehindthis incidentwavecontributesto the overall impulse. The computer
code CMBWAT computesthe incidentwave pressure,temperature,velocity, and impulsetime history.
The incidentwaveis then reflectedfrom the targetsurfacethat createsa reflectedwavewith itsassociated
pressure,temperature, velocity, and impulsetime histories. CMBWAT solvesthis nonsteady-flow,
noh__=teady-statetransientproblem.

The separation distance recommendations presented in Reference ES-1 for TNT detonations (that
were based upon the studies presented in References ES-I and ES-3) remain valid for TNT detonations.

However, the approximate equivalency presented in Reference ES-1 to equate hydrogen detonations to

TNT detonations should no longer be used. Instead, the separation distance recommendation presented

herein should be used for hydrogen detonations associated with gaseous hydrogen storage. For small

storage volumes and low detonation yields, the minimum required separation distances recommended
herein for hydrogen detonation will be less than those presented in Reference ES-1. However, in the case

of detonation yields in excess of 0.14 and gaseous hydrogen storage volumes in excess of about 3,500

sef, the separation distances recommended in Reference ES-1 are likely to be significantly unconservative.

For an upper bound on the detonation yield of 0.30, and a very large gaseous hydrogen storage volume
of 15,000 standard cubic feet (set'), the separation distances recommended herein will exceed those of

Reference ES-1 by about a factor of 2.0 to 4.0. Whether the separation distances of Reference ES-1 are

conservative or unconservative is very sensitive to the assumed detonation yield tbr gaseous storage
volumes in excess of about 1,500 scf.



A comparison was performed of the separation distances that were developed by the Electric Power
Research Institute (EPRI) (Reference ES-1) to the separation distances that were calculated in this report.

This comparison was performed to investigate where the EPRI separation distances deviated from the

improved analysis presented in this report. To make this comparison, the ratio of the improved distances

to the EPRI distances v¢o_developed and is denoted as Re. The factor Re represents a scale factor that

must be applied to Reference ES-I separation distances (P_H) for hydrogen storage to obtain the
separation distance R obtained in this report. When Re exceeds unity, Reference ES-1 is unconservative
in predicting separation distances for gaseous hydrogen storage.

Figure ES-I shows a contour plot of Re values of 0.30, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, and 3.5 for
Wall Case No. 1 (one of six wall cases that was analyzed) at a ductility of 3 versus detonating frac,ion

f and storage volume V (set). At R e = 1.0, both the EPRI approach and the improved calculational
approach give the same separation distance. Figure ES-1 shows the sensitivity of Re to both the stored

volume and the detonation fraction. The ratio Re ranges from 0.19 at a small stored volume V of 1,000
sef and a low detonation fraction f of 0.05 to 3.6 at a large stored volume of 15,000 scf and a detonation
fraction of 0.30.

It should also be pointed out that the hydrogen blast calculations that were performed for this report

assumed hemispherical expansion with no localized variations in physical parameters that could affect the

blast overpressure such as temperature, wind, dust, buildings, etc. Localized variations in these
parameters could either enhance or diminish the overpressure for a particular blast. For example,
Reference ES-4 points out that "Enhancement [to the wave overpressure] cap..also be caused by wind

shear with associated velocity gradients."

Although not studied herein, the TNT equivalency presented in Reference ES-1 for liquid hydrogen

storage is also likely to be suspect, and should no longer be used. No replacement recommendations are

presented herein. Development of such a replacement recommendation would require studies for liquid

hydrogen storage similar to those presented herein for gaseous hydrogen storage.
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Improved Estimates Of Separation Distances To
Prevent Unacceptable Damage To Nuclear Power

Plant Structures From Hydrogen Detonation
For Gaseous Hydrogen Storage

1. INTRODUCTION

This report presents the analysis results for the calculation of gaseous hydrogen explosion
overpressuresand impulses and provides new estimatesof separation distances for nuclear power plant
gaseous hydrogenstoragefacilities. The workwas performedto support the resolutionof Generic Issue
106, "Pipingand the Use of Highly Combustible Gases in Vital Area," and was sponsored bythe Nuclear
RegulatoryCommission, Office of Nuclear RegulatoryResearch.

This report is arrangedin five sections. Section 1 providesan overviewof the analysis and selected
definitionsof importanttermsused in the report. Section 2 providesdetails and resultsfor the improved
detonation analysis. Section 3 coversthe structuralanalysis and separationdistance calculations. Section
4 presents the resultsof the separation distance calculations. Section 5 lists the referencesused in the
report. Also includedin this report are two appendices. Appendix A providesan expandeddiscussion
of issues and results for the improved detonation analysis. The work discussed in Appendix A was
performed by W. W. Madsen,a D. H. Van Haaften, J. E. Neuman, and C. L. Smith. Appendix B
providesan expandeddiscussion of issues and results for the structural analysis and separation distance
calculations. The work discussed in Section B was performedby R. P. Kennedy.b

1.1 Overview of Methodology

Unacceptabledamage to plant structures from hydrogendetonations will be preventedby having
hydrogenstoragefacilities meet the separationdistance criteriarecommendedin this report. The revised
standoffdistances are determinedbasedon:

• Improvedhydrogengas clouddetonationcalculationsto compute(a) static andstagnationpressures,
(b) wave velocity, and (c) the shock wave impulsedelivered to target surfaces (e.g., safety-related
buildings). These items were computed as a function of time for both the incident and reflected
waves.

• Structural analysis of reinforced concrete structures given that the blast loading calculated above is
applied to the wall.

The results presented in this study do not depend upon equivalencing a hydrogen detonation to an
equivalentTNT detonation, as do the results presented in Reference 1. This study's hydrogen detonation

a Currently with S.I.C., Inc., Idaho Falls, ID 83401.

b RPK Structural Mechanics Consulting, Inc., Yorba Linda, CA 92686.
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cases used seven hydrogen detonating volumes, typical of storage vessels containing 200 to 15,000
standardcubic feet (scf) of gaseous hydrogen. Also, the analysis for this reportused yields from 5 to
100% to provide for a sensitivity analysis on the yield parameter. Consequently, a wide variationof
yields are coveredto determinestandoffdistancesas a functionof yields. The readercan then see the
sensitivitiesof standoffdistanceswith yield.

Separationdistances were evaluatedfor differentpermissible levelsof inelastic deformationof walls
defined in termsof permissibleductility factors. Results are presentedfor ductility factors of 1 (elastic),
3, and 5. However,the predictionmethodologyused in this reportmay be extended to other permissible
ductility factors. The separationdistances presented herein are applicable to "free-field"walls subjected
to blast loading applied normal to the wall surfaceas a resultof a surface detonation of gaseous hydrogen
at sea level. A surface detonation results in a hemispherical explosion. A hemispherical explosion
appliesgreater pressureto a "free-field"wall than a free-airdetonation (i.e., spherical explosion).

The separation distances section presents the revised standoff distances for various detonating
volumes of gaseous hydrogen (i.e., the volume of hydrogeninvolved in the explosion multiplied by the
fraction of the volume that detonates). The seven hydrogendetonating volumes analyzed are typical of
storagevessels containing 200 to 15,000 scf of gaseous hydrogen. For each of the seven cases analyzed,
six types of reinforcedconcrete walls were studied.

1.2 Definitions

This section provides a brief definition of the important terms used in this report. While the
definitions are not intended to encompass all possible uses, they are intended to specifically convey the
intended interpretation for use in this report.

Deflagration Deflagration represents the propagationof a combustion event by means of thermal
phenomenon. The fuel surrounding the ignition site is heated such that it combusts,
thereby transferring the reaction from the combusted to uncombusted fuel.

Detonating Volume The detonating volume is the total volume of gaseous hydrogen that is detonated
(i.e., total amount of hydrogen participating in the explosion). The detonating
volume is denoted by VD = fV, where V equals the total available volume of
hydrogen and f equals the yield.

Detonation Detonation represents the propagation of an explosion event by means of shock
pressure forces. The reaction is transferred rapidly from exploded to unexpl.'_ded
fuel by wayof the shock wave.

Explosion An explosion is an event that results in a rapid release of energy. Explosions are
typically associated with detonation events.

Free-FieldWall A wall positioned such that no intervening structures exist between the point of
detonation and the wall. Also, the detonation is not contained by other walls or a
roof and the only source of reflection is the free-field wall itself.



Impulse The impulse is the energyassociatedwith the time-dependentwaveoverpressure
curve. The overpressure-timehistory starr_positive, goes to zero, has a negative
portion, and goesback to zero (the abs'alutepressurereturns to the atmospheric
pressurelevel). Consequently,there is a positive impulse,followedby a negative
impulse,andthe total impulseis the net sumof the two.

Yield The term yield in this report represents the fraction of the combustible gas (i.e.,

hydrogen) contributing to the explosion. For exart=ple, for a storage tank containing

80 Ibm of hydrogen, a 100% yield detonation would result in the detonation of all

80 Ibm of the hydrogen. A 30% yield detonation of the same storage tank would

result in the detonation of 24 Ibm of the hydrogen. The yield term will be denoted I

by the symbol f.



2. IMPROVED DETONATION ANALYSIS OF GASEOUS HYDROGEN

2.1 Issues Concerning Hydrogen Detonation

Hydrogen is a highly flammable gas with a very high vertical velocity due to its low density. The

flammability limits of hydrogen for deflagration and detonation vary with ignition location, strength, and

the mixture of other gases. The lower flammability limit for hydrogen deflagration in air is 4% if
ignition is at the bottom of the gas cloud, 9% if at the side or the top.2 Upper flammability limits for

hydrogen in air are near 75% (Reference 2). Also, hydrogen is very easy to ignite; friction, static

charge, any open flame or spark will start the process. Often, vortices created by the gas flow itself will
build up enough of a charge to ignite the gas. For hydrogen in air, the detonation lean (i.e., lower) limit

is 18% while the detonation rich (i.e., upper) limit is 5"9% (Reference 2). The lower limit is increased
if an inert substance (such as water vapor) is included in the mixture.

I

After stating these limits, it should be noted that they are not absolute. When the experimental data
are compared, there is a wide variety of actual measurements. This indicates that there is scatter in the

data from which these percentages are obtained. Since the consequences of an event can be severe, the

allowable mole fractions for operation are usually divided by at least 2, and sometimes by 10, for safety
considerations. This ensures that, even with gas-generated vortices that give higher local concentrations,
a combustion event will not occur.

Combustion proceeds from the ignition source and increases the energy of the adjacent molecules
high enough to initiate a reaction. This releases energy that is transferred to the next series of molecules,

and if this energy level is again sufficient to initiate reaction, the process proceeds until there are no more

molecules or the energy level drops. Hydrogen has a large mean free path, low energy threshold, large

buoyancy factor (due to its low density), and high energy output for each reaction. Consequently, these

factors make hydrogen easy to ignite and, once the reaction is started, the ignition will easily propagate.

Also, if hydrogen is in a confined area, a deflagration may often lead to an explosion. The reacting
molecular structure gives off so much energy that the unreacted mixture in front of the reaction will

receive enough energy to cause an explosion. This type of explosion is called a detonation.

While the combustion type, i.e., deflagration or detonation, has been discussed, these combustion

types are a critical point requiring further explanation. If the combustion wave front is subsonic, the

reaction is classified as a deflagration and is normally considered to be a flame. If the combustion wave

front is supersonic, the reaction is called a detonation. Since damage from the resulting shock wave is

a function of overpressure, and since overpressure is a function of the shock wave strength, a detonation
is typically more destructive than a deflagration.

Vapor combustion in general exhibits a higher deflagration wave velocity than does combustion of

solids. Because of the characteristics of hydrogen explained above, its deflagration wave propagation

speed is very near a Math number of 1. Thus, even for a deflagration, a very loud noise will be noted

due to the pressure pulse. This loud noise, coupled with a large fire ball, will often lead the observer

to conclude that a detonation has occurred, when in fact it is a deflagration. Unless pressure
measurements are taken to determine what happened, many observers will categorize many deflagrations
as detonations.



A typical shock wave is approximately 2 mean-free molecular paths thick; for hydrogen this is on

the order of 2.5 x 10.4 mm thick, and other gases are even thinner.3 Behind this shock is a wave of gas
that has a pressure, temperature, velocity, and consequently, impulse time history. The initial pressure

is mainly a function of the shock wave and its associated overpressure. The length of the following wave

is a strong function of the products generated during the combustion process. Damage from any
explosion is due to a combination of the overpressure and the duration of the wave or the impulse

generated (the impulse is the integrated area under the overpressure-time curve). The overpressure-time

history starts positive, goes to zero, has a negative portion, and goes back to zero (the absolute pressure

returns to atmospheric). Thus, there is a positive impulse, followed by a negative impulse.

The blast wave situation is further complicated by the fact that when the incident wave (what has
been discussed so far) encounters any structure, it is reflected. This reflected wave is _ stronger
than the incident wave. Blast wave a_talysis in the past has usually used "reflection factors" of
approximately 2 for the reflected wave. However, these factors are only near 2 if the incident wave had
a Mach number of approximately 1 and was stagnated against the wall under reversible, isentropic, and
steady state conditions. This assumption is probably valid at longer distances from the event center where

these conditions (i.e., reversible, isentropic, and steady stake) are approximately met. The real behavior

of this reflected wave, however, is neither steady state, isentropic, nor reversible. Consequently,
reflection factors can be as much as 8 for shock waves in air (Reference 3). When shock stems (the

results of two reflected waves intersecting) are present, the multiplier can be even higher. Theretbre,
the reflected wave pressure, temperature, velocity, and impulse time history must be determined, because

the reflected wave has the greatest potential for damage. Once again, the positive and negative impulse
of this wave must be determined.

The incident wave attenuation with distance must also be computed. This is important since the

wave overpressure decreases with distance but the wave duration increases. Therefore, the impulse must
be computed with distance since in some cases (hydrogen being one of them) the actual reflected positive

phase impulse is slightly higher a short distance from the detonation than it is at the edge of the reaction
zone. TNT and other solid explosives do not exhibit this characteristic. The total impulse (the

summation of both positive and negative phases) always decreases with distance. However, tbr reactions

with large product generation and relatively large negative pressure components, the relation between

positive and negative changes with distance, especially for the reflected wave. This relation again yields
the conditions that exist when only the positive phase impulse is looked at with distance.

For tests with hydrogen in open air, unconfined detonations show a wide variety of yields. These

vary from a low of 5% to as high as 26%. These data come from a variety of verbal sources from tests

at Sandia National Laboratories and the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL). The main

element of consistency seems to be that there is a wide variation in yield factors. Yield factors are
typically defined as the percent of the fuel mass that reacted assuming 100% theoretical air. In the actual

case, complete fuel-air mixing is not obtained, so a higher percent of the mass may react, but with less

than 100% theoretical air. The INEL investigated yields using the full reacting mass for hydrogen but
only using 30% theoretical air. This was compared with using 30% of the reacting mass with 100%

theoretical air. The latter case was more energetic. Comparison with other gases such as acetylene,

propane, and methane, however, indicated that the opposite was true. That is, the assumption of 30%

theoretical air using complete fuel mass was the most energetic. But the analysis tbr this report used a

variety of yields and assumed 100% theoretical air combustion. For comparison, the Electric Power



Research Institute (EPRI), in their guidelines for installing hydrogen water chemistry systems (Reference
1), used a yield of 20% in their analysis. Other tests discussed by Eichler and Napadensky4 gives the
yield as 20% for fuel-air and 25% for fuel-oxygen. The analysis for this report computed hydrogen blast
results using yields from 20 to 100% to provide for a sensitiv;_y analysis on the yield parameter.

2.2 Hydrogen Detonation Analysis Method

Sevenhydrogendetonating volumes, typical of storage vesselscontaining 200 to ]5,000 scf of
gaseous hydrogen, were analyzed using the computer code CMBWATa. Blast loading data (e.g., peak
reflected pressures, total positive phase reflected impulse) and other blast parameters explicitly for
hydrogen detonations were computed as a function of the detonating volume (denoted as VD) and the
distance (minimum of 20 fl and maximum of 3,000 ft).

The analysis results are dependent on explosive yield, reaction type (deflagration or detonation), the
amount of reactant involved, and the percent of theoretical oxidizer in the oxidizer-fuel mixture° These
variables were modeled in the analysis by using the most probable conditions for the scenario (i.e., a
"best-estimate" analysis). Several of the assumptions that were used in the detonation analysis are

• Initial ambient conditions: 14.7 pounds per square inch absolute (psia), 76.4 °F
• Initial fuel conditions: 14.7 psia, 76.4 °F
• Initial relative humidity: 0%

• Initial gas velocity: 0 ft/sec
• Stoichiometry: 100% theoreticalair
• Hemisphericalexpansion
• Initial amountof hydrogen: 1,500, 3,700, or 15,000 scf
• Assumedexplosionyield: 20, 30, or 100%

• The analysisassumesa detonationeventoccurs,not a deflagration
• The analysisassumesa stoichiometricmixture wasdetonated

• All analyseswere for an unconfined(i.e., free-field) gasmixture

Severalstepsare performedby the CMBWAT computercodeto calculatethe blast loadingresults.
In general,the computercodecomputesthe shockwaveandcombustionprocessinsidethe reactingmass.
The combustion-causedstagnationtemperature increasecausesa shockwave that is attenuatedwith

distance. A waveis generatedbehindthis incidentwavethat contributesto the overall impulse. The
computercodeCMBWAT computesthe incidentwavepressure,temperature,velocity, and impulsetime
history. The incidentwave is then reflectedfrom the targetsurfacethat createsa reflected wavewith
its associatedpressure, temperature, velocity, and impulse time histories. CMBWAT solves this

nonsteady-flow,nonsteady-statetransientproblem. Detailsconcerningthesestepsare discussedbelow
in the order they areperformedwithin the CMBWAT computercode.

a Use of the name CMBWAT signifies the blast wave computer code Jeveloped at EG&G Idaho,
Inc., Idaho Falls, Idaho. The version of the code used for this report was Mod B-I, February 1991.
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1. The velocity of the combustion wave is computed primarily using the Chapman-Jouguet relations

(some modifications of the standard numerical solution are employed), using the relative stagnation

temperature rise across the wave and the standard assumption of Mach 1 exit velocity relative to the
wave. This is a nonsteady-state, nonsteady-flow transient problem. A direct solution is obtained,

however, by solving the relations relative to the wave. The Mach number of the combustion wave
is determined from the Chapman-Jouguet relations and the detonation assumption.

2. From the combustion wave calculation, the fireball size and the time it takes to consume the

reactants are computed. The combustion wave generated by the reaction reaches the boundary of
the reaction control volume and its energy is transmitted across the boundary in the form of a
pressure pulse. The pressure pulse creates a shock wave in the transport media. This shock wave
is attenuated with distance. The pressure pulse generates the incident wave.

3. The incident wave attenuation with time and distance are computed by modifying the basic wave

attenuation solutions used by Kinney and Graham (see Reference 3). But, one of the key
modifications to the attenuation solution is that the energy of the wave is not converted to TNT
equivalent. Instead, the calculated incident wave Mach number and pressure ratio are used to give
an equivalent distance.

4. The incident wave is then attenuated using the relations based on pressure-ratio data presented in
Table XI of Reference 3.

Some of the assumptions and parametersthat are used for the detonation analysis in this report could
either increase or decrease the calculated overpressures and impulses. These assumptions and parameters

are discussed below with their potential impact on the analysis.

• The assumption of a relative humidity of 0% adds a slight conservatism to the analysis. This
conservatism occurs since water vapor acts as an energy absorber and thus has a damping effect on
the wave.

• Reflected pressures and impulses for conditions other than a "_e-field" wall are highly geometry

dependent and _ be assessed on a case-by-case basis. The analyses performed tbr this report do

not attempt to address geometry-dependent questions. Geometry-dependent parameters could either
increase or decrease the calculated detonation results and are dependent on the particular

configuration in question.

• Because hydrogen diffuses very quickly, it is difficult to get the exact stoichiometric mixture that

would cause the greatest damage. Some conservatism was added to the analysis by assuming that

a stoichiometric mixture was always detonated.

• The wave-propagation medium is assumed to be thoroughly mixed and uniform in pressure,

temperature, and density. The density is a very important parameter since a change in the density

(such as a fog bank in the air) can reflect the attenuation waves, Variations in these parameters
could either increase or decrease the calculated detonation results.



InthetankfarmseparationdistanceanalysisperformedbyEPRI,a20% yieldfromas_ichiometric

detonationofhydrogenwasassumed(Reference3).An additionalassumptionthatappearstobeused
in the EPRI analysis was to include the standarddynamicoverpressurethat is (erroneously)used to give
reflectedpressures and thus impulses. This standardapproach assumes that the process is reversible,
steadystate, steady flow,and isentropic, when in fact it is none of these.

Whenthe combustionanalysisis solved by using the CMBWATcomputercode method, the analysis
resultsvary considerably from those obtained in ReferenceI. In Reference 1, the positive phase of the
incident wave was always assumed to cause the greatestdamage; however,this is not always the case.
The reflectedwave, which can boost impulsesby factorsof 5 or greater,will cause considerabledamage.

In older analyses, results were often obtainedby scaling from TNT or nucleardata. This scaling
is only vali:l if very similar waves are generated that compare to eitherTNT or nuclear conditions. In
many cases, this scaling is valid. But, for hydrogenas well as other lighter gases or fluids, this scaling
is not a good technique. Also, in all cases, the reflected wave must be computed since the reflection
factor can vary from the approximatevalue of 2 that is usually used.

2.3 Overview of CMBWAT Computer Code

The computercode CMBWATwas developed specifically for the analysis of explosivephenomena.
CMBWATanalyzes both the initiating detonation and the attenuation of the resulting shock wave with
time and distance. The analysis solves either the sphericalor hemisphericalblast wavefor pressure-or
temperature-generatedsupersonic sh_ck waves. Both the incidentand reflectedwaves are calculated for
any location in the flow field. CMLWATcalculates the initial stagnation temperatureor pressure increase
that creates the shock wave and then attenuates the shock wave with distance. The code solves the

nonsteady-state, nonsteady-flow, and nonisentropic flow relations to compute static and stagnation
pressure, velocity, and the shock wave impulse delivered to targetsurfaces within the flow field, all as
a function of time, for both the incident and reflectedwave.

The calculated pressurepulse generates the incident wave. As the incident wave is attenuated, the
overpressure, impulse, and other conditions are computed. The CMBWATprogram prints values for
(a) wave overpressure,Co)static pressure ratio, (c) Mach number, (d) wave duration, (e) wave impulse:
(f) arrivaltime, and (g) diameter(the wave expands as it propagatesunless confined, as in a pipe) as a
function of distance. Though generally a one-dimensional process, some two-dimensional effects are
computed in this propagation. But no wave interactions are computed, and the attenuation media is
homogeneous with no density changes from either fluids or interveningobstacles.

The blast wave analysis code CMBWAThas been compared with a number of experimentaldata
sets. Two of these experimental-data-to-CMBWAT comparisons are presented in this section. Ten

a The impulse that is printed by the CMBWAT code is actually the positive impulse added to the
negative impulse, which results in an impulse lower than either the positive or negative impulses. This
"net" impulse should not be confused with the positive and negative impulses that are used for the
structural analysis of this report.
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additional data comparisons are presented in Appendix A. Also discussed in this section is the results
of an independe_a review of the CMBWAT computer code.5

The two CMBWAT comparisons shown in this section are for experimental data taken from Eichler

and Napadensky's report Accidental l_vor Phase Explosions on Transportation Routes Near Nuclear

_r P/ants (Reference 4). Figures 1 and 2 show the overpressure-versus-distance comparisons for
hydrogen fuel blasts. In general, the CMBWAT code closely matches the experimental data, with some
overprediction close to the blast initiation point (i.e., near field). Additional data comparisons are
contained in Appendix A for data taken from Reference 6.

An independent review of the mechanics, applicability, and methodology of the CMBWATcomputer
code was performed by Sandia National Laboratory. This review evaluated (a) the underlying
calculational methodology for the CMBWAT coGe and (b) comparison of experimental data with the
CMBWAT code results. The review was favorable, and can be summarized as follows:

The methods employedin CMBWATappearto be standardapproachesto calculating detonationand
blastwavesand CMBWATpredictsthe _e:',,',ralfeaturesobservedin the [experimental]data. CMBWAT
calculatesresultsfordetonationand blastwaves using firstprinciplesand physically based models and
conservationis not intentionallybuilt into the mechanics of the code. Based upon these attributes,
CMBWATcan be considereda best-estimatecode. (Reference5)
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Figure 1. CMBWAT comparison with Reference 5 data for spherical detonation (100% mix hydrogen-
oxygen, 0% nitrogen dilution, 0.0474 lb hydrogen).
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Figure 2. CMBWAT comparison with Reference 5 data for spherical detonation (100% mix hydrogen-
oxygen, 10% nitrogen dilution, 0.0419 ib hydrogen).

2.4 Detonation Analysis Results

For each initial quantity of hydrogen, and at each percent yield, CMBWAT runs were made varying

the target distance from ground zero over a range as needed for the analysis in ,he structural analysis

section of this report. These distance ranges varied somewhat tbr each yield and _=mountof hydrogen.

The results of the gaseous hydrogen detonation analyses are shown in Tables 1,2, and 3 for the 20-,

30-, and 100-percent yield cases, respectively. These tables show the tbllowing hydrogen detonation
parameters for various distances from the detonation:

• Wave velocity (in ft/sec)

• Overpressure (in psi)

• Total positive impulse for incident wave (in psi-sec)

• Total impulse for incident wave (positive plus negative impulse) (in psi-see)
• Reflected overpressure (in psi)

• Positive reflected impulse (in psi-sec)

• Peak negative reflected overpressure (in psi)

The values presented in Tables 1through 3 are used in the structural analysis and separation distance
calculation sections.
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Table la. CMBWAT calculation results for hydrogen detonation using 15,000 scf (79.67 Ibm) with a

20% yield [detonated fuel equals 3,000 scf (15.93 Ibm)].

Total positive Total Reflected Pos_'tivereflected' Peak negative
Distance Wave velocity Overpressure impulse impulse pressure impulse reflected pressure

(_) (edsec) (psi) (psi-see) (psi-sec) (psi) (psi-sec) (psi)
20 4379.90 238.21 0.3693 0.1335 1474.49 0.6275 - 14.13
40 2273.48 51.65 0.6411 0.1088 206.88 0.8154 -14.13
60 1673.27 20.12 0. 3996 0.0833 59.98 0. 8346 - 14.13
80 1442.52 10.55 0.2746 0.0653 26.98 0.5978 -8.09
100 1335.95 6.61 0.2075 0.0532 15.61 0.4319 -4.68
120 1279.40 4.64 0.1675 0.0447 10.48 0.3379 -3.14
140 1245.99 3.52 0.1409 0.0384 7.73 0.2794 -2.32
160 1224.54 2.81 0.1220 0.0337 6.07 0.2392 -I .82
180 1209.84 2.33 O.1078 O.J300 4.98 0.2097 -1.26
200 1199.25 1.99 O.0967 0.0270 4.22 O.1871 -1.26
260 1180.18 1.39 0.0742 0.0208 2.89 O.1422 -0.87
320 1169.99 1.07 0.0605 0.0169 2.21 O.1152 -0.66
380 1163.65 0.87 0.0511 0.0143 1.79 0.0969 -0.54
440 1159.31 0.74 0.0442 0.0123 1.51 0.0836 -0.45
500 1156.15 0.64 0.0390 0.0108 1.31 0.0736 -0.39
560 1153.73 0.57 0.0348 0.0097 1.16 0.0657 -0.35
620 1151.82 0.51 0.0315 0.0087 1.03 0.0593 -0.31
680 1150.28 0.46 0.0287 0.0080 0.94 0.0541 -0.28

ll|, ill llll i i .iJl i i i

Table lb. CMBWAT calculation results for hydrogen detonation using 3,700 scf (19.65 Ibm) with a

20% yield [detonated fuel equals 740 scf (3.93 ibm)].
Total positive Total Reflected Posiiive reflected' Peak negative

Distance Wave velocity Overpressure impulse impulse pressure impulse reflected pressure
(ft) (ft/sec) (psi) (psi-sec) (psi-sec) (psi) (psi-sec) (psi)
20 2795.06 86.84 0.1689 0.0753 412.16 0.3562 - 14.13
40 1613.22 17.49 0.0828 0.0497 50.23 0.1990 -4.70

60 1353.34 7.23 0.0527 0.0348 17.31 0.1137 -1.62
80 1264.86 4.15 0.0386 0.0264 9.26 0.0799 -0.87
100 1225.03 2.83 0.0305 0.0212 6.11 0.0620 -0.57
120 1203.45 2.13 0.0254 0.0177 4.52 0.0509 -0.42
140 1190.19 1.71 0.0217 0.0152 3.58 0.0433 -0.33
160 1181.29 1.42 0.0190 0.0133 2.97 0.0377 -0.28

180 1174.92 1.23 0.0169 0.0118 2.54 0.0334 -0.24

Table lc. CMBWAT calculation results for hydrogen detonation using 1,500 scf (7.97 ibm) with a 20%

yield [detonated fuel equals 300 sef (1.59 Ibm)].

Total positive Total Reflected Positive reflected Peak negative
Distance Wave velocity Overpressure impulse impulse pressure impulse reflected pressure

(fi) (ft/sec) (psi) (psi-sec) (psi-see) (psi) (psi-see) (psi)
20 2133.69 43.45 0.0609 0.0485 164.30 0.1734 -6.23
30 1600.99 16.97 0.0425 0.0364 48.35 0.1040 -1.83
40 1401.37 8.99 0.0320 0.0283 22.32 0.0723 -0.85
50 1310.21 5.70 0.0256 0.0230 13.20 0.0554 -0.50
60 1261.93 4.05 0.0213 0.0193 9.01 0.0450 -0.34
70 1233.32 3.10 0.0182 0.0166 6.74 0.0380 -0.26

i
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Table 2a. CMBWAT calculation results for hydrogen detonation using 15,000 scf (79.67 Ibm) with a
30% yield [detonated fuel equals 4,500 sef (23.90 ibm)].

Distance Wive velocity Overp_re To'tel positi_ Total Refl_:ted "Positi_ _fl_ted i_eak negative
(fl) (fl/sec) (psi) impulse impulse pressure impulse reflected pressure

(psi-sec) (psi-sec) (psi) (psi-see) (psi)
100 1394.54 8.74 0.3163 0.0690 21.58 0.6753 -6.47

120 1319.18 6.01 0.2529 0.0582 14.02 0.5197 -4.21
140 1274.69 4.48 0.2112 0.0502 10.08 0.4242 -3,02

160 1246.30 3.53 O.1818 0.0441 7.75 0.3599 -2.33
180 1227.02 2.89 0.1597 0.0393 6.26 0.3135 -1.88
200 1213.25 2.44 O.1426 0.0354 5.23 0.2784 -1.57
260 1188.92 1.67 0.1091 0.0273 3.49 0.21el -1.05
320 1176.24 1.27 0.0887 0.0222 2.63 O.1696 -0.79
380 1168.50 1.03 0.0748 0.0187 2.11 O.1425 -0.63
440 1163.28 0.86 0.0648 0.0161 1.77 3.1230 -0.53
500 1159.51 0.75 0.0571 0.0142 1.53 0.1082 -0.46
560 1156.65 0.66 0.0511 0.0127 1,34 0.0966 -0.40
620 1154.41 0.59 0.0462 0.0115 1.20 0.0872 .0.36
680 1152.60 0.53 0.0422 0.0104 1,08 0.0795 -0.33
740 1151.11 0.49 0.0388 0,0096 0.99 0.0731 -0.30
800 1149.85 0.45 0.0359 0.0089 0.91 0.0676 -0.27
860 1148.78 0.42 0.0334 0,0083 O.84 0.0629 -0.25
920 1147.86 0.39 0.0313 0.0077 0.79 0.0588 -0.24
980 1147.05 0.36 0.0294 0.0072 0.74 0.0552 -0.22

i i i i m i

Table 2b. CMBWAT calculation results for hydrogen detonation using 3,700 scf (19.65 Ibm) with a
30% yield [detonated fuel equals 1,110 scf (5.90 Ibm)].

Di'stance Wave velocity Overpressure Total positive'' Total Reflected Positive reflected Peak negative
(ft) (fl/see) (psi) impulse impulse pressure impulse reflected pressure

(psi-see) (psi-see) (psi) (psi-see) (psi)
20 3180.09 117.47 0.2739 0.0899 610.62 0.4339 -14.13
40 1755.57 23.88 0.1450 0.0633 74.73 0.3609 -10.48

60 1417.59 9.60 0.0894 0.0451 24.11 0.1965 -3.38
80 1299.78 5.34 0.0642 0.0344 12.26 0.1338 -1.72
100 1246.93 3.55 0.0504 0.0277 7.80 0.1021 -1.09
120 1218 59 2.62 0.0416 0.0232 5.63 0.0831 -0.79
140 1201.60 2.07 0.0355 0.0199 4.38 0.0703 -0.61
160 1190.31 1.71 0.0310 0.0174 3.59 0.0611 -0.50

180 1182.34 1.46 0.0276 0.0155 3.04 0.0541 -0.43
i i

Table 2e. CMBWAT calculation results for hydrogen detonation using 1,500 set"(7.97 Ibm) with a 30%
yield [detonated fuel equals 450 scf (2.39 lbm)].

I)istance Wave velocity Overpressure Total positive Total Reflected Positi_ reflected Peak negative
(ft) (Rise,c) (psi) impulse impulse pressure impulse reflected pressure

(psi-sec) (psi-see) (psi) (psi-sec) (psi)
20 2399.00 59.46 0.0917 0.0596 249.56 0.2711 -14.13
30 1740.05 23.15 0.0629 0.0464 71.82 0.1600 -4.08
40 1481.15 12.05 0.0469 0.0366 31.69 0.1086 -1.80
50 1360.26 7.48 0.0371 0.0299 18.00 0.0816 -1.02
60 1295.89 5.20 0.0307 0.0252 11.91 0.0654 -0.68
70 1257.90 3.91 0.0262 0.0217 8.68 0.0548 -0.49

i i i iii
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Table 3a. CMBWAT calculation results for hydrogen detonation using 15,000 scf (79.67 Ibm) with a

100% yield [detonated fuel equals 15,000 scf (79.67 Ibm)].

Di_ Wave'"volocRy Overpressure Tohnlpositive Total Reflected- "Positive reflected P_nk nei'ativ¢"
(ft) (R/see) (psi) impulse impulse pressure impulse reflected pressure

(psi-see) (psi-see) (psi) (psi-see) (psi)
350 1197.19 1.93 0.2568 0.0452 4.07 0.4948 -1.22 f
380 1190.53 1.72 0.2363 0.0416 3.60 0.4536 -1.08

440 1180.79 1.41 0.2041 0.0360 2.93 0.3896 -0.88
500 1174.02 1.20 O.1798 0.0317 2.48 0.3419 -0.74
560 1169.05 1.04 O.1608 0.0283 2.15 0.3049 44.64
620 1165.23 0.92 O.1455 0.0255 1.90 0.2752 44.57
680 1162.22 0.83 O.1328 0.0233 1.70 0.2509 44.51
740 1159.77 0.75 O.1222 0.0214 1.54 0.2305 44.46
800 1157.73 0.69 0.1132 0.0198 1.41 0.2132 -0.42
860 1156.02 0.64 O.1054 0.0184 1.30 O.1983 -0.39
920 1154.55 0.59 0.0986 0.0172 1.21 0.1854 -0.36
980 1153.28 0.55 0.0926 0.0162 1.13 O.1741 44.34
1040 1152.17 0.52 0.0873 0.0152 1.06 O.1640 -0.32
1100 1151.19 0.49 0.0826 0.0144 0.99 0.1551 -0.30
1160 1150.32 0.46 0.0784 0.0137 0.94 O.1470 -0.28
1220 1149.54 0.44 0.0746 0.0130 0.89 O.1398 44.27
1300 1148.61 0.41 0.0700 0.0122 0.83 O.1312 44.25
1400 1147.62 0.38 0.0650 0.0113 0.77 O.1218 -0.23
1500 1146.76 0.35 0.0607 0.0106 0.72 O.1137 44.22
1600 1146.01 0.33 0.0570 0.0099 0.67 O.1066 44.20
1800 1144.77 0.29 0.0507 0.0088 0.59 0.0947 44.18
2000 1143.79 0.26 0.0456 0.0079 0.53 0.0852 44.16
2200 1142.99 0.24 0.0415 0.0072 0.48 0.0775 44.14

2400 1142.32 0.22 0.0380 0.0066 0.44 0.0710 -0.13
2600 1141.76 0.20 0.0351 0.0061 0.41 0.0655 44.12
2800 1141.28 O.19 0.0326 0.0057 0.38 0.0608 44.1 I
3000 1140.86 0.18 0.0304 0.0053 0.35 0.0568 -0.11

,i i i, i i i i H , ill i :
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Table 3b. CMBWAT calculation results for hydrogen detonation using 3,700 scf (19,65 Ibm) with a

100% yield [detonated fuel equals 3,700 sd (19.65 Ibm)].
Distance Wave velocity Overpressure Total positive Total Reflected Positive reflected Peak negative

(fl) (fl/sec) (psi) impulse impulse pressure impulse reflected pressure
(psi-see) (psi-see) (psi) (psi-see) (psi)

100 1364.18 7.62 0.2586 0.0609 18.40 0.5430 -5.52
120 1298.55 5.30 0.2071 0.0512 12.15 0.4226 -3.64
140 1259.82 3.98 0.1735 0.0441 8.84 0.3473 -2.65
160 1235.05 _t.15 0.1497 0.0387 6.87 0.2960 -2.06
180 1218.16 2.60 0.1321 0.0345 5.59 0.2586 -1.68
200 1206.04 2.21 0.1183 0.0311 4.70 0.2299 -1.41
230 1193.28 1.80 0.1026 0.0270 3.79 0.1978 -1.14
260 1184.45 1.52 0.0907 0.0239 3.18 0.1740 -0.95
290 1177.99 1.32 0.0814 0.0215 2.74 0.1555 -0.82
320 1173.06 1.17 0.0738 0.0195 2.41 0.1407 -0.72
350 1169.18 1.05 0.0676 0.0178 2.16 0.1285 -0.65
380 1166.05 0.95 0.0623 0.0164 1.95 0.1184 -0.58
410 1163.45 0.87 0.0578 0.0152 1.78 0.1097 -0.53
4_0 1161.28 0.80 0.0539 0.0142 1.64 0.1022 -0.49
470 1159.42 0.74 0.0505 0.0133 1.52 0.0957 -0.46
500 1157.82 0.69 0.0476 0.0125 1.42 0.0900 -0.42
530 1156.42 0.65 0.0449 0.0118 1.33 0.0849 -0.40
560 1155.18 0.61 0.0425 0.0111 1.25 0.0803 -0.37
590 1154.09 0.58 0.0404 0.0106 1.18 0.0763 -0.35
620 1153.11 0.55 0.0384 0.0101 1.12 0.0726 -0.33
650 1152.23 0.52 0.0367 0.0096 1.06 0.0692 -0.32
680 1151.43 0.50 0.0351 0.0092 1.01 0.0662 -0.30
710 1150.71 0.48 0.0336 0.0088 0.96 0.0634 -0.29
740 1150.05 0.46 0.0323 0.0084 0.92 0.0608 -0.28
770 1149.44 0.44 0.0310 0.0081 O.88 0.0584 -0.27
800 1148.88 0.42 0.0299 0.0078 O.85 0.0562 -0.25

i ii i i ii i i m i i

Table 3c. CMBWAT calculation results for hydrogen detonation using 1,500 st:f (7.967 Ibm) with a

100% yield [detonated fiael equals 1,500 sef (7.967 Ibm)].
Distance Wave veioeity Overpressure Total positive Total Reflected Positive reflected Peak negative

(fi) (R/see) (psi) impulse impulse pressure impulse reflected pressure
(psi-see) (psi-see) (psi) (psi-sec) (psi)

50 1624.89 17.99 0.1755 0.0636 52.06 0.4151 -9.87
60 1478.38 11.94 0.1398 0.0545 31.34 0.3127 -5.94
70 1389.85 8.56 0.1158 0.0474 21.07 0.2494 -3.99
80 1333.05 6.50 0.0989 0.0419 15.33 0.2076 -2.91
90 1294.70 16 0.0863 0.0374 11.81 0.1777 -2.24
100 1267.67 24 0.0767 0.0338 9.42 0.1559 -1.80
120 1232.94 08 0.0630 0.0283 6.71 0.1257 -1.27
140 1212.15 2.41 0.0536 0.0243 5.15 0.1059 -0.98
160 1198.54 1.97 0.0467 0.0213 4.17 0.0915 -0.79
180 1189.03 1.67 0.0415 0.0189 3.50 0.0808 -0.66
200 1182.03 1.45 0.0373 0.0170 3.02 0.0725 -0.57
230 1174.45 1.21 0.0325 0.0148 2.51 0.0628 -0.47
260 1169.03 1.04 0.0288 0.0131 2.15 0.0555 -0.4 I
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3. STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS AND SEPARATION
DISTANCE CALCULATIONS

3.1 Introduction

This section provides an improvedset of recommendationsfor estimating separationdistances to
preventunacceptabledamageto nuclearpowerplant structuresfrom hydrogendetonation associatedwith
gaseous hydrogenstorage. Separationdistances are presented in terms of permissible levels of inelastic
deformationof walls defined in termsof permissibleductilityfactors. Results are presentedfor ductility
factorsof 1 (elastic), 3, and 5.

The separation distances presented herein are applicable to "free-field" walls subjected to blast
loading applied normal to the wall surface as a resultof a surface detonation of gaseous hydrogenat sea
level. The use of sea level atmospheric pressures in computing blast ioadings on walls is expected to
introducea slight conservatism.

The blast pressuretime-historyat any distancecan be defined in terms of the detonatingvolume Vv
of gaseous hydrogen given by VD -- fV where V equals the volume of hydrogen involved in the
explosion and f equals the fraction of this volume that detot_ates(i.e., yield). Discussion of the yield
term can be found in Section 2.2.

The separationdistancepredictionequatiens presented hereinare considered to be either "accurate"
(i.e., within the accuracy with which blast pressurescan be predicted) or conservativefor detonation
volumes (VD) equal to or less than about 5,000 scf. Assuming an upper bound yield of 0.30, these
minimum separation distance equations can be used for gaseous hydrogen storagevolumes up to about
17,000 scf.

Up to a detonation volume of 5,000 scf, the required minimum separation distance primarily
depends upon the instantaneous impulse capacity Clco) of the wall, and to a lesser extent upon the static
pressure capacity (Ps) of the wall. The lowerbounds on parametersIco and Ps consideredin this study
were 37 pounds per square inch-milliseconds(psi-ms) and 1.5 psi, respectively. The lowerboundon Ps
can be considerablyrelaxedwithout appreciableunconservativeerror,but the lowerboundon lco should
not be substantiallyrelaxed. It is recommendedthatthe separationdistance predictionequations presented
herein not be extended to walls with capacity limits less than Ps _ 1.0 psi and lco > 30.0 psi-ms
wherein the instantaneousimpulse capacity of the wall is definedby

RmT_/2#- I (1)
lc° - 2_r

where

Rm = dynamic pressure capacityof the wall (which is always greater than the static pressure
capacity Ps)

T = fundamental natural period of the wall
# = permissible ductility factor.
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All exterior nuclear power plant walls that satisfy the minimumseismic, wind, tornado pressure,and
missile criteriaof the U.S. Nuclear RegulatoryCommission since 1974 should easily satisfy the limits
of Ps _ 1.0 psi and Ice > 30.0 psi-ms. Therefore,these limits should pose no undue hardshipfiJr
separationdistance analysisusing the methodologydeveloped in this report.

i

The results and recommendationspresentedherein representan extension and improvementover
those previously presented in References 1 and 7. The methodology followed for the blast-loading
evaluationof walls to obtain the results presentedherein is described in greaterdetail in Reference8.
This methodology follows the recommendationsof References8 and 9. However, blast loadingso_ a
wall used in this report have been provided in terms of (a) peak reflectedpressures, (b) total positive
phasereflectedimpulse, and(c) otherblast parametersexplicitly for hydrogendetonationsas a function
of the detonatingvolume and the separationdintance.

The separationdistance recommendationspresentedin Reference1 for TNT detonationsbased upon
the studies presented in References1 and 7 remainvalid forTNT detonations. However,the approximate
equivalency _,resentedin Reference 1 to equate hydrogendetonations to TNT detonations should no
longer be used. Instead, the separation distance recommendation presented herein should be used for
hydrogendetonations associated with gaseous hydrogenstorage. For small storage volumes and low
detonation fractions, the minimum required separation distances recommended herein for hydrogen
detonationwill be less than those presentedin Reference1. However,in the case of yields in excess of
0.14 and gaseous hydrogenst, ragevolumes in excessof approximately3,500 scf, the separationdistances
recommendedin Reference1 are likely to be significantlyunconservative. Fora detonation yield of 0.30
and a very large gaseous hydrogenstoragevolume of 15,000 scf, the separation distances recommended
hereinwill exceed those of Reference1 by abouta factor of 2 to 4. Whetherthe separationdistances of
Reference1 are conservativeor unconservativeis very sensitive to the assumed yield for gaseous storage
volumes in excess of about 1,500 scf.

3.2 Concrete Wall Resistance

For this study as well as those presented in References1 and 7, walls are modeled as having an
elastic-perfectly plastic resistance function. The walls are elastic with a linear resistance-displacement
relationship until the dynamic plastic limit state resistance (Rm) is reached. Beyondthis point, all further
change in displacement occurs with no increase in resistance. Secondly, the benefit of damping will be
ignored. For short duration impulsive loadings with 5 to 10% damping, ignoring damping introduces
negligible conservatism (less than 10%) particularly for nonlinear response.

For an instantaneously applied (zero duration) impulse, with the above assumptions, the
instantaneous impulse capacity 1¢o of the wall is given by Equation (1). For a short duration td, the
impulse capacity ICTis given by ICT= ICO(I + FT), where FT is an impulse capacity correction factor
that is a function of the shape of the loading function and the ratio td/T in which T is the fundamental
natural period of the wall. For a triangular loading pulse with zero rise time with a peak pressure P at
time zero and a duration td, the applied impulse is given as I = P td/2. For this triangular pulse, the
impulse capacity correction factors FT are shown in Appendix B in Table B-2.1.
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Actual blast wave pul,_es will differ only slightly from the idealized triangular pulse, and the errors

introduced by using the triangular pulse will be much less than those introduced for a rectangular pulse.
When the actual pulse drops from its peak value at a rate slower than for the equivalent triangular pulse

with the same impulse., the error introduced by this procedure for estimating ICTwill be unconservatiw.
However, when the actual pulse drops from its peak value at a rate faster than for the equivalent
triangular pulse with the same impulse, the error introduced by this procedure for estimating ICTwill be
conservative. As will be shown, actual blast wave reflected pulses drop from their peak value at a rate
faster than for an equivalent triangular pulse, so the error introduced by the assumption of a triangular
pulse is conservative. However, sensitivity studies conducted using actual blast wave reflective pressure
time hislDries indicate that the conservative error introduced is small (less than 15%), as long as the

effective td is not less than about 6 ms for walls with properties within the range considered in this study.

The steps involved in estimating the wall resistance to a blast wave are as follows:

1. For a given permissible ductility #, determine the instantaneous impulse capacity Ico.

2. For a given blast condition, define the peak reflected pressure (PR) and the total positive phase
impulse (In) of the reflected pressure-time history.

3. Estimate the effective duration from td = 21R/Pn.

4. Determine ICTwith the FT parameter taken from Appendix B, Table B-2.1.

5. If ICT exceeds IR, the wall will resist the applied blast loading with a distortion less than that defined
by the permissible ductility/_. If Icy is less than IR, the opposite occurs.

A key ingredient to this approach is to estimate the dynamic plastic limit state resistance (R,n) and
natural period (T) of the wall so that Ico can be determined. Details on estimating the dynamic plastic

limit state resistance and the nature period are shown in Appendix B, section B-2.

In Appendix B, Table B-2.5 presents representative wall properties for 12-in., 18-in.. and 24-in.

deep one-way spanning simple span concrete walls. These properties are presented for walls with static

pressure capacities Ps of 1.5, 3.0, and 4.5 psi, and with tensile steel factors (pfy/!00%) of 0.12, 0.30,

0.45, and 0.60 ksi where p is the percentage of tensile reinforcement, and fy is the rein,%rcing steel yield
stress (generally 60 ksi). These properties were computed assuming 4,000 psi concrete with a density of

150 lb/ft 3. Additional details of the computations are described in Appendix A of Reference 7.

It is always preferable to estimate the ultimate moment capacity, the span length, and other wall

parameters based on the actual wall properties in order to estimate Rm and T (which are used to obtain
Ico). However, for generic site studies, sufficient details may not be readily available on each wall to

estimate MU. In this case a conservative lower bound on the static capacity Ps can be based upon th,
required design pressure drop for the tornado zone in which the plant is sited. From Reference 10, these
design pressure drops (minimum Ps) are:
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PressureDrop
TornadoZone

I 3.0
II 2.25
III 1.5

Most actualwallshavestaticcapacitiesgreaterthanindicatedby these designpressuredropsbecause
their static capacity is often governed by minimum wall thickness and minimum steel percentage

requirementsrather than oy the ton_adodesign pressuredrop. In addition,the lowest (pfy/100%) of
0.12 ksi (AppendixB, TableB-2.5) correspondsto a tensilesteel percentagep of 0,2 % andfy = 60 ksi.
All external concrete walls of nuclear plants should have at least this tensile steel factor. Thus, for
genericstudies, conservativelyestimatePs = 3.0 psi for nuclearplants in TornadoZone I (most nuclear
plants) and Ps = 1.5 psi for plants in TornadoZone II or III.

The 18-in. concretewall parametersidentifiedasWallCases 1 through6 are used for the separation
distance results. These are the same wall cases used in Reference 1. These six wall cases and three

ductilitie_of _ = 1, 3, and 5 cover a range of Ico from 57.0 psi-ms to 386.8 psi-ms and a range of T
from 72 ms to 491 ms. This range of parameter variation cover all of the lower Ico values, excep: for
the weakest 12-in. wall case at _t = 1 (Appendix B, Table B-2.5). Since the greatest interest is in the
tt = 3 case, a lower bound Ico = 57.0 psi-ms coversall of the lower_ -- 3 cases. These 18 cases (six
wall cases, three ductilities) are sufficient to cover the Ico range of predominant interest.

3.3 Blast Wave Parameters

The blast waveparameters presented for surface hydrogen detonations with detonating volumes VD
and separation distances RH were developed in section 2. The blast wave parameters were provided as
a function of distance for the followingseven cases of surface (hemispherical) hydrogen detonation:

VD = 300, 450, 740, 1110, 1500, 3000, or 4500 sef.

The blast parameters were given in Tables 1 through 3. These values (wave velocity; the peak
pressure Po and total positive impulse Io for the incident overpressure; and the peak pressure Pa and total
positive impulse Ia for the reflected pressure) are listed in Tables 4 through 10, along with the calculated

effective triangular pulse duration td for the reflected pressure and the minimum clearing distance Lcm
so that the reflected pressure does not clear earlier than td.

For TNT detonations, the clearing time tc is estimated from tc = 3L¢/U. where L_is the minimum
distance to a clearing surface (the lesser of the building height or half the building width). Thus, if Lc

is less than Lc,_ = tdU/3, the reflected pressure will clear prior to td and the total positive reflected

impulse Ip. will be less than the Ia values listed in Tables 4 through 10 that are based upon assuming

infiniteclearing distances. However, unless the actual clearing distance Lc is less than 65% of Lcm, the

reduction in Ia will be less than 5% and can be neglected. Within this study, the full IR (for infinite
clearing distance) wasused to computethe minimum required separation distances. Unless the actual L,:
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is less than 65% of the L¢. value listed in Tables 4 through 10 for the appropriate detonating volume

V D and range R, the reported separation distances are less than 5% conservative due to this assumption

of infinite clearing distances.

Table 4. Blast wave parameters for detonating volume V v - 300 scf (1.593 Ibm).

Overpressures Reflected pressures

Total Total Minimum

Wave positi_ positi_ Effective clearing

Distance velocity Peak impulse Peak impulse duration distance

R (fl) U (R/see) Po (psi) Io (psi-s) PR (psi) IR (psi-s) td (ms) Lcm (ft)

20 2133.69 43.45 0.0609 164.30 0.1734 2.11 1.5

30 1600.99 16.97 0.0425 48.35 0.1040 4.30 2.3

40 1401.37 8.99 0.0320 22.32 0.0723 6.48 3.0

50 1310.21 5.70 0.0256 13.20 0.0554 8.39 3.7

60 1261.93 4.05 0.0213 9.01 0.0450 9.99 4.2

70 1233.32 3.10 0.0182 6.74 0.0380 11.28 4.6

Table 5o Blast wave parameters for detonating volume Vv = 450 set"(2.39 Ibm).

Overpressures Reflected pressurvs

Total Total Minimum

Wavevelocity positive Peak positive Effective clearing

Distance U (ft/sec) Peak impulse PR impulse duration distance

R (ft) Po (psi) Io (psi-s) (psi) 1R (psi-s) td (ms) Lcm (it)

20 2399.00 59.46 0.0917 249.56 0.2711 2.17 1.7

30 1740.05 23.15 0.0629 71.82 0.1600 4.46 2.6

40 1481.15 12.05 0.0469 31.69 0.1086 6.85 3.4

50 1360.26 7.48 0.0371 18.00 0.0816 9.07 4.1

60 1295.89 5.20 0.0307 11.91 0.0654 10.98 4.7

70 1257.90 3.91 0.0262 8.68 0.0548 12.63 5.3
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Table 6. Blastwaveparametersfor detonatingvolume Vp - 740 scf (3.93 Ibm).

Overpressures Reflected pressures

Total Total Minimum

Wave positive Peak positive Effective clearing
Distance velocity Peak impulse Pit impulse duration distance

R (f_) U (ft/sec) Po (psi) Io (psi-s) (psi) IR (psi-s) td (ms) Lcm (fi)

30 1961.33 34.06 0.1137 118.92 0.3034 5.10 3.3

40 1613.22 17.49 0.0828 50.23 0.1990 7.92 4.3

50 1444.61 10.63 0.0645 27.23 0.1449 10.64 5.1

60 1353.34 7.23 0.0527 17.31 0.1137 13.14 5.9

70 1299.30 5.32 0.0445 12.21 0.0937 15.35 6.6

80 1264.86 4.15 0.0386 9.26 0.0799 17.26 7.3

90 1241.57 3.37 0.0341 7.38 0.0698 18.92 7.8

100 1225.03 2.83 0.0305 6.11 0.0620 20.3 8.3

120 1203.45 2.13 0.0254 4.52 0.0509 22.5 9.0

140 1190.19 1.71 0.0217 3.58 0.0433 24.2 9.3

160 1181.29 1.42 0.0190 2.97 0.0377 25.4 10.0

Table 7. Blast waveparametersfor detonatingvolumeV D - I, 110 scf (5.895 Ibm).

Overpressures Reflected pressures

Total Minimum

Wave Total positive positive Effective clearing
Distance velocity Peak impulse Peak impulse duration distance

R (ft) U (ft/sec) Po (psi) Io (psi-s) PR (psi) ls (psi-s) td (ms) L¢m (ft)

30 2189.60 46.67 0.2028 180.71 0.4319 4.78 3.5

40 1755.57 23.88 0.1450 74.73 0.3609 9.66 5.7

50 1537.88 14.33 0.1110 39.18 0.2563 13.08 6.7

60 1417.59 9.60 0.0894 24.11 0.1965 16.30 7.7

70 1345.68 6.95 0.0747 16.55 0.1591 19.23 8.6

80 1299.78 5.34 0.0642 12.26 0.1338 21.80 9.5

90 1268.81 4.28 0.0564 9.58 0.1158 24.20 10.2

100 1246.93 3.55 0.0504 7.80 O. 1021 26.20 10.9

120 1218.69 2.62 0.0416 5.63 0.0831 29.50 12.0

140 1201.60 2.07 0.0355 4.38 0.0703 32.10 12.9

160 1190.31 1.71 0.0310 3.59 0.0611 34.0 13.5

180 1182.34 1.46 0.0276 3.04 0.0541 35.60 14.0
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Table 8. Blast wave parameters for detonating volume VD --- 1,500 scf (7.967 Ibm).

Overpressures Reflected pressures

Total Minimum

Wave Total positi_ positive Effective clearing
Distance velocity Peak impulse Peak impulse duration distance

R (ft) U (P,Jsec) Po (psi) Io (psi-s) PR (psi) IR (psi-s) td (ms) Lcm (ft)

50 1624.89 17.99 0.1755 52.06 0.4151 15.95 8.6

60 1478.38 11.94 0.1398 31.34 0.3127 19.96 9.8

70 1389.85 8.56 0.1158 21.07 0.2494 23.7 11.0

80 1333.05 6.50 0.0989 15.33 0.2076 27.1 12.0

90 1294.70 5.15 0.0863 11.81 0.1777 30.1 13.0

100 1267.67 4.24 0.0767 9.42 0.1559 33.1 14.0

120 1232.94 3.08 0.0630 6.71 0.1257 37.5 15.4

140 1212.15 2.41 0.0536 5.15 0.1059 41.1 16.6

160 1198.54 1.97 0.0467 4.17 0.0915 43.9 17.5

180 1189.03 1.67 0.0415 3.50 0.0808 46.2 18.3

200 1182.03 1.45 0.0373 3.02 0.0725 48.0 18.9

230 1174.45 1.21 0.0325 2.51 0.0628 50.0 19.3

260 1169.03 1.04 0.0288 2.15 0.0555 51.6 20.1
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Table 9. Blast wave parameters for detonating volume VD - 3,000 scf (15.93 Ibm).

Overpressures Reflected pressures

Total Total Minimum

Wave positive positive Effective clearing
Distance velocity Peak impulse Peak impulse duration distance

R (fl) U (fl/sec) Po (psi) Io (psi-s) PR (psi) IR (psi-s) td (ms) Lcm (fl)

100 1335.95 6.61 0.2075 15.61 0.4319 55.3 24.6

120 1279.40 4.64 0.1675 10.48 0.3379 64.5 27.5

140 1245.99 3.52 0.1409 7.73 0.2794 72.3 30.0

160 1224.54 2.81 0.1220 6.07 0.2392 78.8 32.2

180 1209.84 2.33 0.1078 4.98 0.2097 84.2 34.0

200 1199.25 1.99 0.0967 4.22 0.1871 88.7 35.5

230 1188.01 1.64 0.0839 3.43 0.1614 94.1 37.3

260 1180.18 1.39 0.0742 2.89 0.1422 98.4 38.7

290 1174.41 1.21 0.0666 2.50 O. 1272 101.8 39.9

320 1169.99 1.07 0.0605 2.21 O.1152 104.2 40.6

350 1166.49 0.96 0.0554 1.98 O.1052 106.3 41.3

380 1163.65 0.87 0.0511 1.79 0.0969 108.3 42.0

410 1161.30 0.80 0.0474 1.64 0.0897 109.4 42.3

440 1159.31 0.74 0.0442 1.51 0.0836 110.7 42.8

470 1157.62 0.69 0.0414 1.40 0.0783 I I 1.9 43.2

500 1156.15 0.64 0.0390 1.31 0.0736 112.4 43.3
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Table 10. Blast wave parameters for detonating volume V D = 4,500 scf (23.90 Ibm).

Overpressures Reflected pressures

Total Total Minimum

Wave positive positive Effective clearing
Distance velocity Peak impulse Peak impulse duration distance

R (fl) U (ft/sec) Po (psi) Io (psi-s) PR (psi) lR (psi-s) td (ms) Lcm (ft)

120 1319,18 6.01 0.2529 14.02 0.5197 74.1 32.6

140 1274.69 4.48 0.2112 10.08 0.4242 84.2 35.8

160 1246.30 3.53 0.1818 7.75 0.3599 92.9 38,6

180 1227.02 2.89 0.1597 6.26 0.3135 100.2 41.0

200 1213.25 2.44 0.1426 5,23 0.2784 106.5 43.1

230 1198.84 1.98 0.1235 4.19 0.2392 114.2 45,6

260 1188.92 1.67 0.1091 3.49 0.2101 120.4 47.7

290 1181.71 1.44 0.0978 3.00 0.1876 125.1 49.3

320 1176.24 1.27 0.0887 2.63 0.1696 129.0 50.6

350 1171.96 1.13 0.0812 2.34 0.1549 132,4 51.7

380 1168.50 1.03 0.0748 2.11 0.1425 135.1 52.6

410 1165.66 0.94 0,0694 1.92 0.1320 137.5 53.4

440 1163.28 0.86 0.0648 1.77 O.1230 139.0 53.9

470 1161.26 0.80 0.0607 1.64 0.1151 140.4 54.3

500 1159.51 0.75 0.0571 1.53 0.1082 141.4 54.7

530 1157.99 0.70 0.0539 1.43 0.1021 142.8 55.1

560 1156.65 0.66 0.0511 1.34 0.0966 144.2 55.6

590 1155.47 0.62 0.0485 1.27 0.0917 144.4 55.6

620 1154.41 0.59 0.0462 1.20 0.0872 145.3 55.9
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To investigate the assumption of approximating the pressure-time history with a triangular pulse,
an actual pressure history will be analyzed. Figure. 3 presents plots of reflected pressure time histories

for the case of VD = 450 scf and R = 30 ft.

In this plot, the positive phase reflected pressure time history is replaced by a triangular pulse with

the same Pa and IR by defining td as td = 21R/PR. The negative pressure region is ignored. Replacing
the actual pressure time history by the equivalent positive triangular pulse is always conservative. But,
sensitivity studies have shown that the conservative error results in a negligible overprediction of the

required separation distances so long as td is greater than approximately 1Oms. When td is approximately
6 ms, the required separation distances are as much as 15% overpredicted. Below te -- 5 ms, the

overprediction increases rapidly. In fact, below td --- 5 ms with low ductility (near unity), the peak
negative response actually exceeds the peak positive response, and both are significantly overpredicted

by the peak positive response obtained from the equivalent triangular pulse.

Over a detonation volume VD range from 300 to 1,110 scf (where separation distances might be

su_ciently small for td < 5 to 6 ms), the range Re associated with td = 5 to 6 ms (see Tables 4 through

7) can be approximated by R6 = 33 ft. When the computed separation distance is less than

approximately 33 ft, the computed separation distance (based on an equivalent triangle pulse) is likely
to be more than about 15% conservative. For this case, one should consider performing time history

analyses using the actual reflected pressure time history in lieu of using the separation distances computed
herein, if such conservatism is unacceptable.

80

t71.82 psi

60

m Fh'essuure time history

\ ................... Idealized triangular pulse i

g \'

._ lit., 180.O ps,i.m,ms x.

-20 i i J i
0 2 4 6 8 10 12

Time, t, (msec)

Figure 3. Reflected pressure time history for VD = 450 scf and R = 30 feet.
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3.4 Separation Distance Calculation

Several ealeulational steps are needed to obtain the separation distances. A brief overview of these

steps are discussed below. Additional detail for particular steps in the separation distance calculation is
contained in Appendix B.

1. Determine the instantaneous impulse capacity Ico and the natural period T for the wall and ductility
being considered.

2. For a given VD and distance R, find td and determine the ratio td/T.

a. When td/T < 1.0, consult Table B-2.1 (Appendix B) to find the impulse correction factor FT
as a function of td/T and the permissible ductility. Now compute the impulse capacity lcr.

b. When td/T > 1.0, find the peak pressure correction factor FTp from Table B-2.3 (Appendix
B) and convert to FT.

3. Vary R until let - IR where IR is the total positive reflected impulse for a given VD and R from
the appropriate table (Tables 4 through 10). The R distance at which Ier - IR represents the
minimum required separation distance for this case. Interpolation is used for distances between
those given in the appropriate tables.

To simplify the separation distance calculation, a method was developed to predict the minimum
required separation distance using only one equation. This second method is denoted as the "prediction
formula" for estimating separation distances. The prediction formula method has two cases of interest.
The first is for cases where the td/T ratio is small and the second is for cases where the td/T ratio is large.

When using the prediction formula for cases with small td/T ratios, the total permissible reflected
impulse IR is defined by as I1_-- Ico(1 + FT). And for all blast wave cases shown in Tables 4 through
10 with separation distances R of less than 300 ft, the separation distance associated with a total positive

reflected impulse IR can be predicted within 12% by

3.85 V_'04
R = (2)

io.85

For small td/T ratios, the required separation distance may be predicted by

1.o4
3.85 Vt)

R = (3)

I°o85 [1 + FT]°'85

where

R = minimum required separation distance in ft

Ico = instantaneous impulse capacity of wall at permissible ductility in psi-ms

T = natural period of wall in ms
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VD = detonating hydrogen _lume in sef.

At distancesinexcessof300 ft,td exceedsI00ms sothattd/TandFT willnotbe small,inwhich

case Equation (3) is not the preferred form for the prediction equation. Consequently, the second case
of the prediction formula must be developed. For large td/T ratios, the total permissible peak reflected
pressure PR is defined to be

PR _ Peo (1 + FTp) (4)

where FTp is a small correction factor. For all blast wave cases shown in Tables 4 through 10 with
separation distances greater than 300 ft, the separation distance associated with a peak reflected pressure
PR (psi) can be predicted within 2% by

41.1 Vg "34
R = (5)

pO.S5

For large td/T ratios where the separation distance is controlled by the instantaneously applied
pressure capacity Peo of the wall, the required separation distance may be predicted by

41.1 Vg "34
R = (6)

Even though two separate equations for the two cases of the prediction formula method have been

developed, a relationship exists between these two equations. From the definitions of Ico, Pco, and Cz,
the relationship between Ico and Pco is found to be

Ico Pco
= C7)

CgT 2
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By substitutingEquation (7) into Equation (3), it can be shown that Equation(3) and Equation (6) are
equalwhen (I + IT) and (I + F.rp)are definedby

[1.
where

Vg._35 (9)Fc-,T -,
8.1 C_T

and a may be any desiredpower. The powera wasselectedto enable a close predictionof the computed
separationdistances(using the methoddiscussed at the beginningof Section 3.4) by either Equation(3)
or (6) over the entirerangeof parameters. It was foundthata = 2 workswell.

In summary,the requiredseparationdistancemaybe accuratelypredictedby either of the following
tv¢oequations:

3.85 V_"°4
R = (I0)

CO +

or

0.34
41.1 V D

R = (ll)

pO.,[iCO +

Both equationsproduceidentical predictedseparationdistances,and the choice is one of individual
preference.GenerallyEquation(10) is easierto use when FCT< 1.0, andEquation(11) is easier when
For > 1.0.

Use of the two separationdistance formulasabove mustbe temperedwith a few restrictions. These
restrictions are as follows:

1. The separation distance prediction formula is applicableto any wall with any support conditions so
long as the wall has the minimum capacities (static pressure capacity Ps and instantaneous impulse
capacity Ico) of Ps > 1.0 psi and Ico> 30.0 psi-ms.

Lesser capacity walls were not studied; the prediction formula may error on the unconservative side
for lesser capacity walls.
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2. The detonatinghydrogenvolume (VD = f_ should be less thanor equal to 5,000 set'.

Greaterdetonatingvolumeswere not studiedandit is believedthatthe predictionformulamayerror
on the unconservativeside for greaterVD values.

3. If the separationdistanceR predictedby Equation(I0) or (I I) is less thanabout 33 ft, it is likely
to be more than 15% conservative for the reasons discussed in Section 3.3. If this level of

conservatismis unacceptable,one should considerperformingexplicit time history analysesin lieu
of using Equation(10) or (11).
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4. SEPARATION DISTANCE RESULTS

Separationdistanceshavebeen computedfor the six wall casesdefinedas Wall Cases No. I through
6 at ductilityfactorsof I (elastic), 3, and 5 for the seven detonatingvolumes VD with blast parameters
definedin Tables4 through 10.

The calculatedseparationdistancesare shownin Tables 11, 12, and 13 for ductilitiesof 1, 3, and
5, respectively. The predictedseparationdistancesobtainedfrom Equation(5.10) or (5.11) are shown
in parentheses in Tables 11 through 13 for all the cases studied. The ratio of computed-to-predicted
separationdistanceshave a meanvalueof 1.00, a coefficientof variationof 0.06, and a maximumerror
band of 0.87 to 1.11. Thus, Equations (5.10) and (5.11) are accurate in predicting the computed
separationdistancesof Tables 11 through13 overthe entireparameterrangesstudied.

Table 11. Computedversuspredicted( ) separationdistancesR fit) for _, = 1.0 (elastic).
i

Hydrogen Wallcase
detonation

volume VD = fV No. 1 fit) No. 2 (ft) No. 3 (ft) No. 4 (ft) No. 5 fit) No. 6 fit)
(s_ ,,,,,

300 49 49 49 25 25 25
(46) (46) (45) (23) (23) (23)

450 67 67 66 35 35 35
(71) (69) (67) (36) (35) (35)

740 107 104 100 54 54 54
(117) (112) (104) (59) (59) (58)

1110 166 155 139 82 82 81
(176) (162) (144) (90) (89) (86)

1500 238 204 173 117 115 113
(236) (207) (177) (123) (119) (114)

3000 485 328 250 273 243 211
(440) (336) (261) (247) (227) (202)

4500 616 383 300 386 315 260
(603) (420) (313) (366) (316) (266)
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Table 12. Computedversuspredicted( ) separationdistancesR (ft) for _ = 3.0.
l[ i i l ""

Hydmt,m Wallcase
detoaafion ........

volume No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4 No. 5 No. 6

VD = IV (.c0 fit) (ft) (ft) (ft) (f0 (ft) _
l

300 25 25 25 < 15 < 15 < 15
(23) (23) (23) (12) (12) (12)

450 35 35 35 19 19 19
(36) (35) (35) (18) (18) (18)

740 55 55 54 31 31 31

(60) (58) (55) (30) (30) (30)

, 1110 82 81 78 46 46 46
(90) (86) (79) (46) (45) (44)

1500 116 110 102 63 63 63
(122) (112) (101) (62) (61) (60)

3000 245 195 165 134 128 121
(236) (195) (159) (127) (120) (111)

4500 322 242 196 187 172 157

(335) (253) (195) (190) (173) (153)

Table 13. Computedversuspredicted( ) separationdistancesR fit) for _ = 5.0.

Hydrogen Wall
detonation

volume No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4 No. 5 No. 6

v D = fv (scf) fit) fit) fit) fit) fit) (ft)

300 20 20 20 ......
(18) (18) (18) (9) (9) (9)

450 28 28 28 < 15 < 15 < 15
(28) (28) (27) (14) (14) (14)

740 44 44 44 *. 20 *, 20 _ 20
(47) (46) (44) (23) (23) (23)

1110 66 65 64 36 36 36
(71) (68) (65) (36) (35) (35)

1500 91 88 85 52 52 52
(96) (91) (84) (49) (48) (47)

3000 194 166 145 107 104 101
(189) (164) (139) (99) (96) (91 )

4500 261 209 178 148 140 13 !
(274) (220) (176) (150) (140) (128)
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Even for seismicresponse,manystudieshaverecommendedthatsomeinelasticcapacitybe included
in design (see Coats, Reference11 for a summary). "The energyabsorptionobtainedfrom a linear

elastic analysisperformed to the design or yield level is only a fraction of the total energyabsorption
capabilityof a structure" (ReferenceI 1, p. 34). A measureof inelasticresponseis the ductility factor,
definedas the ratioof the actualdisplacementto the displacementat first yield. For impulseloads,the

American Society of Civil Engineers Manual No. 58, Structural Analysis and Design of Nuclear

FacUlties, 12suggests conservative failure ductility factors of up to 30 for local slabs in flexure (Table 6. I
of Reference 12). American Concrete Institute 349 Appendix C, Code Requirements for Nuclear Safety-
Related Concrete Structures, 13 permits a design ductility for impulse loads on local slabs in flexure of
up to 10. However, because blast loads can affect the integrity of the structure as a whole, the

I permissible design ductility for blast loads is limited by American Concrete Institute 349 to 3. A ductility
factor of 3 for a properly designed wall or roof slab with less than 1% tensile steel and a shear capacity
in excess of the flexural capacity would correspond to extensive cracking but no severe damage for a one-
time application of a blast load. This study presents results for ductility factors of 1, 3, and 5. The
results for a ductility factor of 3 are considered to be the most appropriate for establishing the minimum
required separation distance,

When the wall properties are known, the instantaneous impulse capacity of the wall leo [Equation
(1)] and natural period T should be computed based upon these properties. However, for general

screening studies, often the detailed wall properties are unknown. For concrete walls, the following
reasonably conservative lower bound properties may be used in these screening studies:

Wall Tensile steel Static pressure Natural
thickness factor Impulse factor Tornado capacity period

(in.) _)fy/lO0% (ksi) RmT/21r(psi-ms) zone Ps (psi) T (ms)

12 0.12 37.0 All 1.5 141

18 0.12 57.0 I 3.0 109
II and lit 1.5 217

24 0.12 77.2 I 3.0 147
II and I11 1.5 294

The impulse factor (RmT/2x) may be used in Equation (1) to compute Ico fbr any permissible

ductility. Use of these lower bound properties may result in large conservatism f[_ran actual wall.

Next, one must estimate the detonating fraction f and total gaseous volume of hydrogen V to obtain
the detonating volume VD. Detonating fractions are likely to be in the range of 0.05 to 0.20 with 0.30
representing a conservative upper bound. Once VD, I¢o, and T are selected, the required separation
distance R may be obtained from Equation (10) or Equation (11).
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Figure4 showsa plot of the minhnumrequiredseparationdistanceR versusdetonationvolumefor
12, 18, and 24-in. thick concrete walls with the previously tabulated minimum wall properties at a
ductility of 3. As can be seen from Figure 4, wall thickness has a significantinfluenceon the required
separationdistanceoverthe entirerangeof detonatingvolumes. The separationdistance for a 12-in. wall
rangesfrom 24% greaterat 4,500 scf to 44% greaterat 300 scf than for an 18-in. wall with the same
static pressurecapacity,Ps, of 1.5 psi. However,Ps influencesthe separationdistance significantlyonly
at detonatingvolumes in excess of about1,500 scf. Doubling the Ps reducesthe separationdistance by
more than 15% only for VD valuesgreaterthan 1,300, 2,300, and 3,200 scf for the 12, 18, and 24-in.
walls, respectively. At 4,500 scf the reductionare substantialfor the 12-in. wall and range from 50%
for the 12-in. wall downto 23% forthe 24-in. wail.

Figure 5 illustrates the influenceof the tensile steel factor 0_fy/100%). This figure shows the
requiredseparationdistancefuran 18-in. wall with a staticpressurecapacityof 3.0 psi at a ductilitylevel

of 3. Since (ply/100%) is a very significantparameterinfluencingIco, it also has a very significant
influenceon the requiredseparationdistances.

Both the wall thickness and the tensile steel factor (pfy/100 %) significantly influencethe required
separation distance for a given detonating volume over the entire range of detonating volumes. At
detonating volumes Vo less than 1,500 sef, the static pressure capacity Ps is a much less significant
parameter since it does not influenceIco. However,it can significantlyinfluence the required separation
distance at the larger detonating volumes, particularly for the 12-in.-thick walls.

The separation distances developedby EPRI (Reference1) were compared to the separation distances
calculated in this report. This comparison was performed to investigate where the EPRI separation
distances deviated from the improved analysis presented in this report. To make this comparison, the
ratio of the improved distances to the EPRI distances was developed and is denoted as Rc.

Defining Rc as the ratio of separation distanceR predicted herein by Equation (10) to the separation
distance REHby Equation (7.5) from Reference 1, one obtains

0.269 ft.o4 vO.457

•co I . (For)2 .4,.5

Rc represents a scale factor that must be applied to Reference 1 separation distances REHtbr
hydrogen storage to obtain the separation distance R obtained herein from Equation (10). When Re
exceeds unity, Reference 1 is unconservative in predicting separation distances tbr gaseous hydrogen
storage. Once again, note that Rc is very sensitive to the assumed detonating fraction f, and increases
moderately with increased storagevolume and decreases slightly with increased lco capacity of the wall.
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Figure 4. Separation distance versus detonating volume for 12, 18, and 24-in. walls with (pfy/lO0%) = O. 12 ksi at ductility
of3.
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Figure 6 provides a contour plot of 1_ values of 0.30, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, and 3.5 for Wall
Case No. I at a ductility of 3 (i.e., lco ffi 127.5 psi-ms and T ffi 217 ms) versus the detonating fraction
and the storage volume. At Re ffi 1.0, both the EPRI approach and the improved calculational approach

give the same separation distance. Figure 6 shows the sensitivity of Re to both the stored volume and

the detonation fraction. The ratio Rc ranges from 0.19 at a small stored volume V of 1,000 scf and a
low detonation fraction f of 0.05 to 3.6 at a large stored volume of 15,000 scf and a detonation fraction
of 0.30.

The results shown in Figure 6 are specifically for Wall Case No. 1. To investigate the sensitivity
of Re for other cases, tabular results for Wall Cases 1, 3, and 4 for a ductility of 3 are as follows:

R C

V = 1000 scf 5000 scf 15,000 scf

leo Pco f = 0.05 0.15 0.30
Wall ease (psi-ms) (psi) VD = 50 scf 750 scf 4,500 scf

1 127.5 1.375 0.19 1.23 3.60

3 127.5 4.125 0.19 1.14 2.10

4 288.3 1.375 0.18 1.16 3.82

Wall Case No. 3 has the same Ico and 3 times greater Pco than does Wall Case No. 1, while Wall

Case No. 4 has the same Pco and 2.26 times greater Ico than does Wall Case No. 1. Note that over the

entire range of detonating volumes VD, the ratio Re is insensitive to Ico, and below VD = 1,500 scf it
is also insensitive to P¢o. However, at a high detonating volume of 4,500 scf, Rc for Wall Case No.
3 is only 58% of Rc for Wall Case No 1.

Figure 7 presents the Rc = 1.0 contour line for Wall Cases No. 1, 3, and 4. For all three wall
cases, the Rc --- 1.0 contour line can be closely defined by

f]'°- O'lO [10000 scf]°''tV (13)

When f exceeds Equation (13), Reference 1 becomes unconservative.
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5. SUMMARY

This reportprovides an improvedset of recommendationsfor estimatingseparationdistancesto
preventunacceptabledamageto nuclearpowerplantstructuresfrom hydrogendetonationassociatedwith
gaseous hydrogenstorage. Separationdistancesare presentedin terms of permissible levels of inelastic
deformationof wallsdefinedin termsof permissible ductilityfactors. Resultsare presentedfor ductility
factors of 1 (elastic), 3, and 5. However, the prediction methodology may be extended to other
permissibleductility factors.

Blast parametersfor the situationof gaseous hydrogendetonationwere developedin this report, as
a function of the distance R and detonating volume VD - fV where V is the total stored hydrogen
volume and f is the detonatingfractionof this volume. These blast parameters are presentedin Tables
4 through10 and are applicablefor "free-field"wallssubjectedto blastloadingappliednormalto the wall
surface as a resultof a surface detonationof gaseoushydrogenat sea level.

Based on these blast parameters, it has been shownby studies presented herein that the required
separationdistance can be accurately predicted (within 15%) by either Equation (10) or (I 1) over a wide
range of detonating volumes and wall properties. Limits of applicability for this prediction formula are
given in Section 3. Figures 4 and 5 present useful plots of separation distance versus detonating volume
for different wall parameters.

The separation distances developed in this report are compared with those developed by EPRI
(Reference 1, for gaseous hydrogen storage based on a equivalency between hydrogen and TNT
detonations). The ratio Re between the separationdistance predicted herein versus that predicted for
hydrogen detonation by Reference I is given by Equation (12). A contour plot of Re versus the
detonating fraction f and the storage volume V is given in Figure 6 for one wall case. Within the
practical rangeof parameters, Rc varies from0 to approximately4. Thus, the separation distances given
in Reference 1 can be either severely overconservativeor severely unconservativedepending upon the
set of hydrogen detonation parameters that are used. Results are highly sensitive to the detonation
fraction that is assumed.

It is concluded that the hydrogen-to-TNT detonation equivalency given in Reference 1 should no
longer be used.
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APPENDIXA: IMPROVED DETONATION ANALYSIS

OF GASEOUS HYDROGEN STORAGE FACILITIES

AT NUCLEAR POWER PLANT SITES

A-1. INTRODUCTION

The INEL has completeda seriesof analyticalstudies of blast wavesresultingfrom detonationof
explosive mixtures of hydrogen and air at hydrogen storage tank facilities. These studies are presented
in this appendix.

Seven hydrogen detonating volumes, typical of storage vessels containing 200 to 15,000 scf of
gaseous hydrogen, were analyzed using the computer code CMBWAT. Blast loading data (e.g., peak
reflected pressures, total positive phase reflected impulse) and other blast parameters explicitly for

hydrogen detonations were computed as a function of the detonating volume VD and the separation
distance (minimum of 20 ft; maximum of 1,800 ft). The results of these studies were used in the analysis
of structural response to the hydrogen blast.

A-2. BACKGROUND

A-2.1 Effectsof HydrogenCombustion

Hydrogenis a highly flammablegaswith a very high vertical velocitydue to its low density. The
flammabilitylimits of hydrogenfor deflagrationand detonationvary with ignitionlocation,strength,and
the mixture of other gases. The lower flammability limit for hydrogendeflagration in air is 4% if
ignitionis at the bottomof the gascloud, 9% if at the side or thetop.A-I Upper flammabilitylimits for
hydrogenin air are near 75%. A'I These flammabilitylimits are expressedas mole percents (which is
equivalentto a volumetricbasis).

Hydrogenis very easyto ignite; friction, static charge, any open flame or spark will start the
process. Often, vorticescreatedby thegas flow itself will build up enoughof a chargeto ignitethe gas.
For hydrogenin air, the detonationlean(i.e., lower) limit is 18% while the detonationrich (i.e., upper)
limit is 59%.A'l The lowerlimit is increasedif an inert substance(suchas watervaporor humidity in
the air) are includedin the mixture. These inert compoundsactas energyabsorbers,reducingthe ability
of the processto perpetuateitself. Inert componentsalso reducethe magnitudeof the attenuatedwave
resultingfrom the deflagrationor detonation.

After statingthese limits, it shouldbe notedthat they are not absolute. When the real data are
compared,for example,at the 4% limit, there is a wide varietyof actualpressuremeasurements:some
are abovethecurveandmany are below. This indicatesthat there is scatterin the datafrom whichthese
percentagesare obtained. In general,they tendto err on the conservativeside; that is, the mole fraction
that usuallygivesdeflagrationwill be slightlyhigherthan 4%; this is typical of the other percentagesas
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we,li. Since the consequencesof an event can be severe, the allowablemole fractionsfor operationare
usually divided by at least 2, and sometimes by 10, for safety considerations. This ensures that, even
with gas-generat_ vortices that give higher local concentrations,an explosion eventcannotoccur.

A-2.2 Combustion Waves

Combustion in all cases proceeds from the ignition source that raises the energy of the adjacent
molecules high enough to initiatea reaction. This releasesenergythat is transferredto the next series
of molecules, and if this energylevel is again sufficientto initiate reaction, the process proceeds until
there areno more moleculesor the energylevel drops. This process is thus a functionof (a) the number
of molecules of fuel and oxidizer(hence the limits are a function of the mole or volume ratio of fuel to

• oxidizer), (b) molecular mean free path (the ability of the excited fuel molecule to find an oxidizer
molecule), (c) ignition location (due to buoyantforces), (d) the energy of the ignition source, (e) the
energy thresholdfor the reaction,and (f) the amountof energyreleased by each reaction.

Hydrogenhas a large mean free path, low energy threshold, large buoyancyfactor(due to its low
density), andhigh energyoutputfor each reaction. Consequently,these factorsmake hydrogeneasy to
ignite and, once the reaction is started, the ignitionwill easily propagate. Further,if hydrogenis in a
confined area, a deflagrationcan lead to an explosion. The reacting molecular structuregives off so
much energy that the unreactedmixture in frontof the reaction will receive enough energy to cause an
explosion. This type of explosion is called a detonation.

A-2.3 Detonation/Deflagration

While the combustiontype,i.e., deflagrationor detonation,hasbeendiscussed,thesecombustion
typesarea criticalpointrequiringfurtherexplanation.If the combustionwavefront issubsonic,the
reactionisclassifiedasa deflagrationandis normallyconsideredto bea flame. If thecombustionwave
frontis supersonic,the reactioniscalleda detonation.Sincedamagefromthe resultingshockwaveis
a functionof ove_ressure,andsinceoverpressureisa functionof theshockwavestrength,a detonation
istypicallymoredestructivethan adeflagration.

Vaporcombustion in general exhibits a higher deflagrationwavevelocity than does combustion of
solids. Because of the characteristics of hydrogen explained above, its deflagration wave propagation
speed is very near a Math number of 1. Thus, even for a deflagration, a very loud noise will be noted
due to the pressure pulse. This, coupled with a large fire ball, will often lead the observer to conclude
that a detonation has occurred, when in fact it is a deflagration. Unless pressure measurements are taken
to determine ,-hat happened, many observers will categorize many deflagrations as detonations.

Hydrogen has a deflagrationwave that travels at approximately1,000 fps and a detonation wave of
nearly 7,000 fps. These velocities are a function of the respective temperatures and mole fractions of the
fuel and oxidizer. However, even at 30% theoretical air, the detonation wave velocity for hydrogen is
nearly 5,500 fps. To indicate the destructive power of these waves, the overpressure associated with the
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deflagration will be no larger than a few psi, while the 7,000 fps wave could generate overpressures
exceeding 300 psi, and the 5,500 fps wave could generate 200 psi overpressure.

Explosives generate shock waves in a system by the addition of a large amount of energy over a

relative short time and distance. Each explosive develops a different characteristic stagnation temperature
input based on the initial temperature of both the fuel and oxidizer, the oxidizer type, and the percent of
theoretical oxidizer present. One hundred percent theoretical oxidizer is the stoichiometric mixture where

there is just enough oxidizer and fuel to achieve a complete reaction. This yields the highest stagnation
temperature input and, thus, the largest shock wave. The overpressure generated by the explosive is
directly related to this shock wave. Therefore, initial overpressure is directly related to the stagnation
temperature increase resulting from the chemical reaction. As stated earlier, oxidizer type as well as fuel
type greatly affect the stagnation temperature increase. When air is used as the oxidizer, for example,
each mole of oxygen also carries with it 3.76 moles of nitrogen, which enter the reaction only in a
secondary way by the formation of small amounts of nitrous oxides (which are formed if the temperature
is high enough). The nitrogen always acts as a heat sink since it adds little, if any, to the reaction
energy, but must be raised to the final product temperature in all cases. Water vapor and other inert
mixture components have the same effect.

A-2.4 Fuel and Oxidizer Effects
I

When pure oxygenis usedas oxidizer, there is no nitrogen heat sink; as a result, muchhigher
stagnation temperatures, and thus overpressures, are realized. Hydrogen-air mixtures burned at
stoichiometricconditions reachtheoretical temperaturesof over 4,800 OR. However, in the real case,
the water vapor formed is partially dissociated at these temperatures, and part of the energy from the
reaction is used in this process, and temperatures of a little less than 3,900 °R at," realized. An ideal

process would yield only water vapor and nitrogen as products, while the real case can yield water vapor,
nitrogen, and nitrous oxides, as well as both hydrogen and oxygen in both molecular and atomic form.

When pure oxygen is used as the oxidizer, the theoretical adiabatic flame temperature would he nearly
8,000 °R and only water vapor would exist in the products. However, some of the water vapor breaks
down into molecular and atomic hydrogen and oxygen at these temperatures, so the actual resulting
temperature is close to 6,000 °R.

Fuels that contain some or all of their own oxidizers generate higher stagnation temperatures, since
less air (with its associated nitrogen heat sink) is required. Fuel and oxidizer initial temperatures also

affect final product temperatures. However, for all practical purposes, the initial temperatures may vary
from 490 to approximately 600 °R. When the oxidizer is air, its temperature will usually have the
greatest effect. Since these temperatures are usually relatively low, the effect on final product
temperatures is not very large. The percent of theoretical oxidizer has a greater effect on stagnation
temperature of the products. The slope of the temperature change with percent of theoretical air has, in
general, a steeper slope on the fuel-rich side than on the oxidizer-rich (fuel-lean) side. This is especially
true if the oxidizer is air, again since air contains so much nitrogen, which acts as a energy absorber.
Stagnation temperature considerations alone would indicate that fuel-rich mixtures would cause more

damage than fuel-lean mixtures. However, another important consideration is the amount of reacting
mass or resulting product behind the generated wave.
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A-2.5 Damage Mechanisms

A typical shock wave is approximately2 mean-freemolecularpathsthick; for hydrogenthis is on
the order of 2.5 × 104 nun thick, and other gasesare eventhinner.A'2 Behind this shockis a waveof

gu that has a pressure, temperature, velocity, and consequently,impulse time history. The initial
pressure is mainly a function of the shock wave discussed above and its associated overpressure. The
length of the following wave is a strong function of the products generated during the combustion
process. Damage from any explosion is due to a combination of the overpressure and the duration of the
wave or the impulse generated (the impulse is the integrated ares under the overpressure-time curve).
The overpressure-time history starts positive, goes to zero, has a negative portion and goes back to zero
(the absolul_ pressure returns to atmospheric). Thus, there is a positive impulse, followed by a negative
impulse.

Each phase of the wave affects the structure differently, so all phases must be computed. The total
reacting mass is vital to this calculation. For example, TNT reacted in 100% theoretical air yields 4.21
unit masses of products for each unit mass of TNT, while hydrogen, on the other hand, yields over 35
unit masses of products per unit mass of gas or over eight times as much. TNT has a higher initial

overpressure with much less mass, while hydrogen has an initial lower overpressure (due to lower
slagnation temperature of the products, 3,900 to 4,200 °R), but hydrogen has over eight times the product
mass. Thus, the integrated impulse (and thus damage potential) for hydrogen is over 30 times that for
TNT per unit mass. This is characteristic of most vapor cloud reactions. (The numbers above are
estimates based on spherical reactions with 100% theoretical air as the oxidizer.) When the explosive
energy is not allowed free expansion, the damage effects increase. With a spherical expansion, the
energy is dissipated in all three directions, whereas in situations with fewer degrees of freedom, such as
in a hemispherical expansion or moving down a pipe, the energy is concentrated in the direction of free
movement.

The situationisfurther complicatedby the fact thatwhen the incidentwave(what we havediscussed
so far) encountersanystructure, it is reflected. This reflectedwaveis always strongerthan the incident
wave. Blast waveanalysisin the pasthasusuallyusedso-calledreflectionfactorsof approximately2 fi_r
the reflectedwave. However,these factorsareonly near 2 if the incidentwavewas neara Mach number
of 1 and was stagnatedagainstthe wail under reversible,isentropic,and steadystateconditions. This
assumption is probably valid at longer distancesfrom the event center where these conditions are

approximatelymet. The real behaviorof this reflectedwave,however,is neithersteadystate, isentn)pic,
nor reversible. Reflectionfactorscanbe as muchas8 for shockwavesin air.̂ 2 When shockstems(the
resultof two reflectedwavesintersecting)arepresent,the multiplier canbe even higher. TherefOre,the

reflectedwave pressure, temperature, velocity and impulse time history must be determined. The
reflectedwavethus has the greatestpotentialfor damage. Once again, the positive, negative,andtotal
impulseof this wavemustbe determined.

The incidentwave attenuationwith distancemustalso be computed. This is important since the
wave overpressuredecreaseswith distancebut the wave'sduration increases. Therefi_re,the impulse
mustbe computedwith distancesince in somecases(hydrogenbeing one of them) the actual reflected

positivephaseimpulseis slightly highera short distancefrom the detonationthan it is at the edgeof"the
reactionzone. TNT and other solid explosivesdo not exhibit this characteristic. The total impulse
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(summation of both positive and negative phases) always decreases w_thdistance. However, for reactions

with large product generation and relatively large negative pressure components, the relation between
positive and negative changes with distance, especially for the reflected wave. This relation again yields
the conditions that exist when only the positive phase impulse is looked at with distance. Vapor and solid
explosives have very different characteristics, and thus, the scaling laws that have been used for many
yeats do not apply for vapor cloud explosions in general and for some solid explosives in particular.

A-2.6 Hydrogen Detonation Yields

For tests with hydrogen in open air, unconfined detonations show a wide variety of yields. These

vary from a low of 5 % to as high as 26%. These data come from a variety of verbal sources from "ests
at Sandia National Laboratories and the INEL. The main element of consistency seems to he that there
is a wide variation in yield factors. Yield factors are typically defined as the percent of the fuel mass that
reacted assuming 100% theoretical air. In the actual case we probably do not get :omplete mixing so
a higher percent of the mass may react, but with less than 100% theoretical air. The INEL investigated

yields using the full reacting mass for hydrogen but only using 30% theoretical air. This was compared

with using 30% of the reacting mass with 100% theoretical air. The latter case was more energetic.
Comparison with other gases such as acetylene, propane, and methane, however, indicated that the

opposite was true, That is, the assumption of 30% theoretical air using complete fuel mass was the most
energetic. The analysis for this report used 30% yields consisting of 30% of the total fuel mass and
100% theoretical air. For comparison, the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), in their guidelines
for installing hydrogen water chemistry systems,^'3 used a yield of 20% in their analysis. Other tests
discussed by Eichler and NapadenskyA'4give the yield as 20% for fuel-air and 25% for fuel-oxygen.
The analysis for this report actually computed yields from 5 to 100% in order to provide for a sensitivity
analysis on the yield parameter. Thus, a wide variation of yields are covered to determine standoff
distances as a function of yields. The reader can then see the sensitivities of standoff distances with yield.

A-2.7 Summary of Background Discussion

Vaporor clouddispersantdetonationshaveconsiderablevariationsfromtypical solid explosivessuch
asTNT. In general, they are muchmoreenergetic,havevery large reactingmassper unit massof fuel,
significantnegativeoverpressure(and consequentlylarge positivephaseimpulses), and in general do
considerablymoredamageon a unit massbasisthan do solidexplosives.Completereactionor"the entire
fuel massis moredifficultbecauseof the rapid dispersionof the fuel itself. However, it'the vaporcloud
is containedin sometype of enclosure,then yields approaching100% canbe obtained. Scalinglawsto
determine wavestrength and damage, as used for solid explosives,do not apply to vapor or cloud

dispersantdetonations. Thesetechniquescanbe usedfor scoping,but to determinereal effects such as
combustioncharacteristics,wavepropagation,reflectedwaves,and the pressure-timehistoriesf_)r both
the incidentand reflectedwaves,a more detailedanalysisis needed. Hydrogenfurther or)replicatesthis
processsincethe energyreleaseper unit massof gasis so large (approximately31 ib of TNT equivalent
per poundof hydrogen). When this equivalenceis put on a unit massbasis, 0.164 Ib of TNT equals 1

scf of hydrogen. This low value is due to the low densityof hydrogen. Also, each pound of hydrogen
generatesover 33 Ib of productswhen it is reacted with 100% theoretical air. l-lydi'ogenhas the
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capabUityof self ignition andcan also form _rtices that may concentratethe hydrogenand generatea
local flammablemixtureeven when the bulk mole fractionsof hydrogento air are very low. This self-
ignitioncapabilityis especially true if the mixtureis confinedin some wayor has a directionmomentum
changesuch as in a pipe elbow. These conditions,along with the gas vortices that can occur, will lead
to local mole fractionconcentrationsthat can combustand produceeither a detonationor deflagration.
Further,the buoyancyfactorfor hydrogenis such that concentrationsnear the top of any confinedspace
can be quitehigh. In some cases a small undetectedleak may be more serious than a very large one,
since a small leak over time can result in local concentrationshigh enough to yield deflagrationsor
detonations.

A-3. HYDROGEN DETONATION ANALYSIS METHOD

A-3.1 Description of the Analysis Method

Sevenhi_lrogendetonatingvolumes,typicalof storagevesselscontaining200 to 15,000s_.'fof
gaseoushydrogen,wereanalyzedusingthe computercodeCMBWAT'. Blast loadingdata(e.g., peak
reflectedpressures,total positivephasereflectedimpulse)andotherblastparametersexplicitly for
hydrogendetonationsw_+recomputedas a functionof the detonatingvolume(denotedas VD) andthe
distance(minimumof 20 ft; maximumof 3,000 ft).

The analysisresultsare dependenton explosiveyield, reactiontype (deflagrationor detonation),the
amountof reactantinvolved,and the percentof theoreticaloxid_r in the oxidizer-fuel mixture. These
variableswere modeled in the analysis by using the most probable conditionsfor the scenario (i.e., a
"best-estimate"analysis). A worst-casescenario is given by detonatingthe largestreacting mass at
stoichiometric conditionsusing 100% yield. For comparison,EPR1, in their guidelines for installing
hydrogenwater chemistry systems,A'3used a yield of 20% in their analysis. Other tests discussed by
Eichlerand Napadensky_'4 gives the yield as 20% for fuel-air and 25% for fuel-oxygen. The analysis
for this reportactually _mputed yields from 20 to 100% in orderto providefor a sensitivity analysis
on the yield parameter.

The analysis in this reportassumes a detonationeventoccurs, not a deflagration. When a hydrogen
tank has a relativesmall breach, the expansionof the hydrogenusually generates a static charge large
enoughfor ignition. Thus, thereis no detonationbut only a deflagration. However,with largerruptures,
this maynot occur and detonationconcentrationscan occur. This detonationpotentialis especiallytrue
for rupturesoccurringin confinedspaces.

Because hydrogendiffuses very quickly, it is difficult to get the exact stoichiometric mixture that
would cause the greatest damage. Some conservatism was added to the analysis by assuming a
stoichiometric mixture that always detonated. The yields were varied to account for various off-normal
design conditions. All analyses were for an unconfined (i.e., free-field) gas mixture.

a Use of the name CMBWAT signifies the blast wave computer code developed at EG&G Idaho,
Inc., Idaho Falls, Idaho. The version of the code used for this report was Mod B-I, February 1991.
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The present analysis computes the shock wave and combustion process inside the reacting mass.
The resulting stagnau'ontemperatureincreases causes a shock wave, which is attenuated with distance.
A wave generated behind this incident wave contributes to the overall impulse. The computer code

CMBWAT computes the incident wave pressure, temperature, velocity and impulse time history. This
wave is then reflected from the target surface, which creates a reflected wave with its associated pressure,

temperature, velocity, and impulse time histories. CMBWAT solves this nonsteady-flow, nonsteady-state
transient problem. The example below describes in more detail the analysis method incorporated in
CMBWAT.

A-3.1.1 Example CMBWAT Analysis Case

The fuel oxidizer is assumed to be uniform and thoroughly mixed. The stagnation temperature rise

across the shock is determined by a chemical equilibrium calculation of the fuel chemical mixture. An
example case was run using hydrogen and air with initial conditions before combustion of 14.7 psia,
536.4 °R, and a 50% relative humidity. Stoichiometric conditions or one hundred percent theoretical
oxidizer was also input. The code computes final products temperature for both cases of with and without
full product interaction. The combustion calculation using full product interaction yielded a final
temperature of 4,412.6 °R, or a temperature rise of 3,876.2 °R. The code assumes equilibrium
conditions or instantaneous reactions. There are, therefore, no chemical reaction rate equations included

in the calculations. For this example, when no product interaction is included, the code computes a final
temperature of 4,833.3 °R. The products of the reaction thus contain only water vapor and nitrogen.
With full product interaction, however, the final temperature calculated is 4,412.6 °R, about 400 °R
lower, since some of the water vapor breaks down at this temperature into hydrogen (H and H__)and

oxygen (O and O2), as well as OH. The nitrogen also forms nitrous oxide, NO, and some atomic
nitrogen. These reactions are mostly endothermic and thus reduce the final temperature of the products.

A-3. 1. I. 1 Combustion Wave. As stated earlier, the initial conditions of the oxidizer fuel mixture
in this case are a pressure of 14.7 psia and a temperature of 536.4 °R. This is the condition of the
oxidizer fuel mixture before the combustion wave passes through the reactants converting them to
products and raising both the temperature and pressure. The speed of this wave is computed primarily
using the Chapman-Jouguet relations (some modifications of the standard numerical solution are

employed), using the relative stagnation temperature rise across the wave and the standard assumption
of Mach 1 exit relative to the wave. The relative stagnation rise across the wave 4469.18 to 8345.38 is
3876.2 °R which comes from the combustion calculations performed earlier.

This is a nonsteady-state, nonsteady-flow transient problem. The process is not constant pressure

or constant volume. A direct solution is obtained, however, by solving the relations relative to the wave.
The Mach number of the wave (in this case 6.0547) is determined from the Chapman-Jouguet relations
and an assumed detonation. Note that the inlet conditions relative to the wave are static pressure and

temperature of 14.7 psia and 536.4 °R. When this pressure and temperature are converted to stagnation
conditions using these inlet static conditions and a wave speed of Mach 6.0547, the inlet stagnation
pressure and temperature are 24,541.76 psia and 4,469.18 °R, respectively. These are inlet conditions
relative to the wave, or what an observer standing on the moving wave would see. This observer sees

flow coming into the system at a Mach number of 6.0547 and the pressure and temperature specified
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earlier. Internal to this control volume, the combustion process raises the stagnation temperature from

3,876.2 °R to 8,345.38 °R at the outlet. Again these conditions are relative to the wave, not what an
observer standing on the side watching the wave go by m_uld see. This external observer sees the actual
inlet and outlet conditions. The initial solution is relative to the wave (the external observer would see

no wave movement, only velocity, temperature, and pressure at the inlet and outlet.) This analysis
assumes that the relative exit Mach number is I and the stagnation temperature rise comes from the
combustion process. With this information, the relative exit conditions are a static pressure of 320.48
psia and a stagnation pressure of 606.64 psia. The relative exit stagnation temperature is 8,345.38 °R
(due to the reaction process occurring in the wave control volume) and the static temperature is 6,954.49
°R. The stagnation-to-static conversion at the inlet to the wave uses the gas properties of the reactants

and the exit uses the gas properties of the products.

Again, it is important to note that the above conditions are not the actual conditions that exist as the

combustion wave goes by an external observer. They are what an observer standing on the wave control
volume would see or the conditions relative to the wave control volume. Knowing the relative conditions
(both inlet and outlet) of the wave control volume and the initial actual inlet conditions that the wave
control volume encounters, we can compute the actual conditions at the outlet of the combustion wave.

An observer not on the wave control volume would see the inlet conditions of 14.7 psia and 536.4 °R.

Because the initial velocity was chosen to be zero, that is the velocity that the observer sees and
consequently the stagnation and static conditions are identical. Fluid properties come from the mixture

of reactants input and basic data computed earlier by the program. This external observer now would
see a combustion wave coming through the system at a Mach number of 6.0547. After the wave passes,

the fluid properties are those of the combustion products and the static pressure and temperature would
rise, in this case, to 320.48 psia and 6,954.49 °R, respectively. The velocity of the gas products after
the passage of the Mach 6.04547 wave is 2,785.43 fps corresponding to a Mach number of 0.6815. The

static pressure and temperature are 320.48 psia and 6,954.48 °R respectively, corresponding to stagnation
conditions of 437.34 psia and 7,600.52 °R. Note that the actual temperature rise as the wave passes and
reactants are converted to products is 7,064.12 °R, not the 3,876.2 °R that the combustion calculation
gives. This difference is due to the transient effects of the wave passage. This process, as stated earlier,
is nonsteady-state, nonsteady-flow, nonisentropic, and neither constant volume nor constant pressure.
If this process were confined and the waves (both combustion and shock) were allowed to dissipate, the

final temperature of the products would approach the 4,412.6 °R computed by the combustion portion

of the program. The process in the fireball is not steady-state and has not reached steady-state before the

effects are transmitted across the combustion process control volume.

A-3. 1.1.2 Incident Wave. From the above information, the fireball size and the time it takes to

consume the reactants are computed. The combustion wave generated by the reaction reaches the

boundary of the reaction control volume, and its energy is transmitted across the boundary in the form

of a pressure pulse. The pressure pulse creates a shock wave in the transport media, and this shock wave

is attenuated with distance. This is similar to shock waves generated by a supersonic projectile. The

transient combustion wave has generated a pressure pulse of 320.48 from the original pressure of 14.7

psia. This pressure pulse generates the incident wave. The incident wave shows the same pressure ratio

of 14.7 to 320.48 psia. The fluid properties used for these calculations come from the input supplied by

the user. The Mach number for the incident wave is 4.3393, corresponding to a velocity of 4,925.42

fps. (Remember that these numbers are for this particular case.) Again, this wave generation and
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attenuation is a nonsteady state, nonsteady flow, nonisentropic transient process. Thus, a similar solution
is used in that the basic equations are solved relative to the wave yielding a direct solution by using the

conditions around the wave control volume and then converting these to the actual conditions that an

observer would see as the wave progresses past.

A-3. 1. f.3 Attenuation of the Incident Wave. The waveattenuationwith time anddistanceare

computedby modifying the basicwaveattenuationsolutionsusedin KinneyandGraham (ReferenceA-2).
One of the key modificationsis that the energyof the waveis not convertedto THT equivalent. The
incidentwaveMach numberandpressureratioare usedto give anequivalentdistance. The waveis then
attenuatedusing the relationsbasedon pressureratiodatapresentedin Table XI of ReferenceA-2.

A-3.2 Analysis Assumptions

For the analysis performed in this report, a number of assumptions were made. These assumptions
are as follows:

• Initial ambient conditions: 14.7 psia, 76.4 °F
• Initial fuel conditions: 14.7 psia, 76.4 °F
• Initial relative humidity: 0.0%
• Initial gas velocity: 0.0 fl/sec
• Stoichiometry: 100% theoretical air
• Hemispherical expansion
• Initial amount of hydrogen: 15,000, 3,700, and 1,500 scf
• Assumed explosion yield: 20, 30, and 100%.

The assumption of a relative humidity of 0.0% adds some conservatism to the analysis, since water
vapor acts as an energy absorber and thus has a damping effect on the wave.

I

The separation distances presented herein are applicable to "free-field" walls subjected to blast
loading applied normal to the wall surface as a result of a surface detonation of gaseous hydrogen at sea
level. This assumption maximizes the peak reflected pressure and the reflected pressure impulse applied
to the wall. For all other striking angles, this assumption is conservative. The words "free-field" wall
implies:

• No intervening structures exist between the detonation and the wall. The presence of such structures
is likely to reduce the reflected pressures and impulse applied to the target wall. This assumption
is conservative.

• The detonation is not contained by other walls or roof, and the only source of reflection is the target
wall itself. If the detonation is contained within a room and the target wall is one of the room
walls, this assumption is likely to be seriously unconservative. Similarly, if the target wall is
located at the end of a long narrow corridor so that the blast wave is funneled toward the wall, this

assumption is likely to be seriously unconservative.
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Reflected pressures and impulses for conditions other than a "free-field" wall are highly geometry
dependent and must be assessed on a case-by-case basis. The analyses performed for this report do not
attempt to address geometry-dependent questions.

There are ways to reduce or eliminate damage such as using oblique walls, wall spikes to break up
the shock, foam to yield as the incident wave hits, etc. Anything that can cause the incident shock to
reflect at an oblique angle instead of at 90 degrees (i.e., normal) will reduce the reflected overpressure
and impulse. The magnitude of the reflected overpressure and impulse will also be reduced if the wall

upon which the incident wave strikes is allowed to move, even slightly. This acts as an energy damper,
which reduces the reflected wave.

A-3.3 Comparison with EPRI Model

In the analysis performed by EPRI, they assumed a 20% yield from a stoichiometric detonation of
hydrogen. ^'3 An additional assumption that appears to be used in the EPRI analysis was to include the
standard dynamic overpressure which is (erroneously) used to give reflected pressures and thus impulses.
This standard approach assumes that the process is reversible, steady state, steady flow, and isentropic,
when in fact it is none of these. The true process is neither steady state nor steady flow, and shocks
(except infinitesimally small ones) are never reversible.

The analysis performed for this report computes the shock wave and combustion process inside the
reacting mass. The resulting stagnation temperature increase causes a shock wave that is attenuated with

distance. A wave generated behind this incident wave contributes to the overall impulse. The computer
code CMBWAT computes the incident wave pressure, temperature, velocity and impulse time history.
This wave is then reflected from the target surface, which creates a reflected wave with its associated

pressure, temperature, velocity, and impulse time histories. CMBWAT solves this nonsteady-fiow,

nonsteady-state transient problem. When the combustion problem is solved in this way, the results vary

considerably from those obtained before. The positive phase of the incident wave was always assumed
to cause the greatest damage; however, this is not always the case. The reflected wave, which can boost

impulses by factors of 5 or greater, and, to a lesser extent, the negative portions of these waves, will
cause considerable damage.

The actual impulse of the incident wave is not maximum at the initiation of the wave, but occurs

a small distance from the initiation. This is due to the time required for the wave mass to build behind

the incident wave. At the initiation of this wave it has a very high overpressure but not much mass as

yet behind the wave. Thus, the total impulse is not as large as it is later on when the mass has built

behind the wave. In essence, at the very beginning, the wave is almost total overpressure with little

length or mass. At very large distances from the event the wave has very little overpressure but a great

length and resulting mass. (This does not occur in all cases, depending on the fuel and oxidizer. A fuel

containing a significant amount of its own oxidizer will lessen this effect as will one with a high
molecular weight or shorter mean-free-path of the molecules in the product gases.) Hydrogen contains

none of its own oxidizer and creates gases which have a relatively large mean-tree-path. Thus, the shock

wave thicknesses are greater, with less resulting mass than, for example, in a typical TNT explosion.

Hydrogen tends to generate waves that more closely resemble a nuclear device with high overpressures
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andlowermassesor impulses.This isall relative,however,sincethewavestrengthsaredependenton
howenergeticthe eventis. A nucleardeviceisobviouslyveryenergetic,muchmorethanhydrogen,but
hydrogenis alsomoreenergeticfrom a gasdynamicstandpointthanis TNT. A computercodeis
required to solve this nonlinearproblem, since there are no simple scaling laws or multiplicativefactors
that can be applied in all cases.

In the past, resultswere often obtainedby scaling fromTNT or nucleardata. This scaling is only
valid if very similar waves are generatedthat compare to either TNT or nuclear conditions. In many
cases, this scaling is valid. But, for hydrogenas well as other lightergases or fluids,this scaling is not
a good technique. Also, in all cases the reflectedwave mustbe computedsince the reflectionfactorcan
varyfrom the approximatevalueof 2 which is usually used.
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A-4. COMPUTER CODE CMBWAT

A-4.1 CMBWAT Features

The computer code CMBWAT was developed specifically for analysis of explosive phenomena.

CMBWAT analyzes both the initiating detonation, whether a combustion or a nuclear process, and the

attenuation of the resulting shock wave with time and distance. The analysis solves either the spherical
or hemispherical blast wave for pressure- or temperature-generated supersonic shock waves. Both the
incident and reflected waves are calculated for any location in the flow field. CMBWAT calculates the

initial stagnation temperature or pressure increase that creates the shock wave, and then attenuates the

shock wave with distance. The code solves the nonsteady-state, nonsteady-flow, and nonisentropic flow
relations to compute static and stagnation pressure, velocity, and the shock wave impulse delivered to
target surfaces within the flow field, all as a function of time, both for the incident and reflected wave.

Basic physical principles were used in all equation derivations; data fits and scaling were used only
if they could be substantiated by basic physical principles. The combustion routines compute the resulting
stagnation temperature using kinetic equilibrium of all major product compounds, the combustion wave,

pressure, density, etc. Upon completion of the combustion process, the resulting wave is attenuated with
distance. Incident, reflected, and expansion waves are computed. The entire pressure, velocity, and
dynamic pressure time histories are computed.

A-4.2 Major Equations Used in CMBWAT

The starting equations employed in the hydrogen detonations calculations performed by CMBWAT
are presented below. They are standard gas dynamics-type equations as presented in Kinney and Graham

(Reference A-2). These equations have been modified in CMBWAT as previously described. A more
detailed explanation on how these steps are being performed in CMBWAT is presented in the following
section. A detailed presentation of the equations that are used and their derivations is included in Section
A-7 of this appendix.

A graphical illustration of the properties for a shock tube wave is shown in Figure A-1. A typical
shock tube has a burst diaphragm in the middle of a closed tube, with high pressure on one side and low
pressure on the other. When this diaphragm is burst, a series of expansion waves go back through the

high pressure area and a compression wave advances into the low pressure region. The pressure,
temperature, and velocity are shown graphically in the figure.

For a shock wave passing through a medium, the mach number across the shock can be given as

M_ + 2(k-I)

M_(Zk/(k-l) - I

where M = the mach number and k = the ratio of specific heats.
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FigureA-1. Graphicalillustrationof shocktubewaveproperties.
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ThisshockandroachnumberfurtheregionsacrosstheshockareshowngraphicallyinFigureA-2.
Also,furtheshockshowninFigureA-2,theratioofthe$1atlctemperaturesisgivenby

T2 [2 + (k-l)N_][2kN: -(k-l)]
..,,,,.. I

Tz #: (k + !)z

M 1 I M 2

- t -
_-shockwave

FigureA-2. Simpleshockwavediagram.

The ratio of the static pressures is given by

Pz (1 + kH:)[2kH: - (k-l)] 2kH_ k-I

P_ k[M_(k+l) +1] +1 k+l k+l

while the ratio of the densities is given by

#2 (k +I)M:

Px (k -1)N: +2
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andthe sla_aationpressureratio is given by

The thicknessof the shock is given by

-[ 1'
whereNO= Avogardo'snumberandOm= the moleculardensity.

The velocities for the two regions are showngraphicallyin Figure A-3. The velocity of the shock
waveOts) and the referencevolume are shown in FigureA-3.

region2 region 1 region2 region1

Vo_, v-v -Vo i-. = (j v,- vs- vo,
)

L shockwave referenc_volume___

Figure A-3. Velocity diagramsfor the simple shock wave example.

A-4.3 CMBWAT Operation

CMBWATwas created to be a general purpose shock wave code. It gives the user the ability to
run multiple cases with minimum effort and includes error traps on all inputs to guide the user and
preclude invalid inputs. All previous inputs are stored in memory as default values, and the user need
only hit the enter key to use the default values. A standard built-in default case is also included, which
is obtained by bringing up the code and hitting the enter key at each prompt. The changes tbr both the
program and base input case are documented in the MAIN program, which gives the date and brief
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descriptionforeachchange.Theheaderontheoutputalsoprintsoutthe programmodificationcodeand
date, as well as the date of the last change to the standardinput base case. Brief explanationsof the
programoperationare also printedout on these headers. For example, to zero a nonzero inputthe user
must inputa "-1."(all inputsmusthavea decimalpoint). The programalso has an inputbackupsystem
that is activatedby entering"-999." at any screenprompt. Control-breakcan be used to terminatethe
program. The iterationroutineis set up to printthe last iterationif the closure tolerancecriterionis out
of specifications. This printoutgives the iterationloop number,x and y values, and the closure error
in that loop. Thus, the user can determinewhether the closure toleranceobtainedis acceptable. This

feature is very useful by allowing the user to determine validity of the calculations. A step-by-step
descriptionof code operationis discussedbelow.

The first promptasks the use,-for the unit systemdesired, either English or SI. Next, the option
for a nuclear or chemical event is offered (the program is set up to do analysis tor both types of
calculations). Prompts concerning iteration output are next. The user is cautioned that requesting
iterationoutputwill result in a largeamountof printedoutput.

Fullproductanalysis is the next questionthatCMBWATasks. Full productanalysis means that all
basic reactionsare included in the combustioncalculation. A series of simultaneousequationsis solved
to determineall the productsof the reaction. This has a majoreffect on the final temperatureof the
products. A classic exampleof this is the stoichiometricreactionof hydrogenand oxygen, which gives
only watervaporat very hightemperatures(near7,000 °R) if productinteractionis ignored. However,
water vapor is not stable at these high temperaturesand breaksdown into hydrogen, oxygen, atomic
hydrogen,atomicoxygen, OH compounds,etc. This temperaturebreakdowntakes energy, which drops
the product's temperatureuntil some equilibrium state is reached. When full product analysis is
requested, the programdeterminesthe equilibriumtemperatureand the mole fractions of all reaction
products. Unless very low producttemperaturesareexpected,the usershould alwaysrequestfull product
analysis.

The chemical combustionwaveoptionrequiresthe selectionof a fuel for the analysis. (This portion
of the input is bypassed if the nuclear option is selected.) Users can put in their own fuel by selecting
option 1 (user input fuel). If the fuel molecularweight is input as zero, this input consists of either moles
of hydrogen,oxygen, carbon, sulfur, watervapor,nitrogen, ash, etc. Or if the molecular weight is input
as a positive value, mass percents of the above mentioned compounds are entered. Irrespectiveof the
option used, the programcomputes the values necessaryto complete the calculatit_ns. Manyof the more
popular fuels are built into the program, so the user need only select from one of the 28 built-in fuels by
entering its corresponding number. _:uel heats of formation and vaporization delta enthalpies are
computed using basic bonding energies associated with the fuel types. The automatic heat of fi_rmation
and enthalpy calculationsaves the user time since this informationmay not be readily available,especially
for user input fuel types. These calculations have been checkedwith measuredvalues tot over 100 fuels

and all are within 10%. This magnitude of error gives less than a 2% error in the final products
temperature. The 28 built-in fuels are shown in FigureA-4.
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1.--- USERINPUT FUEL 2.--- CH4METHANE
3.--- C2H6 ETHANE 4.--- C3H8 PROPANE
5.--- C4H10 BUTANE 6.--- C5H12 PENTANE
7.--- C6H14HEXTANE 8.--- C7H16HEPTANE
9.--- C8H18OCTANE 10.--- C9H20 NONANE

11.--- C10H12DECANE 12.--- H2 HYDROGEN
13.--- C2H2ACETYLENE 14.--- C7H5(N02)3 TNT
15,--- ANFO(AHONIHUNNITRATE+ DIESEL FUEL)
16.--- COAL(ANTHRACITE) 17.--- COAL(BITUHINOUS)
18.--- COAL(SUBBITUMINOUS) 19.--- COAL(LIGNITE)
20.--- OIL (AVERAGE) 21.--- COAL(BIT)+H20SLRY
22.--- WOOD(AVERAGE) 23.--- DIESEL (TYP.)
24.--- C2H4 ETHYLENE 25.--- CH30HMETHANOL
26.--- C6H6 BENZENE 27.--- C2H50HETHANOL
28.--- C7H8 TOLUENE 29.--- C3H6 PRLPYLENE

FigureA-4. Availablefuels in the CMBWATcomputercode.

Fuel phase (solid, gas, or liquid) is the next inputfollowedby fuel inlet temperature. Fuel inlet
pressureis assumedto be the same as oxidizerinletpressure,which is inputlater, Oxidizertype (i,e,,
oxygenor air) is the next prompt,followedby oxidizerinletpressure,temperature,andrelativehumidity
(this is only asked for if air has beenchosen as the oxidizer).

Withthis information,the programcomputesthe minimumpercenttheoreticaloxidizerand prints
this to the screen. This minimumis computedby determiningthe minimumoxidizer to just react with
the hydrogenpresentin the fuel, providingthe hydrogento carbonratio is low enough. For example,
if purehydrogenis the fuel, the minimumpercentoxidizerwill be zero since it is not applicable. This
calculation is used only as a guide for the user since the next prompt is for input of the percent of
theoreticaloxidizer.

The heat transferinto or out of the reactionprocessfrom an externalsource can be input. Also,
the product'sfinal temperaturecan be specified andthen the heattransferto or from the pr,cess will be
calculated. When this option is specified, the programwill also ask for the mass flow rateto compute
the correctheat transfer. With this type of input, a bomb calorimetercalculation_:anbe perfiwmedby
enteringtheinletandfinaltemperaturesat thedatumstate(usually25° Celsius).in mostcases,however,
theseinputsaresetto zerosotheprogramcomputesthe finaltemperatureassumingnoheattransfer.
Thecombustionprocessisassumedto occurat theoxidizerinletpressure(whichis inputby the user).
The temperatureis obtainedfrom an energybalanceobtainedfrom the oxidizer and fuel inlet
temperatures.The resultfrom the analysisup to thispoint is the determinationof the products
temperatureandcompositionincludingmolecularweight,ratioof specificheats,specificheats,heat
transferto or fromthe system(if thatoptionisselected)--ingeneral,the conditionof theproducts.All
of thesecalculationsassumeinstantaneousmixing,homogeneousmixture,ignitionin the centerof the
mass,andequilibriumin all the chemicalreactioncalculations.
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Program calculations have now proceeded to the point that shock wave calculations can be

performed. However,the nut promptasksthe userwhetherto computethe resultingwave. A negative
responseto _is prompt results in the programgoing back to set up for a new combustioncalculation.
A positiveresponsecontinuesby promptingthe user to inputdata requiredto performwavecalculations.
The program is alsosetup ix)returnto this point afterall the wavecalculationsare completedsothe user
can run a seriesof wavecalculationsusing the basic data from a singletemperatureinput.

Shockwavesare generatedin only three basicways. First, by a pressuredifference (as in a shock
tube), second,by the rapid movementof someobjectlike a pistonor bldlet, andthird, by a rapid energy
input resulting in a stagnationtemperaturechange (such as a condensationsheck or a combustion
process). [n this case,the combustionprocessor nucleareventhas suppliedthe energy input resulting
in a s_ation temperature increase,which initiatesthe wave. A modificationof the (either Chapman-
Jouguetor Hugoniot) relations is usedto computethe combustionwave velocity using inputsof fuel
mass,andexpansionlimitationsto determinefireballdistance.

All shockwavesthat are generatedare nonsteady-state,nonsteady-flow,and nonisentropicprocesses.
They only approach the conditions of steady state, steady isentropic flow as the wave becomes
infinitesimallysmall. This isthe main reasonwhy the old methodof blastwavecalculations,usingTNT

equivalentsand a reflectedwavemultiplierof 2, is approximatelycorrectonly in very far-fieldproblems.
All shockwavecalculationsdisplaythe conditions(i.e., pressure,temperature,Math number,velocity,
etc.) on both sidesof the waveand presentthem both for conditionsrelativeto the waveand relativeto

an observerat a fixed point awayfrom the wave. The nonsteadystateand flow, nonisentropicproblem
canbe convertedto a steadyflow, steadystate,isentropicdirect solutionif the control volume is firstput
on the moving wave. Thus, the equationsare solved with the referencecontrol volumeplaced on the
wave. Then, the actualconditionsare computedby changingthe referenceplane. This gives n()tonly
a direct solutionbut one that is computationallyquick.

The user is now requestedto put into the program the conditions of' the media into which the
generatedshockwill pass. Iterationoutputis againofferedas a convenienceto the user. The condition
of the gas into which the shockwave will propagate(i.e., ratio of specific heats, m()lei:ular weight,
pressure,temperature,andthe velocityor wind) are all requested. The pressureand temperature(:anbe
input either asstagnationor staticconditions. ,as anotheroption, the user canenter altitudeinsteadof

pressureandtemperature,and the programcomputesthe standardpressureand temperature. If pressure
and temperatureare entered,the altitude is computed. Also, as the wavepropagatesto the targetor
object, the changein gasconditionsin front of the shockare adjustedto the c()rrect altitude. The wind

or velocity in frontof the shockcanalsobe enteredas either a Mach numberor vel_)_:ity.When one is
entered,the other is calculated.

Stagnationdelta temperatureis the next input. The defaultvalue suppliedis the one computedin
the combustionportionof the programand shouldbe usedunlessthe user hassome overriding reason
to modify this input. Next, the user is askedif' the combustionwaveis a deflagrationor a detonation.
These conditionsdiffer in the rateof'energyadditionto the expandingvapor. A detonati(mimpliesthat
energydepositionoccursmore rapidly than canbe accommodatedby a subsonicexpansionof the vap()r,
while a deflagration is characterizedby a limited rate of energydeposition. The _:()mputationwave
solution is a double-valuedsolutionand thus the two options. However, the program also computes
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emerllYrelease,andif the releaseis very large (u in a nuclearevent),the programwill usea detonation
and the user will not get this prompt. Conversely,if the enet_ releaseis very small, the program will

automaticallyuse a detla,_ation.

The user is nowaskedif a reflectedshockcalculationis wanted. This reflectedshock is theprimary
causeof damagein mostcases. The strengthof this wavecan be l0 to 20 times the strengthof"the
incidentwave. The basicconditionscomputedby the programare for the combustionwave,the incident
w_everesultingfrom this combustion,the attenuationof the incident wave,and the reflected wavethat
occurs whenthe attenuatedIncidentwaveis reflectedfrom anobject. The nextpromptgivesthe program
the capabilityto determinethe shockstrength. The user is askedwhat the combustionwavediameteris
(as if the processwere containedin a pipe), or if the processis allowedto freely expandon all sides
(spherical)suchas a free air burst,or is confinedon one side (hemispherical)suchas a ground burst.
When the wavediameter is entered, the eventignition is assumedto be at the edgeof the fuel oxidizer
mix. in the other two casesthe ignition eventis assumedto occur in the centerof the sphericalfuel
oxidizer mass,or in the caseof the hemisphericalexpansionthe eventstartsat the bonom centerof the
samemass. It is possiblethat the user could placethe targetinside the fireball by specifyinga distance
to targetthat is less than the radiusof the fireball. If this happens,the programwill aut(_maticallymove
the targetoutsidethe fireball by that distance. For distancesnearto the fireballseveralcasesmay need
to run to get the true distancethe userdesired.

"l'ne user can now enter either the distancefrom ground zero to the object, or the overpressure
desired. Enteringeither onewill causethe program to computethe other value. The heightof burstis
required next, and is addedto the altitude that wasenteredearlier. The altitude is assumedto be the
groundlevelat the site, andthe heightof burstis the heightabovethe groundthatthe eventwasinitiated.

A line perpendicularfrom theheightto thegroundwill intersectatgroundzero. Thus, the distancefrom
groundzero to the obJectis measuredparallel to the groundsurface. The distancethe wavepropagates
is computedby the program as the hypotenuseof this right triangle. As statedearlier, as the altitude

changes,theprogramadjuststhepressureandtemperatureaccordingly.The massor"fuel is nowrequired
so the programcan computethe sizeof the fireball. If the heightof burstdoesnot exceedthe radiusor"

the fireball, the programwill adjustthe expansionas it encountersthe ground. The angleor"the incident
waveis normalto the line of the hypotenuseof the right triangle. Consequently,the angleot"the incident
waveas it strikesthe objectis at this sameangle. This angle is taken into accountfor the reflectedwave
calculations. A shocknarmal to the object can be obtainedby enteringthe heightor"burstas zero or
rotatingthe obJectnormal to the attenuatedshockwave.

Someof the ba._icdataenteredandcomputedare now printed to the screen,and the user is asked
if detailed wavedata are wanted. These detailedwavedata consistor"the attenuatedand reflectedwave

time histories: Mach numbersbothexternalandinternalto the wave(theinternalc(_nditi()nsarethe m_)re

seven:and do the damage,external is oftencalled the blast wind); static overpressure:static pressure:
stagnationpressure;internaland externaldynamicpressure;internaland externalwaveveh)city: and the
integratedpressuretime history(impulse). Theseare all a functionof time andcanbec(_mputedfi_rboth
the incident and reflectedwaves. Both the positive and negativepressureportions or"the wavesare
computed. A summaryof the maximum overpressure,the lengthandtime or"the positivepressure,and
negativepressureof the wave(with associatedimpulses)are printed regardlessor"whether the user
requesteddetailedwavedata.
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When thenuclearoptionis selected, the pmrrambypassesthe combustionportionof the code. The
combustionportionis not neededsince the code uses a typie.alstagnationdelta temperature,which yields
the appropriatevelocity that occurs in the fireball. All inputsfor the wavepropagationare the same as
eaplainedabove,eaceptthe promptfor mass of fuel is replacedby askingthe user the yield of the nuclear
device.

The programprintsout relativemass of TNT. This is normalizedfor sphericalexpansion in air at
normal atmosphericconditionsof 1.01325 bar and 15 °C. This equivalence is computedfor TNT using
both 0_t and 100% theoreticalair. A sphericalexpansionwith 0% theoretical air is the standardTNT
equivalenceusually r_ in the literature. This wouldmost closely yield the standardenergyrelease of
4,720 IrJ/kgset for TNT. The programcomputesthe TNT equivalentto yield the same wavestrength
anddoes notcomputethe TNT equivalencyon energyalone. Therefore,this does not yield an exactone-
to-one relationship. That is, if one kilogramof TNT is enteredwith a spherical expansionusing 0%
theoreticalair, it will not yield exactly one TNT equivalent. This is not a problem, since the program
does not use TNT equivalenciesfor any main calculations; it is simply computedand printedout as a
guide for theuser.

Approximatedebris damagedistance, debrissafety distance,andsympatheticexplosivedistanceare
also computedand printed. These arecomputedfrom modificationsto relationsfound in the literature.A'2
The sympatheticexplosivedistance is the distancethat the wavestrengthis still adequateto initiatean
explosionof other combustibleslike TNT. This distancewouldvarydependingon the combustiblesand
their air-to-fuel mixture. However,this is just a guide for the user. Hence, all of these outputs are
precededby the term "approximate."

A-4.4 CMBWAT General Solutions

The combustioncalculations assume that the fuel-air mixtureis homogentx)usand that the initiation
event occurs in the center for a spherical expansion, at the back if the diameter of the wave is input
(indicating that the process is confined as in a pipe) and at the bottom center if the process is
hemispherical. The program computes the stagnation temperature rise relative to the wave using
equilibriumchemical kinetics. It will computethe mole fractionof the basic products of reaction if full
productanalysis is not requested. If full productanalysis is requested,all the productsof dissociation
will be accounted for with the temperatureadjusted for the energy requiredtbr dissociation. The user
is strongly advised to always select full productanalysis since this has, in most cases, a large effect on
the calculateddelta stagnation temperature.

The velocity of the combustion wave is computed using the basic Chapman-Hugoniot relations,
modified to handle all the various explosions (e.g., vapor, solid, aerosol, etc.) The mass of fuel and
percent theoretical oxidizer (volume percent or mole basis), confinement type (i.e., spherical,
hemispherical, or wave diameter) are entered, and the combustion regime or fireball distance can be
computed. The wavevelocity is computed directly if the energy level computed during the combustion
process is so low that only a deflagrationis possible or so high that only a detonation process is possible.
In all other cases, however,there is a double-valued solution and the user is requested to select the type
of solution. Also computed are all the conditions, both relativeand actual, on both sides of the wave
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(pressure, temperature, density, molecular weight, ratio of specific heats, wave thickness, time to
consumeall the reactants,etc.) Instantaneousand completemixing of the air-fuelmixtureat timezero
is assumed. The programwill adjustfor the expansionprocess if theuser does not allowadequateheight
of burst.

The initialconditionsof the fuel/oxidizermix are determinedby using the pressureof the oxidizer
enteredand the temperaturedetermined by an energy balance computedfrom the oxidizer temperature
and fuel temperature input. The masses of the fuel and oxidizer are computed from the percent
theoreticaloxidizer input. The gas compositionis determinedby the fuel inputand itsphase (gas, solid,
or liquid) and the oxidizer input. This, along with the percent theoretical oxidizer (which gives the
volume percentsof fuel and oxidizer),gives the reactants'molecular weight, specific heats, etc. These
are the conditionsin frontof the combustionwave. The combustionwavevelocity is determinedby using
the modified Chapman-Hugoniotrelations. The conditions behind the wave are determined by the
combustionprocess, whichgives the productsof the processand the temperaturerise. The wavevelocity
is then determined and the pressure rise and all other conditions, both actual and relative to the
combustion,are thus determined.

At the edge of the fireball or end of the combustionprocess, the static pressureratio computed in
the combustionis transferredto the media throughwhich it will be attenuated. The conditionof the
medium(gas type, pressure,temperature,velocity, heightof burst,etc.) is enteredby the user. A shock
wave createdby a pressuredifference(as in a shock tube) is greatly affected if expansionwaves occur
behindthe shock. In the confinedconditiontypical of a classic shock tube, this is definitely the case.
A typicalshocktube has a burstdiaphragmin the middleof a closed tube withhighpressureon one side
a,'_ low pressure on the other. When this diaphragmis burst, a series of expansion waves go back
through the high pressurearea and a compressionwaveadvances into the low pressureregion. If this
burst diaphragmis placed at the end of the tube such that the whole tube is at low pressure and the
surroundingconditionsare at high pressure,then no expansionwaves are generatedand the full pressure
ratio is availableto formthe compressionwave. This case is moretypical in an explosion, in that a high
pressure(unconfined) is imposed on a low pressure (the atmosphere). The printout intbrms the user of
the assumption that no expansion waves are present. The added capability exists in the code to allow
expansion waves. The secondary wavethat followsthe primary incident wave is computed. However,
the full static pressure ratio generated in the combustion waveis available to form the shock wave,which
is attenuated. The conditions on both sides of this initial incident wave, both relative and actual, are
computed and printed. This wave is then attenuatedto the distance or overpressurerequestedby the user.
Again, a printout of the actual and relativeconditionon both sides of this attenuatedwaveareprinted out.
This attenuation is assumed to progressfreely (no obstacles or reflections)through the mediumspecified
by the user. The medium is assumedto be thoroughly mixedand uniform in pressure, temperature, and
density This latter is most important, since a density such as a fog bank in the air can reflect these
attenuationwaves.

As the wave is attenuated,the overpressure, impulse, and all other conditions are computed, but
only the end point is included in the printout. The program prints values tbr wave overpressure, static
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pressure ratio, Mach number, wave duration in both time and distance, impulse, b arrival time, and
diameter (the wave expands as it propagates unless confined, as in a pipe) as a function of distance.

Though generally a one-dimensional process, some two-dimensional effects are computed in this
propagation. No wave interactions are computed, and the attenuation medium is homogeneous with no
density changes from either fluids or intervening obstacles.

Results of this analysis have been compared with all types of explosions, both chemical and nuclear,
at various distances and quantities of fuel, from a few kilograms to millions of tons. The code matches

data closely for both overpressure and impulse (the basic data available). When wave shapes are

available, the pressure/time histories also closely compare. These comparisons include solid, liquid and
vapor fuels. Section A-4.5 of this report provides detailed comparisons of CMBWAT with experimental
data.

In most cases, the user will ask that the reflected wave be computed. The positive portion of this
wave usually causes the most damage. This reflected wave is computed from the attenuated incident

wave assuming an unyielding wall or barrier. Subroutines are available that allow yielding of the
structure. For this analysis, the most severe case was when the structure does not yield. The angle of
attack of the incident wave is determined by user inputs of height of burst and either distance or distance

computed from final overpressure. In most cases, this is normal or nearly normal to the barrier. The

CMBWAT code used for this analysis always defaults to the normal incident wave calculations. This
assumption was conservative in that it gives the largest damage; however, the conservatism may be small
since the storage tanks are assumed to be at or very near ground level, so the incoming incident wave

is very close to normal.

The analysis performed for this report was set up for a "free-field" calculation. Consequently, no
wave interactions, shock stems, reflected wave/incident wave interactions, or barriers between blast

source and target are included. Calculations inside confined spaces (such as buildings) are very complex
and usually involve wave interactions resulting in shock stems, which can magnify overpressures by a
factor of 10. Some confined-space calculations can be approximated using CMBWAT. However, the
user must be aware of the assumptions and limitations of the CMBWAT code. Interactions of waves,

even in a free field, can exacerbate the results considerably. Even in a free field, any medium such as

air can contain density differences, terrain height changes (hills, rivers, etc.), and intervening structures.

These will often decrease the strength of the wave arriving at the target. However, reflected waves from
these types of conditions can interact and form shock stems or other conditions that can greatly affect the

impulse applied to the wall or structure under consideration. Another assumption of this prt_gram and
of the structure response work performed in the structural analysis of this report is that the wall is
infinitely large. Thus, no part of the wave can propagate around the edges or over the top. This is a
conservative approach, but the actual conditions that exist at hydrogen storage locations may approach
this assumption.

b The impulse that is printed here is actually the positive impulse added to the negative impulse,
which results in an impulse lower than either the positive or negative impulses. These impulse values
should not be confused, since it is the positive and negative impulses that are used in the structural
analysis section of this report.
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A-4.5 Comparison of CMBWAT with Data

The blast wave analysis code CMBWAT has been compared with a number of _perimental data
sets. Twelve of these experimental-data-to-CMBWAT comparisons are presented in this section. Also
discussed in this section is the results of an independent review of the CMBWATcomputer code.A5

The first 10 CMBWATcomparisons are for experimental data taken from Eichler and Napadensky's

report, Accidental Vapor Phase Explosions on Transportation Routes Near Nuclear Power Plants. A'4
Figures A-5 through A-14 show the overpressure-versus-distance comparisons tbr hydrogen, methane,
and propane fuel blasts. Figures A-15 and A-16 show the pressure-time history for experimental data

taken from Moen, Thibault, and Funk's report, Blast Wavesfrom Non-Spherical Fuel-Air Explosions. ^_

In general, the CMBWAT code closely matches the experimental data, with some overprediction close
to the blast initiation point (i.e., near field).

An independent review of the mechanics and applicability of the CMBWAT computer code was
performed by Sandia National Laboratory.A'5 This review evaluated (a) the underlying calculational
methodology for the CMBWAT code and (b) comparison of experimental data with the CMBWATcode
results. The review was favorable, and can be summarized as:

The methods employed in CMBWATappear to be standardapproachesto calculating detonationand
blast waves andCMBWATpredicts the generalfeaturesobserved in the [experimental]data. CMBWAT
calculatesresults for detonationand blast waves using first principles and physically based modelsand
conservationis not intentionallybuilt into the mechanics of the code. Based upon these attributes,
CMBWATcan be considereda best-estimatecode. (ReferenceA-[)
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Figure A-5. CMBWAT comparison with Reference A-4 data for spherical detonation (100% mix
hydrogen-oxygen, 0% nitrogen dilution, 0.0474 Ib hydrogen).
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Figure A-6. CMBWAT comparison with Reference A-4 data for spherical detonation (100% mix
hydrogen-oxygen, 10% nitrogen dilution, 0.0419 lb hydrogen).
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Figure A-7. CMBWAT comparison with Reference A-4 data for spherical detonation (100% mix
hydrogen-oxygen, 20% nitrogen dilution, 0.0395 lb hydrogen).
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Figure A-8. CMBWAT comparison with Reference A-4 data for spherical detonation (100% mix

hydrogen-oxygen, 0% nitrogen dilution, 0.258 Ib hydrogen).
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Figure A-9. CMBWAT comparison with Reference A-4 data for spherical detonation (100% mix
hydrogen-oxygen, 10% nitrogen dilution, 0.224 Ib hydrogen).
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Figure A-tO. CMBWAT comparison with Reference A-4 data for spherical detonatk)n (75% mix
methane-oxygen, 8.0 lb methane).
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Figure A-1 1. CMBWAT comparison with Reference A-4 data for spherical detonation (100% mix
methane-oxygen, 6.6 Ib methane).
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Figure A-12. CMBWAT comparison with Reference A-4 data for spherical detonation (75% mix
methane-oxygen, 19.6 lb methane).
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Figure A-13. CMBWAT comparison with Reference A-4 data for spherical detonation (75% mix

methane-oxygen, 260.9 lb methane).
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Figure A-14. CMBWAT comparison with Reference A-4 data for hemispherical detonation (70% mix
oxygen-propane, 12,000 lb propane).
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Figure A-15. CMBWAT comparison with Reference A-6 for hemisphericaldetonation(6.45 volume
percentpropane,5.83 kg propane).
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Figure A-16. CMBWAT comparisonwith Reference A-6 for hemispherical detonation (6.45 volume
percent propane, 5.83 kg propane).
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A-5. ANALYSISRESULTS

For each initial quantityof hydrogen,andat each percentyield, CMBWATrunswere madevarying
the targetdistancefrom groundzero over a rangeas needed for the analysis in the structuralanalysisof
this report. These distancerangesvariedsomewhatfor each yield and amountof hydrogen.

The resultsof theanalyses are attachedas TablesA-I, A-2, and A-3 for the 20, 30, and 100%yield
cases, respectively. These tables show the following hydrogen detonation parameters t_r various
distancesfrom the detonation:

* Wavevelocity (in ft/sec)
* Overpressure(in psi)
* Totalpositive impulse for incidentwave (in psi-sec)
* Total impulsefor incidentwave (positiveplus negativeimpulse)(in psi-see)
* Reflectedoverpressure(in psi)
* Positivereflectedimpulse (in psi-sec)
* Peak negativereflectedoverpressure(in psi).
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Table t-la. A 20% 15,000 scf (79.67 ires 3,000 sd (15.93 Ibm)].

Dimnoe Wave velocity Overpl Total positive _ Reitected Positive reflected Peak negative
(It) (It/see) (psi) impulN impulse prmsum impul_ reflected pressure

(psi. ) (psi,m) (P,i) (psi- ) ...... (psi)
4379.90 " 238.21 .... 0.3693 0.1335 1474.49 0.6275 -14.13

40 2273.48 51.65 0.6411 ....0.1088 ........2_.88 0.8154 ..... -14.13 ............

60 1673.27 20.12 0.3996 0.0833 59.98 ......0.8:346 -14.13 ....
so 1442.52 i0,5s ...........0.2746 0.0653 26.98 0.5978 .... -8.09
100 1335.95 6.61 0.2075 0.0532 15.61 0.4 i9 .... -46e
120 1279.40 4.64 0.1675 0.0447 ...........10.48 0.3379 -3.14
140 1245.99 ......3".52 0.i'409 ' 01'03_; 7.73 0.2794 ..... -2.32

160 + 1224.54 2.81 0,1220 .... 0.0337 60.7 0.2392 1.82 .....
180 1209.84 2.33 0.i078 0.0300 4.98 .... 0.2097 -1.26
200 1199.25 1.99 0._7 0.0270 4.22 .... 0".1871 -1.26 L
260 1180.18 1.39 ..... 0.0742 0.0208 2,89 0.1422 + -0.87
320 1169.99 i.07 0.6605 0.0169 2.21 .........0.i_52 .0.66
380 1163.65 0.87 0.0511 0.0143 ........i.79 0.0969 .0.54 ......J
440 1i$9.31 0.74 0.0442 + 0.0i23 1.51 0.0836 -0.45 .... 1
500 1156.15 0.64 0.0390 6.0108 ....1.31 0.0736 .... -0.39
560 .....I153.73 0.57 0.0348 0._'/ ........1.16 0.0657 ....-0.3_

620 1151.82 0.51 0.0315 0.0087 i.03 ..... 0.0593 -0.31 ..........
680 II$0.28 0.46 0.0287 0.0080 0.94 0.0541 -0.28+ ,,,,, ................

Table A, lb. A 20% 2ieid [H2, 3,700 scf (19.65 Ibm), 20% yield gives 740 scf (3.931bm)1.

Distance Wave velocity Overpressure Total positive Total ReTtt_ted Positi_ _flecte,d Peak negative
(fl) (fl/sec) (psi) impulse impulse pressure impulse reflected pressure

(psi-see) (psi-see) (psi) (psi-see) .... (psi,,).....
20 2795.06 86.84 0.1689 0.0753 412.16 0.3562 -14.13
40 i613.22 17.49 0.0828 0.0497 50.23 0.1990 ...... -4.70

60 1353.34 7.23 0.0527 ..... 0.0348 17.31 0.1137 -1.62
80 1264.86 ........4.15 0.0386 0.0264 9.26 0.0799 -0.87

lOG 1225.03 2.83 0.0305 0.0212 6.11 0.0(_20 " -0.57
120 " 1203.45 2.13 0.0254 0.0177 4.52 ..... 0.0509 -0.42
140 i']90.19 1.71 _ 0.0217 ....... 6.0152 ' 3.58 0.04'_33 ' .0,33

i60 i"181.29 i.42 0.0190 0.0133 2.97 ..............0.0377 -0.28

180 1174.92 1.23 0.0169 O.Oll8 2.54 ........0.0334 -0.24
, , ,,,,, ,,,,,,,, , ,,,. , ,, ,,.,. _

Table A-lc. A 20% yield [H_, 1,500 scf (7.967 Ibm), 20% yield gives 300 scf (1.593 ibm)l. , vDistance Wave velocity overpressure Total positive Total Reflected iPositiw reflecied Peak negati e
(fl) (ft/sec) (psi) impulse impulse pressure impulse reflected pressure

(psi_sec) (psi-see) (psi) .... (psi-see) (psi)
20 2i33.69 43.45 0.0609 0.0485 164.30 O.1734 .... -6.23
30 1600.99 i6.97 0.0425 0.0364 48.35 O.1040 ...... -1.83
40 1401.3"/ 8.99 0.0320 610283 22.32 0.0723 " .0.85
50 1310.2i '" 5.70 " 0.0256 0.0230 1'3.20 0.0554..... -0.50

60 1261.93 4.05 0.0213 0.0193 9.01 ......0.0450 ..... -0.34
70 1233.32 3.10 0.0182 610166 6.74 0.0380 ....... .0.26

' ' i i ii ,i i
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Table A-2a. A 30% 15,000 scf (79.67 lives 4,500 scf (23.90 ibm)].

Dimnce _ ve|_ity "Ovegpgmame_tal pmitiw _ Reflected Positi_ reflect_ ........Peak negative
(fl) (R/me) (psi) impulm impulm pressure impulse reflected pressure

flai._?) (ii.uc) (p_i) (psi-_:c) (psi)
100 ....... 1394.54 8;74 0.3i63 0.0690 21.58 0.6753 -6.47
120 .......1319;'i8 6'.01 " 0;2529 '0;05'82 14.02 ....... 0.5197 "' -4.2i
It" 1274.69'" 4;48 ..... 0;i'i12 0,05'02 '10;0i ' '0.4242 ....... -3.02
160 ......i246.30 3;53 .....0.181i .......0.0441 7.75' _0.3599 _2.33....

180 I_7._ 2.89 0.1597 0.0393 6.26 0.3135......... -I.88..........

200 ' "1213.25 ' 2.44.......0.14_ 0,0384 5.23 0.2784 -I.57 .........

1188.92 1.67 0.1091 0.0273 3.49 0.2101 -1.05
320 .....1176.24 1127 ....0.0887 0.0222 2.63 0.1696 -0.79

3so ....i168.5o 1;03 0.0748 0.0187 2.1i ........ 01'i425 .0.63
440 ! 1163.28 0186 _ 0'_064iI 0.0161 ..... i.77 ...... 0.1230 " .0.53
5_ ....i159.51 - 0.75 .... 0.0571 "0.0i42 ' 1.53 0.1082 "0.46
560 1i56.65 0'66 0.0511 0,0127 1.34 0.0966 ........... -0.40

620 1154.41 0.59 0.0462 0.0115 1.20 0.0872 .... -0.36
680 1i52;60 0;53 0.0422 0.0104 1.08 0.0795 .......... .0.33

, fl ,

740 I151.'ii 6_49 0.0388 0.0096 0.99 0.0731 -0.30

8_ ........... 1149.85 6145 0.0359 0.0089 .....0311 0.0676 ...... :0.27

860 1148.78 0.42 ......0.033'4 ' 0.0083 0.84 0.0626 .0.25

920 1147.86 0.39 ! 0;03i3 0,0077 0.79 0.0588 -0.24

980 1147.05 0.36 ....... 0.0294 0,0(i_#2 .....0.74 ...... 0.0552 ' -0.22
........................ H,,, , ,, ,, , ,,,,

Table A-2b. A 30% yield [H,,, 3,700 scf (19.65 Ibm), 30% _,ield gives 1,110 scf (5.895 Ibm)].
Distance Wave vel_it), 'Ove_res_ure Tota'!I_ositive Total Reflected Positive reflected Peak negative

(fi) (ft/see) (psi) impulse impuhie pressure impulse reflected pressure
(psi-_) (psi-sec) (psi) (psi-sec) (psi)

20 3180.09 ' iJ"7.47' 0.2739 0.0899 ....610.62 0.4339 -14.13

40 ' 1755.57 2'3'.88 0.i450 0.0633 74,73 0.36(J9 -I0.48 ....

60 " 1417.5§ " - 9-'.60 * 0.0894 0,_51 24.11 0. i965 .... -3.3'8
80 .... 1299.78 5"134_ 0.0642 0"03_ .... 12.26 0.1338 I 21.72
I00 1246.93 3.55 0.0504 0,0277 .....7.80 O.I02'I ..... -I.09

120 i" 12i8.69 2.62 ..... 0.0416 0.0232 5.63 0.0831 -0.79
140 1201.60 2'.07 0.0355 0.01'#9 4138 0.0703 -0.61
160 1190.31 1.71 ........0.0310 0.01:14 3.59 0.0611 -0.50

180 I182.34 1.46 '0.0276 0.0155.....3.04 0.0541 ....-0.43
HI . i

Table A-2c. A 30% yiei d [H.,, 1.500 scf (7.967 Ibm), 30% yield gives 450 scf (2.39 Ibm)l.
Distance Wave velocity IOverpressure Toiai ' " ' " 'posilivei Toial Reflected Positive reflected Peak netmtive

(ft) (ft/se.c) (psi) impulse impulse pressure impulse reflected pressure
, (psi-sec) (psi-sec) (psi) ,, (psi-see) (psi)

20 2399.00 59.46 0.0917 0.0596 249.56 0.2711 -14.13
30 174'0.05 23.15 0.0629 0.0464 7 i.82 0.1600 -4.08
40 148i.15 12.05 ...... 0.0469 0.0366' 31.69 0.1086 -1.80
50 1360.25 _).48 .....0.6371 0.0299 18.00 0.0816 -1.02

60 1295.89 5.20 " 0.0307 0.0252 I i.9i .... 0.0654 -0.68
")0 1257.90 3.91 0.0262 ..... 0.0217 8.68 0.0548 " -0.49

' '-" .... i J
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Tabl, A-3,. A 100% yield [142,i5,000 scf (79.67 Ibm)].
DimWM velocityOvemmmreToedpositive %_ .... ReflectedPmid_ren_ied _ nep,ive

(fl) (fUme) (pli) impulm impulm pre_re impulN reflected preuure

(.10,i..,_) (mi..,ec) (psi) (.p,i-Nc) (_i)
350 1i97.19 I:§3 0,_68 0.0452 4'07 0.`4948 -1.22 .....

3,o 1i90._ t:72 b.2363 0:_16 3:6o ..... 0.,4'536..... -i.08
11_.79 1.41 0.2041 0.0360 2.93 0.3896 -0.88

.........5_ 1174.02 1.20 0.1798 0.0317 2.48 0.3419 -0.74

560 1169.05 1.04 0.1_8 0:_83 2.15 0.3049 -0.64

670 * 1165.7..t 0.92 0.1455 0.0255 1,90 0.2752 -0.57

6_ 1162.22 0.83 0.1328 0.023'3 ...... 1.70 0.7..509 -0'51

7_ 1159.77 0.75 0.1222 0.0214 1.54 0.2305 -0.46

.........._ I157.73 0.69 0.Ii32 O.019il 1.41 0.2132 -0.42

....860 I156._ 0._ 0.1054 0,0i84 .... 1.30 0.i983 -0.39 .....

.........920 I154.55 ......0.59 0,0986 0:0]72 1.2'I 0,i85'4 :0.36

980 1153.28 ....0:55 ....0.0926 0.0162 1.13.... 0.1741 -0.34

1o4o 1152.i7 ..... 0.52 0:0873 0.0'i52 i.06 0.1640 -0.32"

ii00 'I151.19 0.49 ..... 0,0826 0.0144 0.99 0.1551 -0.30 ........

11_ ........ 1150.32. 0.46 0.0784 0.0137 0.94 0.1470 -0.28

........1220 1149.54 0.44 0,0_/46 0.0130 0.89 0.i398 -0.27

1300 1148.61 0.41 0.0700 0.0122 0.83 0.1312 -0.25

1400 1147.62 0.38 0.0650 0.0113 0.77 0.1218 -0.23

1500 1146.76 0.35 0._07 0.0106 .......0.72 ..... 0.i137 -0,22

i600 1146.0i 0'33 0.0570 0.0099 .............0.67 .... O.1066 -0.20

1800 1144.7_/ 0.29 0.0507 0.0088 0.59 0.0947 -0.18

.....2000 1143.79 0.26 0.0456 0.0079 .........0.53 0.0852 -0.16

..........2200 1142.99 0.24 0.0415 610072 0.48 0.0775 -0.1,4

2_ 1142'32 0122 0.0380 010066 0.44 - 0.0710 -0.13

2600 ....1141.76 0.20' 0.0351 0.0061 0.4i ...... 0_0655 "0.12

2800 1141.28 0.19 0.0326' 0.0057 0.38 0.0608 -0.II

3000 1140.86 O.18 0.0304 0._53 0.35 ..... 0.0568 -0,11
..... , , ,,
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Table A-3b. A 100% yield [I.!2, 3,700 scf (19.65 Ibm)].

Dim Waveveloei_ _re Totalpositi,m Toud Reflect_ Positivereflected Peaknegative
(It) ([Usec) (psi) impulse impulse pnNmure impulse reflectedpressure

¢j,,i.._) (psi-see) £mi) (psi-_) (.mi)
800 i3e4.sS 7.62 ' o,_ 0.0609 1s.4o o5_i3o -5.52

120 1298.55 5.30 ......0._i 0.0512 ...... 12.15 0.42'26....... -:3.64

.... i40 12_§.82 1 3.98 ..... 0.1735 0.0441 8.84 ..... 0.3473 -22.65

"160 1235.05 3.15 " O.1497 0.0387 6.87 0.2960 ........ -2_.06.....

180........ 1218.16 ....2.60 0.1321 0:0345 ....... 5.5'9 .....0.2586 -l.6fi ....

200 1206.04 2.21 0.ii83 0.0311 4.70 0.2299 ........... -i'.41

230 ..... 1i93.28 ..... 1.80 0.1026 .... 0.0270 3'79 .... 0.1978 ....... -!.i4
1184.45 1.52 0.0907' 0.0239 3.18 O.1_740..... 43.95

2_ 1177.99 1.32 0.0814 0.0215 2.74 0._855 43.82
320 1173._ 1.17 0.0738 0.0195 2.41 .... 0.1407 ......... 43.72

....350 1169.18 1.05 .... 0.(]676 0.0178 2.16 0.1285 ......... 43.65

380 1166.05 ..... 0.95 0.0623 0.0164 'i.95 ........0.1184 ..... -0.58

4i0 ....... 1i63.45 " 0.87 0.0578 0.0152 i.78 0.1097 _.53
440 .... i161.28 ....0.80 0.0539 0.'0142 1.64 0.|02_ ...... -0.49
470 1159.42 0.74 0.0505 010133..... 1.52 0.0957 43.46'
500 1157.82 0_69 .....0.0476 0.'0125 1.42 ..... 0.0900 43.42

530 1156.42 ....0165 ! 0.0449 0_0118 1.33 .... 0'0849 -0.40
560 11_5.18 0.61 0.0425 0.0111 1.25 0.0803 ........... -0.37
590 1154.09 .....0.58 0.0404 0.0106 '1.18 ...... 0.0763 .0.35....

620 1153.11 0.55 0.0384 0.0101 1.12 ........ 0.0726 -0.33
650 1152.23 0.52 0.0367 0.0096 'i'06 0.0692 -0.32

680 1151.43 0150 0.0351 0.0092 .....1.01 0.0662 -0.30
710 1150.71 .... 0148 0.0336 0.0088 0.96 0.0634 -0.29
740 1150.05 0.46 01()323 0_b084 0.92 - 0.0608 - .0.28

" 770 1149.,_4 ....0.44 0.0310" 010081 0.88 ....... 0.0584 :b.2"i

--_800 1148.88 0.42 0.0299 0.0078 0.85 ........... 0.0562 20.25
...................... ..........
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Table A-3c. A 100% yield [H2, 1,500 scf (7.967)].

Distsnce! Wavevelocity Overpressure Total positi_ Total l_flected Pos;ti_ reflected Peak negative

(it) (it/sec) (psi) impulse impulse pressure impulse reflected pressure

(psi-sec) (psi*sec) (psi) (psi-_) (psi)
50 1624.89 17.99 0.1755 0.0636 52.06 0.4151 '-'9.87

60 1478.38 1i.94 0. i'398 0,0545 31.34 0.3127 -5.94

70 1389.85 8.56 0.1158 0.0474 21.0'7 0.2494 -3.99

*80 1333.05 6.50 0.0989 0.0419 15.33 0.2076 -2.91

90 1294.70 5.16 0.6863 0_0374 11.81 0.1777 -2.24

100' 1267.67 4.24 0.0767 0.0338 9.42 0.1559 -1.80

120 1232.94 3.08' 0.0630 0.0283 6.71 .......... 0.1257 ............ -1.27

140 ..........1212.15 2.41 0.0536 0.0243 5.15 O.1059 '-0.98

160 1i98.54 1.97 0.0467 0.0213 4.17 0.()915 .0.79
,,,

180 1189.03 1.67 0.0415 0.0189 3.50 0.0808 .0.66

200 1i'82.03 i.45 0.0373 0.0170 3.02 0.0725 .0.57

230 1174.45 1.21 0.0325 0.0148 2.51 0.0628 -0.47

260 1169.03 1.04 0.0288 0.0i31 2. i5 0.0555 -0.4 i
...........
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•6.-6. ADDITIONAL DERIVATION OF CMBWAT EQUATIONS

This section contains additional derivations of some of the equationsthat are used in the CMBWAT
computercode. These equationsare expandedderivationsof those equationsdiscussed in Section A-4.2
of this appendix. Shock wavesa_cgenerated in only three basic ways. First, by a pressuredifference
(as in a shock tube), second, by the rapidmovementof some object like a pistonor bullet, and third, by
a rapidenergy input resulting in a stagnationtemperaturechange (such as a condensationshock or a
combustion process). The derivations contained in this section address the shock wave from the
standpointof a shock tube.
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Appendix B: Improved Estimates Of Separation Distances
To Prevent Unacceptable Damage To Nuclear

Power Plant Structures From Hydrogen
Detonation For Gaseous Hydrngen Storage

B-1. INTRODUCTION

This appendix provides an improved set of recommendations for estimating separation distances to
prevent unacceptable damage to nuclear power plant structures from hydrogen detonation associated with
gaseous hydrogen storage. Separation distances are presented in terms of permissible levels of inelastic

deformation of walls defined in terms of permissible ductility factors. Results are presented for ductility
factors of 1.0 (elastic), 3.0 and 5.0. However, the prediction methodology may be extended to other
permissible ductility factors.

The separation distances presented herein are applicable to "free-field" wall_ subjected to blast

loading applied normal to the wall surface as a result of a surface detonation of gaseous hydrogen at sea

level. A surface detonation results in a hemispherical explosion volume, which leads to greater pressure
being applied to a "free-field" wall than would occur for a free-air detonation (spherical explosion).
Because gaseous hydrogen is stored close to the ground, a surface detonation is considered to be more
representative than a free-air detonation, and its use is conservative. The use of sea-level atmospheric

pressures in computing blast loadings on walls is expected to introduce a slight conservatism. The blast

wave is assumed to strike the "free-field" wall normal to the surface of the wall. This assumption
maximizes the peak reflected pressure and the reflected pressure impulse applied to the wall. For all

other striking angles, this assumption is conservative. The words "free-field" wall mean:

1. No intervening structures exist between the detonation andthe wall. The presence of such structures

is likely to reduce the reflected pressures and impulse applied to the target wall. This assumption
is conservative.

2. The detonation is not contained by other walls or roof and the only source of reflection is the target

wall itself. If the detonation is contained within a room and the target wall is one of the room

walls, this assumption is likely to be seriously unconservative. Similarly, if the target wall is
located at the end of a long narrow corridor so that the blast wave is funneled toward the wall, this

assumption is likely to be seriously unconservative.

Reflected pressures and impulses for conditions other than a "free-field" wall are highly geometry
dependent and will have to be assessed on a case-by-case basis. However, with the exception of Item

2 above, the separation distances presented herein are conservatively biased tbr field conditions differing
from those assumed herein.

The blast pressure time-history at any distance can be defined in terms of the detonating volume VD
of gaseous hydrogen given by

vD= fv (l.l)
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where

V = volume of hydrogeninvolvedin the explosion
f = fractionof this volume which detonates.

For practicalcases of hydrogenexplosions,f is likely to be inthe rangeof 0.05 to 0.20, with 0.30
representing a reasonable conservative upper bound. The separation distance prediction equations
presented herein are considered to be either "accurate"(i.e., within the accuracy with which blast
pressurescan be predicted)or conservativefor detonationvolumesVD equal to or less than about 5,000
standard cubic feet (sef). Assuming an upper bound f of 0.30, these minimum separation distance
equationscan be used for gaseoushydrogenstoragevolumes V up to about 17,000 scf.

Up to a VD of 5,000 scf, the requiredminimumseparationdistance primarilydepends upon the
instantaneous impulse capacity Ico of the wall, and to a lesser extent upon the static pressure capacity
Ps of the wall. The lower bounds on Ico and Ps considered in this study were 37 pounds per square
inch-milliseconds (psi-ms) and 1.5 pounds per square inch (psi), respectively. The lower bound on Ps
can be considerably relaxed without appreciable unconservative error, but the lower bound on Ico should
not be substantially relaxed. It is recommended that the separation distance prediction equations presented
herein not be extended to walls with capacity limits less than

Ps _ 1.0 psi
I¢o _ 30.0 psi-ms (1.2)

wherein the instantaneous impulse capacity of the wall is defined by

Rm T _/2_ - 1 (1.3)
Ic° = 2_r

where

Rm = dynamic pressure capacity of the wall (which is always greater than the static pressure
capacity Ps)

T = fundamental natural period of the wall
/_ = permissible ductility factor.

All exterior nuclear power plant walls that satisfy the minimum seismic, wind, and tornado pressure and
missile criteria of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission since 1974 should easily satigy the limits
of Equation (1.2). Therefore, these limits should pose no undue hardship.

The results and recommendations presented herein represent an extension and improvement over
those previously presented in References B-1 and B-2. The methodology followed for the blast-loading
evaluationof walls to obtain the results presented herein is described in greater detail in Reference B-2.
This methodology follows the recommendations of ReferencesB-3 and B-4. However, blast loadings on
a wall used herein have been provided in terms of (a) peak reflected pressures, (b) total positive phase
reflected impulse, and (c) other blast parameters explicitly for hydrogen detonations as a function of the
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detonatingvolume VD and the separationdistance. The resultspresentedin this studydo not depend
upon equiwalencinga hydrogendetonationto an equivalentTNT detonationas do the results presented
in ReferenceB-I.

The separationdistance recommendationspresented in ReferenceB-1 for TNT detonations based
upon the studies presented in ReferencesB-I and B-2 remainvalid for TNT detonations. However,the
approximateequivalencypresentedin ReferenceB-I to equatehydrogendetonationsto TNT detonations
should no longerbe used. Instead, the separationdistancerecommendationpresentedherein should be
used for hydrogendetonationsassociatedwith gaseous hydrogenstorage. For small storagevolumes and
low detonationfractions, the minimumrequiredseparation distancesrecommendedhereinfor hydrogen
detonation will be less than those presented in ReferenceB-1. However, in the case of detonation
fractionsf in excess of 0.14 and gaseous hydrogenstorage volumesV in excess of about3,500 scf, the
separationdistancesrecommended in ReferenceB-1 are likely to be significantlyunconservative. For
a reasonableupperboundon the detonationfractionf of 0.30, anda verylargegaseous hydrogenstorage
volume V of 15,000 scf, the separationdistancesrecommendedhereinwill exceed those of ReferenceB-I
by abouta factorof 2.0 to 4.0. Whetherthe separationdistancesof ReferenceB-I are conservativeor
unconservativeis very sensitive to the assumeddetonationfraction f for gaseous storagevolumes V in
excess of about1,500 scf.

Althoughnot studied herein, the TNT equivalencypresentedin ReferenceB-I for liquid hydrogen
storageis also likely to be suspect, and shouldno longerbe used. No replacementrecommendationsare
presentedherein. Developmentof such a replacementrecommendationwouldrequirestudies tbr liquid
hydrogenstoragesimilar to those presentedhereinfor gaseoushydrogenstorage.
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B-2. WALL RESISTANCE

B-2.1 Theoretical Considerations

For this study, as well as those presented in Rcqerence_ B-I and B-2, walls will be modeled as
having an elastic-perfectly plastic resistance function. The walls are elastic with a linear resistance-

displacement relationship until the dynamic plastic limit state resistance Rm is reached. Beyond this point,
all further change in displacement occurs with no increase in resistance. Secondly, the benefit of damping
will be ignored. For short-duration impulsive loadings with 5 to 10% damping, ignoring damping
introduces negligible conservatism (less than 10%), particularly for nonlinear response.

For an instantaneously applied (zero duration) impulse, with the above assumptions, the

instantaneous impulse capacity Ico of the wall is given by Equation (1.3). For a short duration td, the
impulse capacity Ic.r becomes

Ict = leo(1 + FT) (2.1)

where FT is an impulse capacity correction factor that is a function of the shape of the loading function
and the ratio tdfr , in which T is the fundamental natural period of the wall. For a triangular loading
pulse with zero rise time with a peak pressure P at time zero and a duration td, the applied impulse is

I = _ptd (triangular pulse) . (2.2)
2

For this triangular pulse, the impulse capacity correction factors FT given in Table B-2.1 may be

computed as a function of td/T and the permissible ductility #, using Figure B-2.1 taken from Reference

B-4 or by nonlinear time history analyses as was done herein. The capacity correction factors FT given

in Table B-2.1 may be interpolated for intermediate values of td/T and ft.
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Table B-2.1. ImpulsecapacitycorrectionfactorFT (triangular pulse with zero rise time).

FT

td/T p = 1.0 p = 3.0 p = 5.0

0 0 0 0

0.1 0.01 0.01 0.,)l

0.2 0.05 0.04 0.04

0.3 0.10 0.09 0.08

0.4 0.20 0.16 0.13

0.5 0.31 0.23 O.19

0.6 0.45 0.32 0.25

0.7 0.58 0.41 0.32

0.8 0.73 0.51 0.40

0.9 0.88 0.62 0.48

1.0 1.03 0.72 0.56

Equation (2.1) with FT from Table B-2.1 may also be used for other shape forcing functions without
introducing substantial error, so long as an effective td is back-computed from the impulse I and peak

pressure P using Equation (2.2). Even for the extreme case of a rectangular forcing function, the error

introduced in estimating ICT from Equations (2.1) and (2.2) and Table B-2. l is less than 30% at # = 1.0

(elastic) and less than 20% at/z = 3.0 and 5.0 for all values of td/T. Note that the effective td back-
computed from Equation (2.2) will equal twice the actual duration of the rectangular pulse. Actual blast

wave pulses will differ only slightly from the idealized triangular pulse, and errors introduced by the use

of the triangular pulse will be much less than indicated above for the rectangular pulse. When the actual
pulse drops from its peak value at a rate slower than for the equivalent triangular pulse with the same

impulse, the error introduced by this procedure for estimating ICT will be unconservative. However,
when the actual pulse drops from its peak value at a rate faster than tbr the equivalent triangular pulse

with the same impulse, the error introduced by this procedure for estimating ICT will be conservative.
As will be shown in the next section, actual blast wave reflected pulses drop from their peak value at a

rate faster than for an equivalent triangular pulse, so the error introduced by the assumption of a

triangular pulse is conservative. Sensitivity studies conducted using actual blast wave reflective pressure

time histories indicate that the conservative error introduced is small (less than 15%) as long as the

effective td from Equation (2.2) is not less than about 6 ms for walls with properties within the range
considered in this study.
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FigureB-2.1 Maximum responseofelasto-Plasticone-degreesystems(undamped)due totriangular
loadpulseswithzerorisetime(ReferenceB-4),
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The steps involved in estimating the wall resistance to a blast wave are as follows:

1. For a given permissible ductility/_, determine the instantaneous impulse capacity Ico from Equation
(1.3).

2. For a given blast condition, define the peak reflected pressure PR, and the total positive phase
impulse IR of the reflected pressure-time history.

('

3. Estimate the effective duration from

2 1R (2.3)

td -- --_R •

4. Determine _ from Equation (2.1) with FT from Table B-2.1.

5. If Ic,r exceeds IR, the wall will resist the applied blast loading with a distortion less than that defined

by the permissible ductility _. If Icr is less than IR, the opposite occurs.

A key ingredient to this approach is to estimate the dynamic plastic limit state resistance Phn and

natural period T of the wall so that leo can be determined from Equation (1.3). The first step is to

estimate the ultimate static moment capacity MU of the wall, including any applicable strength reduction

factor 0 in this estimate (0 = 0.90 for reinforced concrete walls). In recognition of a slight dynamic

strength increase, estimate the ultimate dynamic moment capacity MUD from

(2.4)

MuD/M U = 1.10

which is slightly conservative for most materials.

For a one-way spanning wall, the static pressure capacity Ps is given by

C1 Mo
Ps -- (2.5)

L 2

where L is the wall span, and C l is listed in Table B-2.2 for some typical wall cases. Similarly, the

dynamic plastic limit state resistance Rm is given by

C_ MUD 1.1 C2 MU
R m = - - (2.6)

L 2 L 2

where C2 is listed in Table B-2.2 for some typical wall cases based on the assumption of equal positive
and negative moment capacities. Combining Equations (2.5) and (2.6), one obtains

Rm = C3 Ps (2.7)

where C3 = 1.1 C2 / C t. Values for C3 are listed in Table B-2.2 for these wall cases.
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Table B-2.2. Wall coelticients for some typical one-way spanning walls.

Wall type Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 C6

Simple span 8 8 1.10 0.64 5.12 0.90

Fixed span 12 16 1.47 0.32 3.84 0.90

Two-span continuous 8 12 1.65 0.44 3.52 0.92

Three-span continuous 10 12 1.32 0.44 4.40 0.92

In addition to the dynamic capacity, an estimate of the natural,period of the wall slab is required.
This is given by

E-:X.]
T = C4 L2 m (2.8)

where

m = distributed mass per unit length of the slab

Ec = modules of elasticity for concrete

Ia = average of the moments of inertia determined for
both the cracked and uncracked sections of concrete.

The coefficient C4 listed in Table B-2.2 was obtained using the effective load-mass factor KLM and

effective spring constant ka for elasto-plastic response from Tables 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 of Reference B-4.
Combining Equations (2.5) and (2.8)

1/2
C5 Mu m (2.9)

T= Ps E_

where C 5 = C 1 x C4. Thus, from Equation (2.7):

1/2
RmT m (2.10)

27r = C6 MU E--_

where C6 = C3 x C5 / (2_r). The coefficients C5 and C 6 are also given in Table B-2.2.

Note in Table B-2.2 that C6 is essentially a constant of 0.90 to 0.92 for all four wall types. Thus,

Ico [Equation (1.3)] is independent of the wall type and only depends upon Mtj, (m/E¢ la), and/z. The

impulse correction factor FT used in Equation (2.1) is reduced with increasing T (see Table B-2. !). The
coefficient C5 and thus T is largest for the simple span wall type (see Table B-2.2). Thus the impulse
capacity ICT [Equation (2.1)] will be least for the simple span wall type. Theretbre, within this study

simple span wall types will be used for generic predictions of required separation distances.
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When to/T exceeds about 0.8, an alternate formulation of the triangular pulse capacity of the wall
is preferred over that given by Equation (2.1). For this reason, the impulse capacity correction factors

Ft given in Table B-2.1 are limited to to/T ratios of 1.0 or less. At an infinite duration, the peak
ingantaneously supplied pressure capacity Peo is limited to

Peo = [ 2_-12;tJ]Rm (2.11)

and, for duration td less than unity, the peak reflected pressure capacity Pet of a triangular pulse is given
by

Pet = Peo (1 + FTp) (2.12)

For t0/l"ratios greater than about 0.8, Equation (2.12) is preferable over Equation (2.1) because FTp
represents a smaller correction than does FT. The pressure correction factor FTp for a triangular pulse
is given in Table B-2.3 as a function of td/T from 0.6 to 5.0 and was computed using Figure B-2.1 taken
from Reference B-4. Actually, FTp and FT are related by

(1 + 21o
= = Ctt (T/td) (2.13)(1 + FT) Pc.td

where

C_ = 2_t (2.14)
a'v/2_-1

so that either Equation (2.1) or Equation (2.13) may be used throughout the entire range of td/T. From

Equation (2.14), the following values of C_ are computed as

C_,

1.0 0.637

3.0 0.854

5.0 1.061

The level of conservatism introduced in the wall dynamic capacity (either ICTor PCT) by the
assumption of a simple span wall type is greatest for the two-span continuous wall (in Table B-2.2, C5

is minimum and C6 is maximum for this case). This capacity conservatism increases with increasing td/Ts

ratios where T, is the natural period computed for a simple span wall (i.e., using C 5 equals 5.12 in
Equation (2.9). Table B-2.4 presents the ratio of the two-span continuous dynamic capacity to the simple
span dynamic capacity for various toFFs ratios. At td/T. of 0.2 or _ess, the conservatism is negligible,
but as tdFr. becomes 0.6 or greater, substantial conservatism results. It is recommended that whenever

td/T. exceeds about 0.2, both T and Rm be computed using the C5 and C3 coefficients, respectively, from
Table B-2.2 in lieu of those for a simple span wall in order to avoid the conservatism in Table B-2.4.
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Table B-2.3. Peak pressure capacitycorrection factor F.n, (triangular pulse with zero rise time).

tiff' /, = 1.0 /, = 3.0 _ = 5.0

0.6 0.54 0.88 1.21

0.7 0.44 0.72 1.00

0.8 0.38 0.61 0.86

0.9 0.33 0.54 0.74

1.0 0.29 0.47 0.66

1.1 0.26 0.41 0.58

1.25 0.23 0.36 0.49

1.5 0.17 0.27 0.38

1.75 0.15 0.24 0.34

2.0 0.14 0.22 0.30

3.0 0.09 0.15 0.21

4.0 0.07 0.11 0.17

5.0 0.05 0.07 0.13

Table B-2.4. Ratio of two-span continuous to simple span dynamic wall capacities.

Ratio (two-span continuous to simple span dynamic capacity)
td/Ts

M = 1.0 M = 3.0 M = 5.0

0.0 1.02 ! .02 1.02

0.2 1.07 1.07 1.06

0.6 1.30 1.23 1.19

1.0 1.35 1.30 1.25

1.4 1.42 1.38 1.31

1.8 1.45 1.42 1.38

oo 1.50 1.50 1.50
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B-2.2 Properties for One-Way Simple Span Concrete Walls

Table B-2.5 presents representative wall properties for 12-in., 18-in., and 24-in. deep one-way
spanning simple span concrete walls. These properties are presented for walls with static pressure

capacities Ps of 1.5, 3.0, and 4.5 psi, and with tensile steel factors (ply/100%) of 0.12, 0.30, 0.45 and
0.60 ksi, where p is the percentage of tensile reinforcement and fy is the reinforcing steel yield stress

(generally 60 ksi). These properties were computed assuming 4,000 psi concrete with an average density
of 150 lb/ft3. Details of the computations are described in Appendix A of Reference B-2.

It is always preferable to estimate the ultimate moment capacity MU, the span length L, and

(m/Eela) based on the actual wall properties and then use Equations (2.7) and (2.8) to estimate Rm and
T, which are used in Equation (1.3) to obtain Ico. However, for generic site studies, sufficient details
may not be readily available on each wall to estimate MU. In this case, a conservative lower bound on
the static capacity Ps can be based upon the required design pressure drop for the tornado zone in which
the plant is sited. From Reference B-5, these design pressure drops (minimum Ps) are as tbllows:

Pressure Drop

Tprnado Zone (psi)
I 3.0
II 2.25

[] 1.5

Mostactualwallshavestaticcapacitiesgreaterthanindicatedby thesedesignpressuredropsbecause

theirstaticcapacityisoftengovernedby m''dmum wallthicknessand minimum steelpercentage

requirementsratherthanby thetornadodesignpressuredrop. In addition,thelowest_fy/lO0%) of

0.12ksishowninTableB-2.5correspondstoatensilesteelpercentagep of0.2% andfy = 60 ksi.All
externalconcretewallsofnuclearplantsshouldhaveatleastthistensilesteelfactor.Thus,forgeneric

studies,conservativelyestimatePs = 3.0psifornuclearplantsinTornadoZone I(mostnuclearplants)

and Ps = 1.5psiforplantsinTornadoZone IIor IIl.NoteinTableB-2.5thatIco isindependentof

Ps andthereforeICT[Equation(2.I)]isonlymildlyinfluencedbyPs fortd/Tratioslessthanabout0.6.

Therefore,verylittlepenaltyispaidby conservativelyestimatingPswhen td/T< 0.6.Then usetheIco

and T valuesinTableB-2.5correspondingto (ply/100%)= 0.12 ksitbrthe walldepthbeing

considered.Interpolationbetweenthe12-in.,18-in.,and24-in.propertiesmay be usedtbrotherconcrete

walldepthsbetween12 and 24 in. As can be notedinTableB-2.5,Ico isheavilyinfluencedby

(pfy/I00%),sothatconsiderableconservatismislikelytobe introducedby choosingthe0.12ksilower
boundvalueforthistensilesteelfactor.

The 18-in.concretewallparameterslabeledWallCasesNo. I through6 inTableB-2.5areused
for the separation distance results. These are the same wall cases used in Reference B-I. These six wall

cases and three ductilities of # = 1.0, 3.0, and 5.0 cover a range of Ico from 57.0 psi-ms to 386.8 psi-
ms and a range of T from 72 ms to 491 ms. This range of parameter variation covers all of the lower

Ico values in Table B-2.5 except for the weakest 12-in. wall case at # = 1.0. Since the greatest interest

is in the _t = 3.0 case, a lower bound leo = 57.0 psi-ms covers all of the lower # = 3.0 cases. These

18 cases (six wall cases, three ductilities) are sufficient to cover the Ico range of predominant interest.
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Table B-2.5. Representative properties for one-way simple span concrete walls.

Wail Tensile steel Static pressure Instantaneous impulse capacity

depth factor pfy/lO0% capacity Length Period ][co fpsi-ms) Wall

Dfin.) t_i) _ _ T(ms) _ t_= 3.0/_ =5.0 easen0.

12 O.12 1.5 19.3 141 37.0 82.7 111.0

3.0 13.6 70

0.30 1.5 30.0 318 83.6 187.0 250.8
3.0 21.2 159

0.45 1.5 36.4 446 117.1 261.8 351.2
3.0 25.7 223

0.60 1.5 41.5 559 146.7 328.1 440.2

3.0 29.3 279

18 0.12 1.5 30.8 217 57.0 127.5 171.0 I

3.0 21.8 109 2

4.5 17.8 72 3

0.30 1.5 48.1 491 128.9 288.3 386.8 4

3.0 34.0 246 5

4.5 27.8 164 6

0.45 1.5 58.2 687 180.5 403.6 54 ! .5

3.0 41.2 344

4.5 33.6 229

0.60 1.5 66.4 862 226.3 506.0 678.8

3.0 47.0 431

4.5 38.3 287

24 O. 12 1.5 42.4 294 77.2 172.6 23 !.6
3.0 30.0 147

0.30 1.5 66.1 665 174.5 390.2 523.5

3.0 46.7 332

0.45 1.5 80.0 930 244.2 546.1 732.7
3.0 56.6 465

0.60 1.5 91.3 1170 306.7 685.9 920.2
3.0 64.6 584
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B-3. BLAST WAVE PARAMETERS FOR SURFACE
HYDROGEN DETONATIONS

B-3.1 Description and Tabulation of Blast Wave Parameters

The blast wave parameters presented in this appendix for surface hydrogen detonations with
detonating volumes VD and separation distances Rtt were developed in Appendix A of this report. They
provided the pertinent blast parametei_ as a fanction of distance for the following seven cases of surface
(hemispherical) hydrogen detonation:

VD - 300, 450, 740, 1110, 1500, 3000, 4500 scf. (3.1)

These parameters are listed in Tables B-3. la through B-3. Ig and consist of the wave velocity U,
the peak pressure Po and total positive impulse Io for the incident overpressure, the peak pressure PR and
total positive impulse IR for the reflected pressure, the effective triangular pulse duration td for the

reflected pressure from Equation (2.3), and the minimum clearing distance Lem so that the reflected

pressure does not clear earlier than td.

B-3.2 Clearing Distance Assumption

At least for TNT detonations, the clearing time tc is estimated from

3Lc (3.2)
to = "-TT

where L¢ is the minimum distance to a clearing surface (the lesser of the building height or half the

builaing width). Thus, if Lc is less than

tdU (3.3)
Lcm=

the reflected pressure will clear prior to td and the total positive reflected impulse 1Rwill be less than the
IRvalues listed in Table B-3. la through B-3. lg that are based upon assuming infinite clearing distances.

However, unless the actual clearing distance Lc is less than 65% of Lea, the reduction in IR will be less

than 5% and can be neglected. Within this study, the full IR (infinite clearing distance) was used ttl

compute the minimum required separation distances. Unless the actual Lc is less than 65% of the Lcm

value listed in Tables B-3. la through B-3. lg for the appropriate detonating volume VD and range R, the
reported separation distances are less than 5% conservative due to this assumption of infinite clearing
distances.
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Table B-3.1a. Blast wave parameters for detonating volume VD = 300 scf (1.593 Ibm).

Overpressures Reflected pressures

Total Total Minimum

Wave positive positive Effective clearing

Distance velocity Peak impulse Peak impulse duration distance

R (R) U (ft/sec) Po (psi) Io (psi-s) PR (psi) IR (psi-s) to (ms) Lcm (ft)

20 2133.69 43.45 0.0609 164.30 0.1734 2.11 1.5

30 1600.99 16.97 0.0425 48.35 0.1040 4.30 2.3

40 1401.37 8.99 0.0320 22.32 0.0723 6.48 3.0

50 1310.21 5.70 0.0256 13.20 0.0554 8.39 3.7

60 1261.93 4.05 0.0213 9.01 0.0450 9.99 4.2

70 1233.32 3. I0 0.0182 6.74 0.01380 11.28 4.6

Table B-3.1b. Blast wave parameters for detonating volume V D = 450 scf (2.39 Ibm).

Overpressures Reflected pressures

Total Total Minimum

Wave velocity positive Peak positive Effective clearing

Distance U (ft/sec) Peak impulse PR impulse duration distance

R (ft) Po (psi) Io (psi-s) (psi) IR (psi-s) td (ms) Lcm (ft)

20 2399.00 59.46 0.0917 249.56 0.2711 2.17 1.7

30 1740.05 23.15 0.0629 71.82 0.1600 4.46 2.6

40 1481.15 12.05 0.0469 31.69 0.1086 6.85 3.4

50 1360.26 7.48 0.0371 18.00 0.0816 9.07 4.1

60 1295.89 5.20 0.0307 11.91 0.0654 10.98 4.7

70 1257.90 3.91 0.0262 8.68 0.0548 12.63 5.3
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Table B-3.1e. Blast wave parameters for detonating volume VD = 740 scf (3.93 Ibm).

Overpressui'es Reflected pressures

Total Total Minimum

Wave positive Peak positive Effective clearing
Di_ance velocity Peak impulse Pit impulse duration distance

R (ft) U (ft/sec) Po (psi) Io (psi-s) (psi) IR (psi-s) td (ms) Lcn, (ft)

30 1961.33 34.06 0.1137 118.92 0.3034 5.10 3.3

40 1613.22 17.49 0.0828 50.23 0.1990 7.92 4.3

50 1444.61 10.63 0.0645 27.23 0.1449 10.64 5.1

60 1353.34 7.23 0.0527 17.31 0.1137 13.14 5.9

70 1299.30 5.32 0.0445 12.21 0.0937 15.35 6.6

80 1264.86 4.15 0.0386 9.26 0.0799 17.26 7.3

90 1241.57 3.37 0.0341 7.38 0.0698 18.92 7.8

100 1225.03 2.83 0.0305 6.11 0.0620 20.3 8.3

120 1203.45 2.13 0.0254 4.52 0.0509 22.5 9.0

140 1190.19 1.71 0.0217 3.58 0.0433 24.2 9.3

160 1181.29 1.42 0.0190 2.97 0.0377 25.4 10.0

Table B-3.1d. Blast wave parameters for detonating volume VD - 1,11O s_:f (5.895 Ibm).

Overpressures Reflected Pressures

Total Minimum

Wave Total positive positive Effective clearing
Distance velocity Peak impulse Peak impulse duration distance

R (ft) U (ft/sec) Po (psi) Io (psi-s) PR (psi) IR (psi-s) td (ms) Lcm (ft)

30 2189.60 46.67 0.2028 180.71 0.4319 4.78 3.5

40 1755.57 23.88 0.1450 74.73 4.3609 9.66 5.7

50 1537.88 14.33 0.1110 39,18 0.2563 13.08 6.7

60 1417.59 9.60 0.0894 24.11 0.1965 16.30 7.7

70 1345.68 6.95 0.0747 16.55 0.1591 19.23 8.6

80 1299.78 5.34 0.0642 12.26 0.1338 21.80 9.5

90 1268.81 4.28 0,0564 9.58 0.1158 24.20 10.2

100 1246.93 3.55 0.0504 7.80 0.1021 26.20 10.9

120 1218.69 2.62 0.0416 5.63 0.0831 29.50 12.0

140 1201.60 2.07 0.0355 4.38 0.0703 32.10 12.9

,160 1190.31 1,71 0.0310 3.59 0.0611 34.0 13.5

180 1182.34 1.46 0.0276 3.04 0.0541 35.60 14.0
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Table B-3.1e. Blast wave parameters for detonating volume V D = 1,500 scf (7.967 Ibm).

Overpressures Reflected pressures

Total Minimum

Wave Total positive positive Effective clearing
Distance velocity Peak impulse Peak impulse duration distance

R (ft) U (ft/sec) Po (psi) Io (psi-s) Pn (psi) IR (psi-s) tu (ms) Lcm (ft)

50 1624.89 17.99 0.1755 52.06 0.4151 15.95 8.6

60 1478.38 11.94 0.1398 31.34 0.3127 19.96 9.8

70 1389.85 8.56 O.1158 21.07 0.2494 23.7 11.0

80 1333.05 6.50 0.0989 15.33 0.2076 27.1 12.0

90 1294.70 5.15 0.0863 11.81 0.1777 30.1 13.0

100 1267.67 4,24 0.0767 9.42 0.1559 33.1 14.0

120 1232.94 3.08 0.0630 6.71 0.1257 37.5 15.4

140 1212.15 2.41 0.0536 5.15 0.1059 41.1 16.6

160 1198.54 1.97 0.0467 4.17 0.0915 43.9 17.5

180 1189.03 1.67 0.0415 3.50 0.0808 46.2 18.3

200 1182.03 1.45 0.0373 3.02 0.0725 48.0 18.9

230 1174.45 1.21 0.0325 2.51 0.0628 50.0 19.3

260 1169.03 1.04 0.0288 2.15 0.0555 51.6 20. I
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Table B-3.1f. Blast wave parameters for detonating volume V D --- 3,000 scf (15.93 Ibm).

Overpressures Reflected pressures

ToM Total Minimum

Wave positive positive Effective clearing
Dis'lance velocity Peak impulse Peak impulse duration distance

R (fl) U (fl/sec) Po (psi) Ic (psi-s) Pit (psi) 1R (psi-s) td (ms) Lcm (It)

100 1335.95 6.61 0.2075 15.61 0.4319 55.3 24.6

120 1279.40 4.64 0.1675 10.48 0.3379 64.5 27.5

140 1245.99 3.52 0.1409 7.73 0.2794 72.3 30.0

160 1224.54 2.81 0.1220 6.07 0.2392 78.8 32.2

180 1209.84 2.33 0.1078 4.98 0.2097 84.2 34.0

200 1199.25 1.99 0.0967 4.22 0.1871 88.7 35.5

230 1188.01 1.64 0.0839 3.43 0.1614 94.1 37.3

260 1180.18 1.39 0.0742 2.89 0.1422 98.4 38.7

290 1174.41 1.21 0.0666 2.50 0.1272 101.8 39.9

320 1169.99 1.07 0.0605 2.21 0.1152 104.2 40.6

350 1166.49 0.96 0.0554 1.98 0.1052 106.3 41.3

380 1163.65 0.87 0.0511 1.79 0.0969 108.3 42.0

410 1161.30 0.80 0.0474 1.64 0.0897 109.4 42.3

440 1159.31 0.74 0.0442 1.51 0.0836 110.7 42.8

470 1157.62 0.69 0.0414 1.40 0.0783 I 11.9 43.2

500 1156.15 0.64 0.0390 1.31 0.0736 112.4 43.3
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Table lb3.1g. Blast wave parameters for detonating volume VD = 4,500 scf (23.90 Ibm).

Overpressures Reflected pressures

Total Total Minimum

Wave positive positive Effective clearing
Distance velocity Peak impulse Peak impulse duration distance

R (R) U (ftlsec) Po (psi) Io (psi-s) PR (psi) Ia (psi-s) td (ms) Lcm (ft)

120 1319.18 6.01 0.2529 14.02 0.5197 74. I 32.6

140 1274.69 4.48 0.2112 10.08 0.4242 84.2 35.8

160 1246.30 3.53 O.1818 7.75 0.3599 92.9 38.6

180 1227.02 2.89 0.1597 6.26 0.3135 100.2 41.0

200 1213.25 2.44 O.1426 5.23 0.2784 106.5 43.1

230 1198.84 1.98 O.1235 4.19 0.2392 114.2 45.6

260 1188.92 1.67 0.1091 3.49 0.2101 120.4 47.7

290 1181.71 1.44 0.0978 3.00 O.1876 125.1 49.3

320 1176.24 1.27 0.0887 2._',3 O.1696 129.0 50.6

350 1171.96 1.13 0.0812 2.34 O.1549 132.4 51.7

380 1168.50 1.03 0.0748 2.11 O.1425 135.1 52.6

410 1165.66 0.94 0.0694 1.92 O.1320 137.5 53.4

440 1163.28 0.86 0.0648 1.77 O.1230 139.0 53.9

470 1161.26 0.80 0.0607 1.64 O.1151 140.4 54.3

500 1159.51 0.75 0.0571 1.53 O.1082 141.4 54.7

530 1157.99 0.70 0.0539 1.43 O.1021 142.8 55. I

560 1156.65 0.66 0.0511 1.34 0.0966 144.2 55.6

590 1155.47 0.62 0.0485 1.27 0.0917 !_4.4 55.6

620 1154.41 0.59 0.0462 1.20 0.0872 145.3 55.9
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B-3.3 Triangular Pulse Assumption

Figures B-3.1 throughB-3.3 presentplots of reflectedpressuretimehistories forthe followingthree
cases:

i

Figure B-3.1: VD = 450 scf, R = 30 ft
Figure B-3.2: VD = 450 scf, R = 70 ft
Figure B-3.3: VD = 4,500 scf, R = 180 ft

In these three plots, the positive phase reflectedpressuretime history is replacedby a triangular
pulse with the same Pit and IR by defining td from Equation(2.3). The negative pressure region is
ignored. Replacingthe actualpressuretime historyby the equivalentpositive triangularpulse is always
conservative. Sensitivity studies have shown that the conservative error results in a negligible
overpredictionof the required separationdistancesso long as td is greaterthan about 10 ms. When td

is about 6 ms, the requiredseparationdistancesareas much as 15%overpredicted. Below td = 5 ms,

the overpredictionincreasesrapidly. In fact, below abouttd = 5 ms with low ductility(nearunity), the
peak negative response actually exceeds the peak positive response, and both are significantly
overpredictedby the peak positiveresponseobtainedfromthe equivalenttriangularpulse.

Over a detonationvolume VD rangefrom 300 to 1,110 scf where separationdistances might be
sufficientlysmall for td < 5 to 6 ms, the rangeR6 associated with td = 5 to 6 ms (see TablesB-3.l a
through B-3. Ie) can be approximatedby

Re _ 33 ft . (3.4)

When the computedseparationdistance is less than R6 _ 33 ft, the computed separationdistance based
on an equivalenttrianglepulse is likely to be morethan about15%conservative,and one should consider
performingtime history analyses using the actual reflected pressure time history in lieu of using the
separation distances computedherein, if such conservatismis unacceptable.
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Figure B-3.1. Reflected pressure time history for VD = 450 scf and R = 30 ft.
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Figure B-3.2. Reflected pressure time history for VD = 450 scf and R = 70 ft.
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B4. SEPARATION DISTANCE RESULTS

Separation distances R have been computed for the six wall cases defined as Wall Cases No. 1
through 6 in Table B-2.5 at ductility factors of 1.0 (elastic), 3.0, and 5.0, for the seven detonating

volumes VD with blast parameters defined in Tables B-3. la through B-3. lg. These separation distances
are shown in Tables B-4.1, B-4.2, and B-4.3 for ductilities of 1.0, 3.0, and 5.0, respectively. The

following steps were used to compute these separation distances:

I. Determine the instantaneous impulse capacity Ico from Equation (1.3) and the natural period T from
Equation (2.9) for the wall and ductility being considered. For the six wall cases studied, Ico and
T are listed in Table B-2.5.

2. For a given VD and distance R, find td from the appropriate Table B-3.1 and determine the ratio
te/T. When tdrr _; 1.0, enter Table B-2.1 to find the impulse correction factor FT as a function
of tdrr and the permissible ductility. Then compute the duration impulse capacity Ic.r from
Equation (2.1). When tdfr > 1.0, find the peak pressure correction factor FTp from Table B-2.3
and convert to FT using Equation (2.13). Vary R until ICT -- IR where IR is the total positive
reflected impulse for a given V v and R from the appropriate Table B-3.1. The R distance at which
let = IR represents the minimum required separation distance for this case. Interpolation is used
for distances between those given in the appropriateTable B-3.1.

Tables B-4.1 through B-4.3 also present in parentheses the predicted separation distances using the
prediction formula presented in the next section.

Table B-4.1. Computed versus predicted ( ) separation distances R fit) for/_ = 1.0 (Elastic).

Hydrogen Wall case
detonation

volume Vv - fV No. 1 fit) No. 2 (f_) No. 3 if-t) No. 4 fit) No. 5 fit) No. 6 (ft)

300 49 49 49 25 25 25
(46) ($15) (45) (23) (23) (23)

450 67 67 66 35 35 35
(71) (69) (67) (36) (35) (35)

740 107 104 lO0 54 54 54

(117) (112) (104) (59) (59) (5s)
I 110 166 155 139 82 82 81

(176) (162) (144) (90) (89) (86)

1500 238 204 173 117 115 113

(236) (207) (177) (123) (119) (114)

3000 485 328 250 273 243 21 l
(440) (336) (261) (247) (227) (202)

4500 616 383 300 386 315 260
(603) (420) (313) (366) (316) (266)
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I
Table B4.2. Computed versus predicted ( ) separation distances R (f_) for _ = 3.0.

tlydmgea Wall case
detonation

volume No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4 No. 5 No. 6

VD = fV (scf) (fl) (ft) (fl) (ft) (fi) (fl)

300 25 25 25 < 15 < 15 < 15

(23) (23) (23) (12) (12) (12)

450 35 35 35 19 19 19

(36) (35) (35) (18) (18) (18)

740 55 55 54 31 31 31
(60) (58) (55) (30) (30) (30)

1110 82 81 78 46 46 46

(90) (86) (79) (46) (45) (44)

1500 116 110 102 63 63 63

(122) (112) (101) (62) (61) (60)

3000 245 195 165 134 128 121
(236) (195) (159) (127) (120) (111)

4500 322 242 196 187 172 157
(335) (253) (195) (190) (173) (153)

Table 8-4.3. Computed versus predicted ( ) separationdistances R (it) for _ = 5.0.

Hydrogen Wall case
detonation

volume No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4 No. 5 No. 6

V D = fV (scf) (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft)

300 20 20 20 ......

(18) (18) (18) (9) (9) (9)

450 28 28 28 < 15 < 15 < 15
(28) (28) (27) (14) (14) (14)

740 44 44 44 = 20 ---20 ---20

(47) (46) (44) (23) (23) (23)

1110 66 65 64 36 36 36
(71) (68) (65) (36) (35) (35)

1500 91 88 85 52 52 52
(96) (91) (84) (49) (48) (47)

3000 194 166 145 107 104 101

(189) (164) (139) (99) (96) (91)

4500 261 209 178 148 140 131
(274) (220) (176) (150) (140) (128)
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B-5. PREDICTION OF SEPARATION DISTANCES

B-5.1 Separation Distance Prediction Formula

Based on Equation 2.1, for cases with small td/T ratios, the total permissible reflected impulse 1R
is defined by

IR = leo (1 + FT) (5.1)

where FT is a small correction as defined in Table B-2.1. Furthermore for all blast wave cases shown

in Tables B-3. la through B-3. lg with separation distances R of less than 300 ft. the separation distance

associated with a total positive reflected impulse IR can be predicted within 12% by

3.85 V_ '°4R ffi (5.2)
io.s5

Thus, for small td/T ratios, the required separation distance may be predicted by:

3.85 V1D'04
R = (5.3)

I?o85 [I+ FT]°'s5

where

R - minimum required separation distance in ft

I¢o - instantaneous impulse capacity of wall at permissible ductility in psi-ms
T = natural period of wall in ms
VD - detonating hydrogen volume in scf.

At distances in excess of 300 ft, td exceeds lOOms so that td/T and FT will not be small, in which
case Equation (5.3) is not the preferred form for the prediction equation. For large td/T ratios, the total

permissible peak reflected pressure PR is defined by Equation (2.12) to be

PR = Pco(1 + FTp) (5.4)

whereFTp is a small correctionas definedin TableB-2.3. Furthermore,for all blast wavecasesshown

in Tables B-3.1a throughB-3. lg with separationdistancesgreater than 300 It, the separationdistance
associatedwith a peak reflectedpressurePR (psi) can be predictedwithin 2% by

41.1 V°34R = (5.5)
pO.85
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Thus, for large t_fr ratios where the separation distance is controlled by the instantaneously applied

pressure capacity Pco of the wall, the required separation distance may be predicted by

41.1 VD°'s4
R = (5.6)

po.ss[l + °'85OO

From the definitions of Ico [Equation (1.3)], Peo [Equation (2.11)], and C_, [Equation (2.14)1, the
relationship between leo and Pc,, is

Ir,o P¢o (5.7)

C_,T 2

Substituting Equation (5.7) into Equation (5.3), it can be shown that Equation (5.3) and Equation (5.6)

are equal when (1 + FT) and (1 + FTp) are defined by

[1 • F_]-[1- (F_)_] ''_ (5.8)

[1 * F_,]: [1* (l_)_] ''°

where

vO.8235 (5.9)
FCT

8. I CaT

and ot may be any desired power. The power t_ was selected to enable a close prediction of the computed

separation distances presented in Table B-4.1 through B-4.3 by either Equation (5.3) or (5.6) over the
entire range of parameters. It was found that c_ = 2 works well.

In summary, the required separation distance may be accurately predicted by either of the tbllowing

two equations:

3.85V_ °4
R = (5.10)

i0.85 [1 (FcT)2] 0425CO +

0.."44
41.I V D

R = (5.11)

pO.85 [l (|]FcT)2]0'425CO +
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where Fcr is defined by Equation (5.9) and

R - minimum required separation distance in ft

Ico - instantaneous wall impulse capacity at permissible ductility in psi-ms from Equation (1.3)
T --- natural period of wall in ms

VD -- detonating hydrogen volume in scf
Pco - instantaneously applied pressure capacity in psi from Equation (2.11)

C_ - ductility coefficient from Equation (2.14)

Both equations produce identical predicted separation distances and the choice is one of individual
preference. Generally Equation (5.10) is easier to use when FCT < 1.0, and Equation (5.1 I) is easier
when FCT > 1.0, because in both cases the correction effect is less.

The predicted separation distances obtained from Equation (5.10) or (5.11) are shown in parentheses
in Tables B-4.1 through B-4.3 for all the cases studied. The ratio of computed to predicted separation
distances have a mean value of 1.00, a coefficient of variation of 0.06, and a maximum error band of

0.87 to 1.11. Thus, Equations (5.10) and (5.11) are accurate in predicting the computed separation
distances of Tables B-4.1 through B-4.3 over the entire parameter ranges studied.

B-5.2 Limits on Separation Distance Prediction Formula

1. The separation distance prediction formula is applicable to any wall with any support conditions so

long as the wall has the following minimum capacities (static pressure capacity Ps, and instantaneous

impulse capacity Ico)

Ps > 1.0 psi

Ico _ 30.0 psi-ms (5.12)

Lesser capacity walls were not studied, and it is believed that the prediction tbrmula may err on the
unconservative side for lesser capacity walls.

2. The detonating hydrogen volume (Vo = fV) should be less than

V D < 5000 scf (5.13)

Greaterdetonatingvolumeswerenotstudied,and itisbelievedthatthepredictiontbrmulamay err

on theunconservativesideforgreaterV D values.

3. IftheseparationdistanceR predictedby Equation(5.10)or (5.11)islessthanabout33 f-t,itis
likelyto be more than15% conservativeforthereasonsdiscussedin SectionB-3.3. Ifthis

conservatismisunacceptable,oneshouldconsiderperformingexplicittimehistoryanalysesinlieu

ofusingEquation(5.10)or(5.1I).
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B-5.3 Validation Check on SeparationDistance PredictionFormula

Equations (5.10) and (5.11) were empirically derived to match the computed separation distances
obtained for six 18-in.-thick concrete wall cases identified as Wall Cases No. 1 through 6 in Table B-2.5.
In this section, the validity of Equations (5.10) and (5.11) is checked for the weakest l_.-in, and 24-in.
wall cases in Table B-2.5.

Case A: 12-in.-thick wall, PlY - 0.12, Ps = 1.5 psi

V D -. 740 scf

Case B: 24-in.-thick wall PlY = 0.12, P, = 1.5psi' 100%

VD = 4500 scf

The wall properties (Ico , and T) for these two wall cases are taken from Table B-2.5 and
reproduced in Table B-5.1. Table B-5.1 also shows the computed and predicted [Equation (5.10)]
separation distance for these two wall cases and detonating volumes at ductilities of 1.0, 3.0, and 5.0.
For these six cases, separation distances are accurately predicted with a maximum error band of 0.91 to
1.05. The prediction equation works as well for these cases as it does tbr the cases upon which it was

empirically based.

Table B-5.1. Computedand predicted separationdistancesfor weak 12-in. and 24-in. walls.

SeparationdistanceR (ft)

Detonating Natural Instantaneous Predicted

volume VD period Ductility impulse capacity IEquation

Wall case (so0 T (ms) factor Ico (psi-ms) Computed (5.10)}

A 740 141 1.0 37.0 157 166

(12-in. wall) 3.0 82.7 77 85
5.0 111.0 61 67

B 4500 294 1.0 77.2 541 515

(24-in. wall) 3.0 172.6 271 277
5.0 231.6 215 222
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B-6. RECOMMENDED MINIMUM SEPARATION DISTANCES

Even fur seismicresponse,many studieshaverecommendedthatsomeinelasticcapacitybe included

in design (see Coats, Reference B-6, for a summary). "The energy absorption obtained from a linear
elastic analysis performed to the design or yield level is only a fraction of the total energy absorption
capability of a structure." (Reference B-6, p. 34) A measure of inelastic response is the ductility factor,
defined as the ratio of the actual displacement to the displacement at first yield. For impulse loads, the

American Society of Civil Engineers Manual No. 58, Structural Analysis and Design of Nuclear
Facilities, e'7 suggests conservative failure ductility factors of up to 30 for local slabs in flexure (Table
6.1 of Reference B-7). American Concrete Institute (ACI) 349 Appendix C, Code Requirements for

Nuclear Safety-Related Concrete Structures, B'8 permits a design ductility for impulse loads on local slabs
in flexure of up to 10. However, because blast loads can affect the integrity of the structure as a whole,
the permissible design ductility for blast loads is limited by ACI 349 to 3. A ductility factor of 3 for a

properly designed wall or roof slab with less than 1% tensile steel and a shear capacity in excess of the
flexural capacity would correspond to extensive cracking but no severe damage for a one-time application
of a blast load. This study presents results for ductility factors of 1, 3, and 5. The results tbr a ductility
factor of 3 are considered to be the most appropriate for establishing the minimum required separation
distance.

When the wall properties are known, the instantaneous impulse capacity ot"the wall lco [Equation
(1.3)] and natural period T should be computed based upon these properties, following the guidance given
in Section B-2.1. However, for general screening studies, the detailed wall properties are often unknown.
For concrete walls, the following reasonably conservative lower bound properties may be used in these
screening studies:

Wall Tensile steel Static pressure Natural
thickness factor Impulse factor Tornado capacity period

(in.) pfy/lO0% (ksi) RmT/2_"(psi-ms) zone Ps (psi) T (ms)

12 0.12 37.0 All 1.5 141

18 0.12 57.0 I 3.0 109 i

II & IIl 1.5 217

24 0.12 77.2 I 3.0 147
II & III 1.5 294

The impulse factor (RmT/27r) may be used in Equation (1.3) to compute lco for any permissible

ductility. Use of these lower bound properties may result in large conservatism for an actual wall.

Next, one must estimate the detonating fraction f and total gaseous volume of hydrogen V in order

to obtain the detonating volume VD from Equation (1.1). Detonating fractions are likely to be in the

range of 0.05 to 0.20 with 0.30 representing a reasonably conservative upper bound (the remaining

hydrogen burns in a deflagration rather than detonates). Selection of the detonating fraction is beyond
the scope of this report.
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Once VD, Ico, and T are selected, the required separation distance R may be obtained from
Equation(5.10).

Figure B-6.1 plots the minimumrequiredseparationdistanceR venus detonationsVolumeVD for
12-, 18-, and 24-in. thick concretewalls with the previouslytabulatedminimumwall propertiesat a
ductility of 3.0. As can be seen from FigureB-6.1, wall thickness has a significant influenceon the
requiredseparationdistance over the entire rangeof detonatingvolumes. The separationdistance for a
12-in. wall rangesfrom 24% greaterat 4,500 scf to 44% greaterat 300 scf than tbr an 18-in. wall with
the same static pressure capacity Ps of 1.5 psi. However,static pressure capacity Ps influencesthe
separationdistance significantlyonly at detonatingvolumes in excess of about 1,500 scf. Doublingthe
static pressurecapacityPs reduces the separationdistanceby morethan 15% only for VDvalues greater
than 1,300, 2,300, and 3,200 scf for the 12-, 18-, and 24-in. walls, respectively. At 4,500 scf the
reductionsare substantialfor the 12-in. wall and rangefrom 50% for the 12-in. wall down to 23% tbr
the 24-in. wall.

Figure B-6.2 illustratesthe influenceof the tensile steel factor (pfy/lO0 %). This figure shtn_s the
requiredseparation distance for an 18-in. wall with a static pressurecapacity Ps of 3.0 psi at a ductility
level of 3.0. This plot wa3preparedusing the appropriatewall properties Ico, and T from Table B-2.3.

Since (pfy/lO0 %) is a very significant parameter influencingIco, it also has a very significant influence
on the requiredseparation distances.

In conclusion,both the wall thickness and the tensile steel factor CofyllO0%) significantly influence
the required separation distance for a given detonating volume over the entire range of detonating
volumes. At detonating volumes Vo less than 1500 scf, the static pressure capacity Ps is a much less
significant parameter,since it does not influenceIco. However,it can significantly influencethe required
separation distance at the largerdetonatingvolumes, particularlyfor the 12-in.-thickwalls.

!
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Figure B-6.1. Separation distance versus detonating volume for 12-, 18-, and 24-in. walls with
(.ofy/lO0%) = 0.12 ksi at ductility of 3.0.
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Figure B-6.2. Separationdistance versus detonatingvolume for 18-in. walls at ductility of 3.0 with
varying tensile steel factors (Ps= 3.0 psi).
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B-7. COMPARISON OF MINIMUM REQUIRED SEPARATION
DISTANCES WITH THOSE PRESENTED IN REFERENCE B-1

FOR GASEOUS HYDROGEN STORAGE

P,de_nce B-I predictsthe requiredseparationdimnce RE in feet for TNT detonationfrom

K W 1/3

where

K= f_
(p.)2/3

andW is theTNT detonationyield in pounds,andf/_ andB_ are empiricalfactorsdependenton the wall
propertiesandthe permissibleductility level. Equation(7. I) may be rewrittenas

B_ W_2 (7.2)RE = ....

where

which is a moreusable formwhen W is small comparedwith C.

ReferenceB-I presentsrepresentativevaluesfor B_.andf/_ for 18-in.-thickconcretewalls. The B_
values from ReferenceB-I can be directly correlatedwith Ico by

B_ = 117 [iCO(psi_ml)]"0"77 (7.3)

for TNT detonations. TableB-7.1 presents B_ values from ReferenceB-I and the corresponding[co i
values from TableB-2.5 for these same walls togetherwith the B/_values predictedby Equation(7,3).
Equation(7.3) may be used to extendEquation(7.2) to wall cases for those B_ values thatare notgiven
in ReferenceB-I.

TableB-7.2 presents C values for Wall Cases No. 1 through6 for ductilities of 1.0, 3.0, and 5.0
obtainedusing fp andB_ valuesfrom ReferenceB-1. The lowest C value listed in TableB-7.2 is 1420
lb. Unless W exceeds70% of C, the denominatorin Equation('1.2) is essentiallyunity. Thus, Equation
(7.2) simplifiesto
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_ I000 Ib

R E = B_tW 7/12 117 _rv r-o.77rw17/12 (7.4)= "t'¢o(psi-ms)J [" (Ib)J

Table B-7.1. ReferenceB-IB_ values,for18-in.wallcaseversusB# predictedfromEquation(7.3).

pfy Ice B# B#
100% 0rai) _t [Table B-2.3 (psi-ms)] (Reference B-I) (Equation 7.3)

0.12 1.0 57.0 5.2 5.2

3.0 127.5 2.8 2.8

5.0 171.0 2.2 2.23

0.30 1.0 128.9 2.7 2.78

3.0 288.3 1.45 1.49

5.0 386.8 1.2 I.19

Table B-7.2. Parameter C values for representative 18-in. wall cases.

C (Ib)

Wall case pfy Ps
no. 100% (ksi) (psi) It = 1.0 It = 3.0 It = 5.0

1 1.5 26,600 47,000 98,000
2 0.12 3.0 4,200 7,400 15,400

3 4.5 1,420 2,500 5,200

4 0.30 1.5 261,000 480,000 613,000
5 3.0 41,000 75,000 97,000

6 4.5 14,000 25,600 33,000

Equation (7.4) is valid for TNT detonation with yields less than 1000 lb. However. tbr gaseous

hydrogen storage of volume V in standard cubic feet, Reference B-I used the tbllowing equivalent.3, to

a TNT detonation yield W in pounds provided by Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.:

Gaseous Hydrogen Storage
(7.5)

1000 scf hydrogen = 27.1 lb TNT

Substituting Equation (7.5) into Equation (7.4), one obtains

rl 3-0.77 7/12
REH = 14.3 ft [co(psi-ma)J [V(scf)] (7.6)
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Defining Re as the ratio of separation distance R predicted herein by Equation (5.10) to the

separation distance Rst I by Equation (7.5) from Reference B-I, one obtains

0.269 fl.o4 vo.457
ss tL

f - detonating fraction for hydrogen
V -- storage volume (so0
Ice = Instantaneous impulse capacity of wall at permissible ductility (psi-ms)

and Fc,r is defined by Equation (5.9).

Re represents the scale factor that must be applied to Reference B-I separation distances REHfor
hydrogen storage to obtain the separation distance R obtained herein from Equation (5-10). When Rc
exceeds unity, Reference B-I is unconservative in predicting separation distances for gaseous hydrogen
storage. Note that R= is very sensitive to the assumed detonating fraction, and increases moderately with

increased storage volume and decreases slightly with increased Ice capacity of the wall.

Figure B-7.1 provides a contour plot of 1_ values of 0.30, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0 and 3.5 for
Wall Case No. 1 at a ductility of 3.0 (i.e., Ice = 127.5 psi-ms and T -- 217 ms) versus detonating
fraction f and storage volume V (sc0. At Re = 1.0, both approaches give the same separation distance.

Figure B-7.1 show the sensitivity of 1_ to both the stored volume and the detonation fraction. The

ratio Re ranges from 0.19 at a small stored volume V of 1,000 scf and a low detonation fraction f of 0.05
to 3.6 at a large stored volume of 15,000 scf and a detonation fraction of 0.30.

The results shown in Figure B-7.1 are specifically for Wall Case No. 1. To investigate the
sensitivity of Re for other cases, results follow for Wall Cases 1, 3, and 4 for a ductility of 3.0:

Re

V = 1000 scf 5000 scf 15,000 st:f

Ico Peo f = 0.05 0.15 0.30

Wall case (psi-ms) (psi) VD = 50 scf 750 scf 4,500 scf

1 127.5 1.375 0.19 1.23 3.60

3 127.5 4.125 0.19 1.14 2.10

4 288.3 1.375 0.18 I. 16 3.82

Wall Case No. 3 has the same leo and 3.0 times greater Pco than does Wall Case No. 1, while Wall

Case No. 4 has the same Pco and 2.26 times greater leo than does Wall Case No. I. Note that over the
entire range of detonating volumes VD, the ratio Re is insensitive to Ico, and below VD = 1500 s_" it

is also insensitive to Pco- However, at a high detonating volume of 4500 st,1",Re for Wall Case No. 3
is only 58% of Rc for Wall Case No. 1.
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FigureB-7.2 presentsthe P,c -- 1.0 contourline forWall Cases No. 1, 3, and4. For all threewall
cases, the Re ---1.0 contourline can be closely definedby

f"° = O'lO [ 10000 scf] °''V ' (7.8)

Whenf exceedsEquation(7.8), ReferenceB-I becomesunconservative.
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B-8. SUMMARY

This report provides an improved set of recommendationsfor estimatingseparationdistancesto
preventunacceptabledamageto nuclearpowerplantstructuresfrom hydrogendetonationassociatedwith

gaseoushydrogenstorage. Separationdistancesare presentedin termsof permissiblelevelsof inelastic
deformationof walls defined in termsof permissibleductility factors. Resultsare presentedfor ductility
factorsof 1.0 (elastic), 3.0, and5.0. However,the predictionmethodologymay be extendedto other

permissible ductility factors.

Blast parameters for the situation of gaseous hydrogen detonation were developed in detail in

Appendix A of this report, as a function of the distance R and detonating volume VD = fV where V is
the total stored hydrogen volume and f is the detonating fraction of this volume. These blast parameters
are presented in Tables B-3.1a through B-3.1g and are applicable for "free-field" walls subjected to blast
loading applied normal to the wall surface as a result of a surface detonation of gaseous hydrogen at sea
level. Thus, the separation distances predicted herein are also for these conditions, which are more
thoroughly discussed in Section B-I.

Based on theseblast parameters,it has been shownby studiespresentedherein that the required

separationdistancecan be accuratelypredicted(within 15%) by either Equation(5.10) or (5.11) over a
wide rangeof detonatingvolumesandwall properties. Limits of applicabilityfor this predictiontbrmula
are givenin SectionB-5.2. Recommendationsfor developingseparationdistancesin screeningstudies
are given in SectionB-6. Figures B-6.1 and B-6.2 presentuseful plotsof separationdistanceversus
detonatingvolumefor differentwall parameters.

The separation distances developed herein are compared in Section B-7 with those presented in

Reference B-1 for gaseous hydrogen storage based on a crude equivalency between hydrogen and TNT

detonations. The ratio R= between the separation distance predicted herein versus that predicted for

hydrogen detonation by Reference B-I is given by Equation 7.7. A contour plot of _ versus the
detonating fraction f and the storage volume V is given in Figure B-7.1 tbr one wall case. Within the
practical range of parameters, Rc varies from 0 to approximately 4. Thus, the separation distances given

in Reference B-I can be either severely overconservative, or severely unconservative depending upon
hydrogen detonation parameters used. Results are highly sensitive to the detonation fraction f assumed.

It is concluded that the hydrogen to TNT detonation equivalency given in Reference B-! should nt)
longer be used.
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